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PREFACE
This book, The State and Economic Surplus : Production,
Trade, and Resource-Mobilization in Early Nineteenth-Century
Nepal, represents an attempt to study Nepali economic history
from the perspective of a specific problem that is as important
today as it was during the early nineteenth century : How has
the Nepali state mobilized resources in money and commodities
from the production of farms, mines, and .forests ? Resources
mobilized by the state are used for different purposes a t
different times in the light of prevailing circumstances and the
objectives of state policy. If the rulers of e ~ r l ynineteenthcentury Nepal tried to mobilize resources for territorial expansion
and unification, their modern counterparts are e~gagedin a
similar: effort for sustaining mordern political and administ.
~ativeinstitutions and raising the living standards of the people.
Irrespective of the purpose for which resources are mobilized,
the modus opcrandi of mobilization remains a factor of constant
importance. The lessons of history may, therefore, prove as
crucial in the success of resource-mobilization effort9 today as
the experience of other countries and the advice of international
experts. Otherwise, one will be constrain:d to take the stand
that confidence and a sense of pxpose in the task of national
reconstruction are possible only on the basis of a collective
amnesia of the past. The present study thus forms a part of
the author's continuing effort to study history as "a dialogue
between plst and present ... ...between living present and a past
which the historian makes live again by establishing its
continuity with the presentw1.
The first chapter of this study deals with the geographical,
historical, and political background to t h t state's resourcemobilization policies in early nineteenth-century Nepal. Chapter 2
H. Carr, T h e JVrw Society, cited in John Madge, The Tools ?fSoGiol
London, Longmans Green & Co. Ltd., 1965, P. 110.
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presents a broad outline of those policies, while Chapter 3
.examines the general nature of the Gorkhali state and administ)ration from the viewpoint of their implementation. Chapters 4
and 5 describe the general pattern of primary production, as
well as of handicrafts and manufactures, while questions
relating to the ownership and control of natural resources that
determined the institutional framework within which the
production system operated are discussed in Chapter 6 . Chapter
7 contains a description of the general pattern of regional and
.export trade in both primary commodities and handicrafts and
.manufactures. Having thus sketched the general pattern of
:production and trade, the book describes the taxation of
production (Chapter 8), commercial taxation (Chapter 9), and
.personal obligations and the supply of commodities (Chapter 10)
,as the main systems under which the economic surplus from
private production and trade was transferred to the state without
an act of exchange. Chapters 11 and 12 discuss the different
-systemsthrough which the state garnered the surplus through
the process of exchange : compulsory procurement, monopoly
trade and state trading. An attempt is made in the final chapter
-to draw some broad conclusions on the nature of production,
trade, and resource-mobilization policies in early nineteenthcentury Sepal.
The basic theme of the present study evolved in the course
o f the research undertaken by the author while writing Land
Tenure and Taxation in Nepal (Berkeley : University of California
Press, 1963-68, 4 vols.); A Study in Nepali Economic History,
1764-1846 (New Delhi : Manjusri Publishing Hous:,
1971);
Landownership in Nepal (Berkeley, Los Angeles, and London,
Univ~rsity of California Press, 1976), and Thatched Huts and
Stucco Palaces :Peasants and Landlords in 19th Ccntury Nepal
(New Delhi : Vikas Publishing House (Pvt) Ltd., 1978). The
study seeks to elaborate on trends in production, trade, and
resource-mobilization which were presented rather sketchily in
Econo~nicHistory as part of a wider picture of the Nepali economy
during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. The
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emphasis here is on the product, and on the mobilization by
the state of the economic surplus generated through production
and trade, rather than on the agrarian institutions and social
elations characterizing the system of production that formed
the su bject-matter of Landownership and Thatched Huts.
It may be necessary to explain that the author has only tried
to show how the economic surplus genecated through p~cduction
and trade was extracted by the state during the early nineteenth
century. The focus is on material resources raised from farms,
mines, and forests, rather than on economic resources in a wider
sense, and on resource-mobilization for meeting the direct needs
of the stat: rather than the personal needs of privileged landowning groups. The author has made no attempt to present a
detailed outline of the political economy of Nepal during this
period. Nor has any attempt been made to raise a superstructure of comparisons with comparable states in India or
elsewhere, or cross references to general theories of the Oriental
state, or the traditional state anywhere. Moreover, the author
has no desire to judge the rulers of early nineteenthcentury
Nepal by their own standards, nor, indeed, does he want to
make any judgments. He is only looking at specific economic
policies followed by them from the standpoint of the modern
interest in economic development. That is to say, the author is
looking at history with his own perceptions as a 20th-century
scholar.
Criticism that the study is more descriptive than analytical
would be unfair. For exploratory studies of this type, factual
ldescriptions are equally, if not more important than analytical
comments. Indeed, in the present case, there would appear to
be little need to blur the sharpness of the picture by analytical
comments; the ground-plan of the whole edifice of the study
should itself serve the purpose of an analytical framework. It
would also be unjustified to criticize this study on the ground
that the picture of the resource-mobilization policies of the state
that it seeks to portray is more or less static. If so, this is primarily
for the reason that the Kingdom was left with clearly-defined

and the frontiers only after the Nepal-Britain war), and thesubsequent three decades were singularly unproductive from the
viewpoint of policies and programs aimed at the nation's
econonlic integration and administrative consolidation. The
econonlic policies and programs that the government folloued
during that period were, therefore, more or less the same as
those followed during the earlier period of war and territorial
expansion. Preliminary steps toward econamic integration and
administrative consolidation had to wait until the emergence of
the Rana regime during the middle of the nineteenth century,
as the author expects to discuss in a sequel to the present study.
The study should prove significant and useful to scholars for
several reasons. The methodology it uses has been formulated
in the context of early nineteenth-century Nepal, .but may prove
useful for students of economic history in other countries of
South Asia as well. Moreover, the study opens up an unexplored,
aspect of Nepali economic history during the early nineteenth)
century, thereby making available infomation and insights to
students of other branches of Nepali history. Such information
and insights should prove all the rnore useful because the book
makes an attempt to evolve an integrated approach to the study
of Nepal's politics, administration, land tenure, economic
activities connected with production and trade, and the fiscal
policies of the state. Finally, the work should prove significant
because it is based primarily on archival materials. These
materials have been described as copious but chaotic and only'
those scholars who have actually used them will be able to.
imagine the physical effort, perspicacity, and meditation n2eded
to unravel their meaning and lay the groundwork for a
consistent and comprehensible study.
The author would like to express his gratitude to the concerned
authorities of His Majesty's Government, and of the Bihar Slate
Archives at Patna, India, for permission t o consult the archival
materials used in this study; to Prof. Ernest Gellner, Department of Philosophy, Logic and Scientific Method, London School
of Economics an1 Pditical S:iencz, for his helpful comments;.
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and to Dr, Leo E. Rose, Department of Political Science,
University of California, Berkeley, whose steady friendship,
encouragement, and guidance have been of considerable help
over the years.

December 21, 1984
Regmi Research Institute
Regmi Ville, Lazimpat,
Kathmandu.
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The Setting

The purpose of this study is to analyse the policies and programs
through which the state mobili7Rd resources from production
and trade
in the Kingdom of Nepal during the first
half of the nineteenth century. The study will also illustrate
the nature of economic activities connected with p r o d u ~
tion and trade as sources of people's livelihood, inasmuch as.
"the conditions in which men produce their livelihood are
extremely powerful, and, in the ultimate, the most powerful single
( thou_ghby no means the exclusive ) determinants of the development of social ~rganization."~ Moreover, it will shed light
on the nature of the economic relationships between the state and
the people in their role as producers and traders. In the context
of these discussions, attention will be focussed on the three most
imp~rtantnatural resources that were used as means for the production of material commodities during this period :ag~icultural
lands, mines, and forests.
The pattern of production and trade in any country is determined
primarily by physiographic factors. Indeed, "physical environment determines to a large extent where man shall live, what
kind of work he shall do, what he may produce, and the routes
over: which he must travel and transport his products.':~Similarly,
historical and political factors play a large part in shaping the
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framework within which the economic policies and programs of
the state operate. We shall, therefore, begin with a brief account
af the geographic divisions of the Kingdom of Nepal, the process
of political unification during the latter part of the eighteenth
century, and the extent of economic integration achieved through
such unification.

T h e territories comprising the Kingdom of Nepal may be
broadly divided into four major topographical regions, south to
north : the Tarai, the inner Tarai, the hill region, and the
Himalayan region. Indeed, the Kingdom has been described as a
giant staircase ascending from the Tarai plains to thc heights of
the Himalayas,
The Tarai, the southernmost part of the Kingdom, comprises a
.strip of alluvial terrain less than 45 kilometers in width. Situated
along the Indian frontier through almost the entire length of the
Kingdom, the region is actually a part of the Indo-Gangetic
plain and shares its tropical monsoon climate. The Tarai regicn
is bounded in the north by a chain of low hills, averaging 1,500
meters in altitude, known as the Churia or Siwalik range. These
hills are actually the southernmost extensions of the Himalayan
system. Their breadth varies between 8 and 16 kilometres; Farther
north, the Mahabharat mountains run from west to east across
almost the entire country, sometimes parallel to but mostly
merging directly into the Siwal~khills. Where the two mountain
ranges Eun parallel to each other, there are wide valleys with
topographical conditions generally similar to those of the Tarai.
Those valleys are, therefore, known as the inner Tarai; They
include Sindhuli and Udayapur in eastern Nepal, Makwanpur
and Chitaun in central Nepal, and Dang and Surkhet in the west.
At two points, Dang and Chitaun, the inner Tarai region of
Nepal directly adjoins the Indian frontier. At the far-western tip
of the Kingdom, the Siwalik and Mahabharat ranges merge into
each other, thereby leaving the Tarai districts of Kailali and Kanchanpur without any intervening territory in the inner Tarai. The
Tarai territories of Nepal are divided into three main regions :
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.the eastern l'arai region from Morang in the east to Parsa in the
west, the wes'ern Tarai region comprising Palhi, Majkhand,
Sheoraj, Khajahani, and the far-uestern Tarai r e g i ~ ncomprising
Banke, Bardiya, Kailali and Kanchanpur. The Tarai and innm
Tarai regions account for approximately onefourth of the surface
area of the Kingdom.
Between the Mahabharat range and the main Himalaya
mountains lies a complex of hills and valleys some 60 to 100 kilometers in breadth and extending aver much of the length of the
,country at elevations of 600 to 2,000 meters above sea level. This
is known as the hill region, encompassing approximately
two-fifths of the surface area. Because the surface has been much
eroded by numerous streams and rivers, the relief is less harsh
than in the Himalayan region. There are also several e~tensi\eand
populous valleys, including those of Kathmandu and Pokhard.
The lower limit of snowfall varies from 2,600 1ne:ers in the east
t o 2,000 meters in the west. Farther north, the Himalayan r e ~ i c ~ n
-comprises the main Himalayan ranges which rise approximate:y
80 kilometers north of the Mahabharat mountains. Since the
snowline is about 5,200 meters, it is a marginal area for human
occupance and the landscape is wild and desolate. The nature of
the region can be realized from the fact that along a length of
about 800 km. east to west there are at least 250 peaks of more
than 6,000 meters in altitude. The region is largely an arctic
waste and no vegetation is possible in much of this region.
Farther north, about 26 km. to the north of the main Himalayan
range, there is yet another mountain range which has been described as the Tibetan marginal mountains. This region is situated
at an average elevation of 5,800 meters. Six areas of the Kinzdom,
Rasuwa, Manang, Mustang, Dolpa, Mugu and Humla, lie Nholly
in the trans-Himalayan region. The Himalayan regions comprise one third of the total surface area of the Kingdom.

In the foregoing sections, we have divided the Kingdom broadly
into four east-west geographic divisions comprising the Tarai, the
inner Tarai, the hill region and the Himalayan region, each of
which run; from east to west. However, the natural drainage
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system runs north to south. There are three river main systems :
the Karnali in the west, the Gandaki in the central region, and the
Kosi in the eastern region. These rivers originate in the Tibetan
plateau, and, fed by numerous tributaries, cut deep, narrow
gorges and valleys through the Himalayan and other: mo untains
before joining the Ganges in the plains of northern India.

A Land of Diverrity
It may be advisable at this stage to undepsc~re some basic
features of Nepal's physiography which have had a deep impact
on the economy. Among the m _ st outstanding of these features
are topog~aphicaland climatic differences between the eastern
and nestern parts of the Kingdom. For instance, the Karnali
regi n of western Nepal extends approxiinately 200 kilometers
north to south and comprises the entire range of natural division
from the Tarai to the highlands of the Tibetan plateau. On the
other hand, the Kosi region of eastern Nepal is narrow, and does
not extend to the trans-Himalayan zone in the north, and, moreover, has a much more extensive share of the Tarai territoty. It
receives twice as much rainfall as western Nepal. During the
nineteenth century, the far-western hill region seems to have been
less extensively cleared for: settlement than the far-eastern hill
region. Mainly because of the rugged nature of the terrain, high
elevation, and dry climate, large areas in that region either
cannot be cultivated, or: can support only marginally pcoductive
cultivation:
The Tarai region, Nepal's meager share of the plains formed
by the Ganges and the Brahmaputra, encompasses only about
one-sixth of the total area of the Kingdom, hence the bulk of tho
Kingdom's area consists of mountains and valleys. Because the
three longitudinal mountain ranges, the Siwalik range in the
south, the Mahabharat range, and the Himalayan range, send out
long spurs to the north and the south, the mountains are interposed by numerous valleys of different sizes, shapes, and altitudes.
Consequently, Nepal has been described as "a land broken up into
tiny pockets separated from one another by mountain barriers
Travel from one region
that discourage intercommuni~ation.~'~

to another is consequently arduous and hazardous. Indeed, one
British observer has described travel through east-west tracks as
consisting "of little else than a perpetual climb, a perpetual
descent, and a perpetual river cros~ing."~
Nor is this all. The
Pange of topography, from the highest point on the earth's surface
on the Sagarmatha peak to a few hundred feet above sea level in
the Tarai region, and the consequent diversity of climatic conditions, have acted as yet additional constraints on social and
commercial intercourse among the inhabitants of different regions
of the Kingdom.
Political Unification

In the middle of the eighteenth century, the territories described
above were divided into nearly fifty independent principalities.
The history of the modern Kingdom of Nepal begins with the
campaign of military conquest launched during the third quarter
of the eighteenth century by Gorkha, a small principality in the
hill region west of Kathmandu. The conquest of the three
Kingdoms of Kathmandu Valley during 1768-69, and the choice
of Kathmandu as the capital of the new Kingdom, marked the
climax of that campaign. During the next two decades, the
independent principalities mentioned above were annexed into the
new Gorkhali empire or subjugated into vassalage. By the first
decade of the nineteenth century, the frontiers of Nepal had
extended to a distance of approximately 2,000 kilometers from the
Tis ta river in the east to the Sutlej river in the west.
The period of Gorkhali expansion in the Himalayan region
coincided with the consolidation of British power in India under
the East India Company. The Company had been formed in England in 1600 through a royal charter that accorded a fifteen-year
monopoly of trade in the region between the Cape of Good Hope
and the Straits of Magellan6. Its initial objective was to profit
from the luxury trade with the Far East, hence it had only limited
contacts with India. But the colnrnercial prospects India offered
were too alluring to be missed, and the East India Company soon
started trading in the subcontinent. By the third quarter of the seventeenth century, the British had established themselves firmly in
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India, with factories and bases in Surat, Agra, Bombay, Madras,
Calcutta, and elsewhere. The chaotic conditions rampant in India
under the tottering Mugha1 emyire, and growing competition from
Portuguese, Dutch, and French trading companies, eventually
left the Company no choice but to as,ume a polit cal and military role. The Company proved itself outstandingly successful
in fulfilling that role. By the mid-1760s, it had succeeded in
eliminating its European rivals and in securing fro111the Mughal
Emperor the authority to collect land and other revenues and run
the civil administration in Bihar and Bengal. The territories
under the control of the East India Company consequently touched the frontiers of the new and expanding G o ~ k h a l Kingdom.
i
By the beginning of the nineteenth century, these t%o militant
forces, the Gorkhali empire and the East India Company, were
confronting each other along the northern Inda-Gangetic plains.
Territorial disputes inevitably followed. In an attempt to avert a
collision, the East India Company sought to impose the principle
that all territories in the plains should remain under its control,
and that Nepal confine its possessions to the hills. The Gorkhalis,
who valued the revenue-yielding potential of the plains, understandably rejected that principle.' War wa? the inevitable result of
that collision course. It broke out in September 18 14 and dragged
on for about eighteen months before a treaty was finally signed in
March 1816. Nepal had no alternative but to accept defeat when
the British were able to outflank the main Nepali defense position
a t Makwanpur, thus circumventing the chief obstacle on the
road to KathmandaB The treaty fixed the new boundaries of the
Kingdom along the Mech and Mahakali rivers in the east and
west respectively. Nepal was also compelled to relinquish its
newly canquered territories in the Tarai region, with the exception of Morang in the east. The treaty forced Nepal to cede
approximately 64,000 square kilometers of territory to the East
India Company. Nepal's territories were virtually confined to
the hill region, thereby undermining the economic foundation of
the new Kingdom and even threatening to undo the process of
political unification.@ In pa rtial recompense, the East India
a m p a n y agreed to make an annual payment of Rs 200,000 to

members of the h'epali nobility who held land grants and assignments in the ceded territories. Ten months later, in December
1816, it agreed to restore some of these temitories to Nepal and
thereby cancel its fi nancial commitment. Nepal thus regainid its
Tarai territories in the east and west and even acquired tracts of
land that it had never held tefore.1°
Nearly half a century later, in 1858, the British Indian government restored another part of the ceded territories in full soveeigrntyas a token of gratitude for Nepal's military assistance during
the Indian rebellion of 1857. The restored territories comprised
an area of about 4,400 square kilometers in the modern districts
of Banke, Bardiya, Kailali, and Kanchanpur in the far-western
Tarai region. Nepal thus regained through friendship a part of
the territorial losses it had suffered through war. It must be
borne in mind that these territories did not form a part of the
Kingdom during the period covered by the present study.
The Nepal-Britain war marked the end of an epoch in the
history of Nepal. In less than half a century, the tiny principality
of Gomkha in the western hill region had emerged successful in
a breath-taking campaign of territorial expansion, but the war
marked the finale of that campaign. Nepal's defeat in that war
has been described as a traumatic experience. The reasons for:
this trauma are easy to underestand. Territorial expansion, which
had provided th: lei! motif of national policy for well over
half a century, was now beyond question. A nation that had
teen outward-looking for a t least three generations was suddenly
compelled to develop an inward-looking orientation. The transition would have been a painful one in the best of circumstances;
in the Nepal of the early nineteenth century it remained a
virtually uncontmplated and unrealized dream. Even then, the
exigencies of internal politics ensured the military establishment
a position of continued dominancell, and a fresh struggle with
the East India Company government in order to regain the lost
territories remained another dream long cherished by influential
segments of the political elite.
'Ihe campaign of territorial expansion launched by the rulers
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of Gorkha during the latter part of the eighteenth century,
despite the setback caused by the Nep~l-Britain war, eventually
culminated in the creation of a new Kingdom in the Himalayan
region. This Kingdom is situated between Tibet in the north and
India in the south. After the restoration of the far-western
territory by the British Indian government, its area totalled
141,000 square kilometers. It is a small state, but a better
perspective of its size is possible through reference to two other:
neighboring countries of South Asia : Bhutan and Sri Lanka.
Bhutan, with an :rea of 46,080 square kilometers, is only onethird the size of Nepal, and Sri Lanka, with a n area of 64,850
square kilometers, less than half.
Political Developments during the Early Nineteenth
Century
Gorkha, at the time when it conquered Kathmandu Valley
and the adjoining territories and shifted its capital to
Kathmandu, was ruled by Prithvi Narayan, a King of the Shah
dynasty that had been ruling that principality since its establishment in 1559. Prithvi Narayan Shah, as the first ruler; of the new
Kingdom, laid the foundation of a political system in which the
affairs of state here under the direct control of the King, aided
by members of select families who had accompanied him from
Gorkha to Kathmandu. The system, consequently, hinged upon
the strong and effective personality of the ruler. Prithvi Narayan
Shah was succeeded by Pratap Simha, who was hardly sixteen
years of age when he ascended the throne in February 1775, and
died less than three years later. His successors, Ran Bahadur
( 1778-99 ), Girban Yuddha ( 1799-18 16 ), and Rajendra
( 1816-1847 ) were all minors at the time of their; accession to
the throne, hence the Kingdom long lacked the strong and effective
leadership of the Crown that had made political unification
possible and was thereafter sorely needed for its administrative
and economic consolidation.
The absence of a strong and effective King after the death of
Prithvi Narayan Shah engendered political instability and inter-
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-necine conflict among members of the nobility and even the royal
family. Matters came to a head in early 1799, when the King,
Ran Bahadur Shah, abdicated in favor of his infant son, Girban
Yuddha, and went into voluntary exile in India. He returned to
'Nepal five years later, and assumed charge of the administration
in the capacity of Regent, but was assassinated i n April 1806.
Bhimsen Thapa, a member of the nobility who had remained
'loyal to Ran Bahadur Shah, then became Prime Minister. For
3 1 years, from 180 6 to 1837, he ruled Nepal with virtually
unchallenged authority. He was able to retain his position even
after the King, Rajendra Bikram, a son of Girban, had attained
-majority. In 1837, Bhimsen Thapa was dismissed and imprisoned,
.and eventually committed suicide in jail. For neirly nine years
thereafter, Nepal was a victim of political instability at the hands
,.of factions headed by King Rajendra Bikram, his two queens, and
the Crown Prince, Surendra Bikrarn Shah, each with supporters
among the nobility. In May 1845, Mathbar Simha Thapa,
who had been appointed Prime Minister less than two y a m
previously, was assassinated. A four-member government was
then formed, which included Jung Bahadur K u n w a ~ .Political
conflict among the nobility continued, however, culminating in a
massacre of leading members of the important political families
on September 14, 1846, and the flight or banishment of several
others. On September 15, 1846, Jung Bahadur was appointed
P ~ i m eMinister of Nepal. The event marked the emergence of the
Xana period in the history of modern Nepal. The economic
history of the Kingdom during this period is characterized by
trends in the fields of production, exchange, and resource-mobilization which set it apart in bold relief from those witnessed
during the first part of the nineteenth century. Those trends,
therefore, may be more appropriately discussed in a separate
volume.

,

The political unification of the Kingdom was achieved u n d e ~
:the leadership of a political elite which used its political authority
as a means to attain economic power. For this reason, the
veconomicpolicies and programs of the state were geared primarily
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t o the task of extracting economic surplus from producers and
traders. The state, naturally, was a beneficiary ot' such extractive
policies and measures, but so were the political elites, in perhaps
greater measure. Indeed, Nepal's political and econoillic system
during this period might aptly be described as an agrarian
bureaucracy, or a system that depends upon a central authority
for extracting the economic surplus generated by producers and
traders.la Seldom do we find steps taken purely with the objective
of increasing production OF improving the condition of the
producer. In other words, the economic policies of the state were
determined primarily to suit the interests of the political elites,
not those of the producer or the trader. Nineteenth-century Nepal
produced a Bhimsen Thapa and a Jung Bahadur, impoverished
members of the political elite who achieved affluence through
their control over political power, but neither a Walpole,13 nor
a Turgot,14 who could use their political power to promote the
interest, of the agricultural and commercial classes.

Lack of Economic Integration
Because the interests of the political elites outweighed those of
producers and traders, political unification was not followed by
- national integration in the economic field. The econolnic inte-gration of a nation is possible only when factors of production.
are freely mobile, and there is free and unrestricted commercial
intercourse within national boundaries. For this, the first condition is that facilities of transport and communication are
relatively adequate. Over: and above this, it is essential that
official policies a r e attuned toward economic integration, and not
sidetracked toward extra-economic objectives. To be sure, extraeconomic objectives, such as security against external aggression,
often outweigh considerations of econo mic integration and,
growth. However, we are concerned here with the impact of
policies actually followed by the government on the processes of'
production and trade.
Lack of economic integration was most conspicuous as betmeen
the hill regions and the Tarai. As mentioned previously, the Tarai
territory of Nepal is an extension of the Indo-Gangetic plain.

There are no physiographic features to mark the boundary
between Nepal and India in that region. The actual bounda~y
"wanders across the countryside, sometimes following a winding
river bed and sometimes the seemingly arbitrary suweyor's line
from one stone boandary pillar to the next."16 Moreover, rivers
in that region generally flow north to south. Consequently, the
major lines of trans - ort and communication connect particular
points in the Tarai region of Nepal with the adjoining aress of
northern India in the south, rather than with settlements OF
trading centres in the east or the nest. These geographical
factors have been reinforced by religious, cultural, and ethnic
affinities between the inhabitants of the Tarai reg on of Sepal
and their counterparts across the border. The Tarai region has
therefore, remained practically an extension of the Indian society
and economy through the centuries.
There was yet another reason why factors of production were
not freely mobile between the hill region and the Tarai during
the early nineteenth century. The hill region has always had a
surplus of manpower, which traditionally found outlets for
emigration in northern and north-eastern India. On the other
hand, vast tracts of land were waste or under forests in the
T a ~ a region
i
during that period. Under these circumstances, one
would expect people from the hill region to have shifted to the
Tarai region rather than to India. The malarial climate of the
Tarai region, however, proved a major constraint.'''
The natural links between the Tarai region of Nepal and the
adjoining aress of northern India gained additional emphasis as
a result of a specific policy followed by the rulers of s e p a l
throughout the e'ghteenth and nineteenth centuries. This was
the policy of restricting the movement of people between the hill
regions and the Tarai. It had mainly two motives. In the first
place, the goverilme~lt wanted to permit movement between the
two regions only t h r o ~ ~ ga hfew prescribed routes so as to fncilitate the collection of customs and other revenue on commercial
goods and check leakage of revenue throush smuggling. Thesecond motive was strategic : most of the tracks that cut through
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the Ma.habharat mountains wwe closed for traffic, and rendered
physically impassable, in order to ensure that no foreign aggressor
passed through the barrier easily. Francis Hamilton14 has made
a n incisive observation on both these motives. He writes :la
The Nepalese are desirous of having only a few open
routes, by which an armv from the low country might
penetrate into the hills, and they think that in a few years
the neglected routes will be either altogether forgotten, or:
be so overgrown with woods as to prevent access. The few
remaining roads will then be easily guarded by a small
force. But besides the mllitary point of view, they are
desirous of having few passages as a point of economy in
collecting the customs.
The policy of keeping only the main trade routel apen,
-and prohibiting traffic through subsidiary routes, was
applied in all parts of the Kingdom. In Doti,le Jumla20
:and elsewhere in north-western Nepal, for instance, village
headmen were instructed "not to reopen prohibited tracks,
and to arrest any person who travels through prohibited
routes or ferry-points, or without passpo~ts." But it was in the
southern part of the Kingdom that the policy was most rigorously
enforced. Local administrators in that region were instructed
"to inspect all tracks leading through the Churia and
Mahabharat h'lls to the south, retain only those that are
absolutely essential, and close all smugglers' tracks."21 During
the early years of the nineteenth century, quasi-military settlements
were established in the inner-Tarai areas of Hitaura and
Makwanpur to guard the approach to that area. The main duty
of the settlers was "to maintain only one route through the
.Churia hills, whichever is the worst one, and close all other routes
and tracks with caile and thorny bushes."22 Any person who
willfully reopened a closed track was sentenced to death, or, if he
belonged t o a caste which was immune from capital punishment,
punished with confiscation of property and exile.23After the war,
the policy of developing quasi-miltary settlements in the HitauraMakwanpur area was abandoned in favor of maintaining it as a
zone of no-cultivation. Existing settlements in that area were
evacuated and trees planted on an extensive scale on the ground
that "it is necessary to protect forests in the border region^."^'
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Clearing of these forests was, therefore, strictly prohibited." As
H. Ambrose OldfieldM has observed :h
Previous to the first Nipal war, the dhuns2' of Chitaun and
Makwanpur were extensively cultivated; but since the peace of
18 16 the Gorkha government, from motives of policy, bave
caused the inhabitants to abandon the greater p a d of them,
and they have been allowed to revert to their natural state of
forest and grass jungle.
The foregoing review of traditional policies aimed at discouraging intercourse between the hill region and the Tarai leads
one to conclude that during the early nineteenth century the
economy of the latter developed independently of the rest of
the Kingdom, more or less in pace with the adjoining northern
Indian territories of Bihar and Bengal. The question of whether
or not the line of national security should have been drawn along
the foothills of the Mahabharat range, thereby discouraging
social and economic intercourse between the hi 11 region and the
Tarai, is concerned with military strategy in the geopolitical
situation prevailing during that period and so lies beyond the
economic historian's prerogative to answer. One can only say
that notwithstanding its possible military justification, the policy
of keeping the iwo regions virtually isolated from each o t h e ~
proved disastrous from the viewpoint of national economic integration. Moreover, successive rulers in Kathmandu consistently
followed the policy of debarring the inhabitants of the Tarai
region from political power as well a s from appointments in the
civil administration and the army. Indeed, the Tarai region was
treated more as a colonial possession serving the economic and
othcr interests of the Kathmandu-based aristocracy and bureaucracy, who were invariably of hill origin, than as a constituent
unit of the newly-founded Kingdom. The question is not merely
one of equality of status and p~ivilegewith the rest of the Kingdom,
but basically of the economic integration of the nation.
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Resource-Mobilization and the State

Agricultural lands, mines, and forests were the most i m p ~ r t a n t
natural resources used for tbe production of material commodities in the Kingdom of Nepal during the early nineteenth
century. Such production, and the system of exchange based'
thereon, sustained the resource-mobilization policies of the state
that form the subject-matter of our study; From the outset, it
must be borne in mind that production is not merely a technical
function. Of primary relevance in the present context is the fact
that it is also a social function. In the process of production,
different social groups or classes develop a definite pattzrn of
social and economic relations with one another, and these
relations have a definite impact on the pattern of production and
exchange, and ultimately on the nature of the policies adopted
by the state for the mobilization of resources. The primary link
in this chain of socio-economic causation is the ownership of the
means of production. Who owned the agricultural lands, mines,
and forests that were used as means of production in nineteenthcentury Nepal ? What were the chief means through which the
state mobilized resources from production and trade ? These are
the questions that we shall try to answer in this chapter.
State Ownership of Natural Reroarceel

In Nepal, agricultural lands, mines, and forests have traditionally been regarded as the property of the state. Indeed, owner-
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ship of these natural resollrces was a n essential attribute of the
sovereign authority of the Nepali state and private ownership
was a privilege granted by the state through specific grants.
However, such a privilege was limited to agricultural lands and
forests alone, and private ownership rights were never allowed
in mineral resources.
Ownership rights in agric~lturallands and forests were transferred to individuals and groups mainly for political reasons.
The Gorkhali rulers did not achieve political unification solely
through military conquest, and often political cdmpromises with
various communal groups, as well as with the rulers of different
principalities were considered more expedient. The kipat system
in the eastern hill region provides the most conspicuous example
of political compromise with a co11n;lnal group. Kipat was a
form of communal landownership, under which each person had
the right to the exclusive use of a particular piece of land. Howlever, his rights to dispose of the land were restricted on the
'theory that the land belonged to the community as a whole. The
state, therefore, had no power to impose taxes and rents on kipat
'lands; it only exercised its sovereign power of taxation of
individual kipit owners. Kipat lands were owned by tribal
communities of Kirat ethnic stock mainly in the far-eastern hill
~ e g i o nbeyond the D~dhkosiriver, who controlled almost the
entire area of both rice and hill-side lands. They were able to
retain this control in substantial msasure within a broad framework of local autonomy which was a condition of their
incorporation into the Gorkhali empire during the mid-1770s.
The r a b z system of the western hill region may be cited as an
example of similar compromises with the rulers of principalities
who exchanged their independence for vassal status under
Gorkha's sgzerainty. The term r l j a literally means a King,
and rajya, a Kingdom. In post- 1770 Nepali historiography,
however, rajya means a vassal principllity in the Gorkhali
empire, which usually enjoyed a s~bstantial mzas ure of loc 11
autonomy. The r q y a system emerged in the course of the
political unification of Nepal durinp the latter part of the eigh-
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,teenth century. A few principalities in the far-western hill region
.between the Bheri and Karuali rivers were then incorporated into
athe Gorkhali empire by diplomacy, rather than by conquest. The
.erstwhile ruler was then pxmitted to retain his authority with
some measwe of autonomy in internal administration, subject to
.the general suzerainty of Kathmandu. Such a policy made it
possible for the Gorkhali rulers to achieve the political unification of the country with a min~mumof military and administea4ive effort. A t the time of the cornrnencernent of Rana rule in
184f;, these vassal principalities included Bajura, Bajhang,
. Jajarkot, and Mustang.
The .state's ownership rights in agricultural lands and forests
~ w m s i m i l a ~ lcircumscribed
y
by the identification of the rulers
.with many ascriptive and traditional aspects of the society.% In
-order to sustain their monopoly of political power through which
"they exploited the nation's resources for their own benefit, the
)rulers of Nepal, whether Shah, Thapa or Rana, had perforce to
share such benefits with the aristocracy and tbe bureaucracy.
This was done through recourse to the time-honored practice
.of granting lands and forests to individuals belonging to these
groups under the birfa and jagir systems of land tenure. B~rtar
.were given to individuals in appreciation of their services to the
.state, as ritual gifts, or as a mark of patronage. The recipients
included priests, religious teachers, soldiers, members of the
-oobility, and the royal family. Often lands were endowed by the
.state, or by the individuals, for temples and monasteries, as well
.as for other religious and charitable institutions, under the guthi
system. Inasmuch as the tenurial and fiscal privileges attached
to both birta grants and guthi endowments were more or less
the same, we shall, for the purpose of the present study, use the
.term birta to include guthis also. J a ~ i r son
, the other hand, were
assigned to civil and military employees and government func-tionaries of different categories as their emoluments. Birtas
were usually given on an inheritable basis, although occasionally
life-time p a n t s were also made. Jazirs, however, were valid
anly during the period when the concerned jagirdar remained
i n government service.
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The administrative aspects of the birta and jagir systems will
be stressed in Chapter 3; in the pfesent context, we shall discuss
the impact of those systems on the ownership and control of
natural resources. The kingpin of that impact was the transfer
of such ownership and control from the state to individuals OD
institutions. When the ownership rights of the state in agricultural lands and forests were transferred to individuals and institutions under the birta and jagir systems, it was the birtaowner
or the jagirdar, rather than the state, who owned these resources and appropriated their benefits.
Individual ownership and control of agricultural lands and
forests under the birta and jagir systems is not a mere legal
concept in the context of our study. The impact of these
systems on the resource-mobilization authority of the state is evident from the fact that throughout this period considerable areas.
of cultivated lands and fdrests were under the control of b irtuO W U ~ P Sandjagira~r.$.
Divestiture of ownership rights in these
resources through birta grants in favor of priests, religious teachers, soidiers, and members of the nobility and the royal family
was, in fact, the pivot on which the social and political framework of the state rested. Similarly, the growing administrative
and military establishments of the government during the period.
after political unification were mostly sustained through assignments of land under the jagir system of tenure, rather: than
through cash salaries. Indeed, legislation was enacted from time
to time prescribing that no employee of the government should
be paid a cash salary so long as lands were available for assignment as jagir,
Mineral resources, on the o t h e ~hand, were exclusively owned
by the state. The state's ownership rights in these resources,
unlike in agricultural lands and forests, were never transferred t o
individuals under any system. When mineral deposits were
discovered on lands that had been granted as 6 irta or jagir, the
right to exploit those deposits belonged to the state, not to the
birtaowner or jo~irdar;Even the k$nt system, which provided
for individual landownership under communal control, left the
ownership of mineral resources vested in the state.
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State Vermuu Privmte Production

The foreg~ing section makes it clear that the state retained
under its direct ownership a part of the agricultural lands and
forests, and the whole of mineral resources within its territories.
The question that we now need to discuss is : How were these
resources actually exploited ?
The method of exploitation actually followed, whether through
individuals or directly by the state, depended on the nature of
the natural resourcrs and administrative exigencies. Forests
were not only owned by the state but also exploited under its
control, thereby creating what may be called the state sector in
production and trade. The actual processes of production were
then pzrformed through laborers employed on a wage basis, or:
occasionally on a forced and unpaid basis, or through contractors.
O n the other hand, agricultural lands and mines were usually
-exploited by individuals. The keynote of this system of pro:duction was its duality : Whereas the natural resources used as
means of production were owned by the state, the actual function
,of production was in the hands of individuals who undeaook
-the costs and risks and hence may be described as independent
groducers.
The reason for such diffe~ences in the methods used for
exploiting natural resources of different categories can be easily
explained. Agriculture is a permanent activity, for lands can be
used for the cultivation of crops ordinarily for an indefinite
period. Mining, although extractive in nature, rather than
reproductive like agriculture, is also a long-term activity, inasmuch as often a mine can be worked for several years at a
stretch before it is exhausted. The exploitation of t b ~ resources,
t
.in contradistinction, is a one-time operation, because it takes
several years for a tree to mature to its full size. It is possible to
perpetuate forest resources if only the largest and ripest trees are
removed, leaving the younger thrifty trees to reach their full size,
but little attention seems to have been paid to such a course of
action in nineteenth-century Nepal. Particularly in the Tarai
region, which located Nepal's corn me~ciallyviable forest resour-
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ces, timber: was produced mainly in the course of clearing forests
for agricultural production and settlement. Once the forests were
cleared and the lands diverted to the production of crops or for
use as homesiles, the question of reverting the lands t o forest
could not arise. Often mineral resources too were exploited under
state control when trustworthy individuals were not available to1
take up the responsibility. There is no record, however, that
agricultural production was ever taken up under direct state
control at any time during this period.
The Concept of Economic Surplus

Individuals engaged in the function of poduction; and in the
exchange of commodities so produced, generate an econon~ic
surplus a part of which is extracted by the state. The concept o f
economic surplus is derived from the nature of economic activity
in general. People engage in economic activities connected inl
production and exchange with the motive of deriving economic
gain, Fop instance, a farmer produces crops which can be
exchanged with other commodities, or sold for money. Similarly,
a trader acquires commodities fop resale, and, in the process,
creates additional exchange value by offering them fop resale at a
place and time, or in a form, which is of greater convenience to,
the customer. Production and exchange of commodities, therefore, constitute sources of economic gain to the producer: and!
the trader;
Producers and traders, however, do not derive such economic
gain gratuitously. They have to incur expenses in the production,.
extraction, transport, processing, and exchange of commodities.
In addition, they have to maintain themselves and their families.
during the time when they are engaged in these operations. The
difference between the new or additional exchange value they
create through the production and exchange of commodities, and)
their expenses and the costs of subsistence as mentioned above,
constitutes their net gain. This gain may be described as profit,
but the concept of p r d t as distinguished from factor income,
that is, the returns from land, labor, and capital, may prove
unrealistic fop an analysis o f trends in a pre-industrial economy
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such a s that of Nepal during the nindeenth century. Accordingly,
it may be pr eferable to use the term economic surplus.
The economic surplus generated from production and exchange
is ultimately shared by different groups, including the state.
Some of these groups appropriate shares by viFtue of their actual
participation in the processes of production and exchange.
Producers and traders retain a part of the surplus they generate,
as otherwise there would be no inducement for them to engage in
these activities. There were also other groups whose claims originated from their intermediary roles in these processes, such as
moneylenders, village landlords, and middlemen. Of greater significance in the context of our study were groups who claimed a
share in the economic surplus from production and trade by
virtue of their political powcr. These groups included the aristocracy and the bureaucracy who received grants and assignments
of agricultural lands and other resources from the state under
different forms of tenure and hence were entitled to rents.
Revenue farmers and other functionaries who helped the arist*
cracy and the bureaucracy collect such rents from the producers
may also be included in the same category. The claims of these
groups in the economic surplus generated by producers and
traders, however, lies outside the scope of our study, both because of the paucity of documentary information and the need to
keep the study within rnsnageable limits. We shall here focus
our attention only on the share of the economic surplus from
the production and exchange of commodities that was appropriated by the state.

It is necessary to add two other qualifications delimiting the
scope of our study. In the first place, we shall concern ourselves
only with the direct extraction of economic surplus by the state.
Surplus-extraction is direct if it takes the form of mobilization of
monetary revenue for the state or procurement of commodities to
meet the needs of its civil and military establishments. Extraction
of economic surplus takes an indirect form when it benefits groups
other than the state functioning on its behalf. For instance,
sources of revenue were assigned by the state to its employees in.
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:lieu o f cash salaries from the state treasury. The state, conse,.quently,exploited these sources not directly, but through the
.beneficiaries of such assignments. It is evident that in the
absence of the assignment system the state would have to pay
salaries to its employees from its treasury. We shall exclude such
.indirect forms of surplus-extraction by the state from the scope
.of our study and confine our attention to policies and measures
that led to the accumulation of the surplus directly in its hands
.in money or in commodities.
The second qualification pertains to the nature of the system
of taxation adopted by the state in the process of extracting the
.economic surplus from the production and exchange of commodities. Taxes, whatever be their nature, are ultimately paid out
of income, that is, the economic gain derived from the production and exchange of commodities, or from the provision of
services. However, a distinction has to be drawn between taxes paid
by individuals in their capacity as producers and exchangers of
commodities and in other capacities. We are here concerned only
with taxes of the former category. For instance, peasants in the
hill region paid a tax known as serma on their homesteads and
another tax known as saunsfogu, which was levied on each
"roof." The serrna tax comes within the scope of our study, for a
.homestead comprised unirrigated lands which were used for the
production of maize, millets, and other dry crops and thus was
a unit of production. On the other hand, we shall omit any
discussion of the sauncfagu tax, inasmuch as the peasant paid
this tax not in the capacity of a producer or exchanger of
.commodities but as a member of the community who had a
"roof" over his head.
Forms of Surplus Extraction

The state may extract the economic surplus from the private
production and exchange of commodities in two ways :exchange
and transfer. An exchange is a two-way transaction, involving the
mutual transfa of assets between the exchangers. For: instance,
when a peasant sells his produce in the market, he receives a
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sum of money in return, or, in a barter transaction, exchanges
one commodity for: another. Economic surplus from production
and exchange is extracted through the process of exchange whea
the state buys commoditie; from producers and traders to meet
its own needs, or for resale at a profit. Irrespective of the purpose
of such transactions, the main point that needs emphasis in the
context of our study is that the state actually makes payments in
money for the supply of commodities. It does not pay the price
that the producer could have obtained in the market, but
acquires commodities on a compulsory or monopolistic basis,
thereby manipulating the terms of trade to the disadvantage of
the producer and the trader, Such manipulation helps to depress
prices, and the difference between the price that the p~oducet:
and the trader would have been able to get for his commodities
in the market and the price actually paid by the state constitutes
that part of the economic surplus that the state is actually able to
extract from them. Systems under which the state used the mechanism of exchange to extract economic surplus from production
and trade may be enumerated as compulsory procurement, state
trading, and monopoly trade.
A transfer, on the other h m d , is a onz-way transacti~n,in
which the producer or trader parts with a portion of economic
surplus without payment. Taxation is the most common form
of such transfers. It has traditionally been regarded as part
and parcel of the legitimate functions of the state, and the
nineteenth-century Nepali state was no exception to that rule.
Indeed, in Nepal, the state was traditicnally regarded as the
owner of all lands and other natural resources and, therefore,
%claimeda share in the produce.of such resources by virtue of its
ownership rights. The roles of the state as sovereign and landlord were thus interlinked. The state's right to exact compulsory
and unpaid labor from its subjects, a long-established institution
in Nepal, constituted another basis of surplus-transfer. That right
was translated into a share in the economic surplus senerated by
the producer when compulsory and unpaid labor was used for
-processing or manufactu~ingcommodities with materials procured
.from state-owned nntural resources for supply to the state. Often
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the obligation to supply com~noditiesto the state was imposed
on the basis of caste and occupation; The labor obligations of
the producer based on his subject or caste status thus compelled
him to part with a portion of his production without payment.
Taxes on production, commercial taxes, and supply of commodities in fulfillment of personal obligations were thus the chief system
under which the state used the mechanism of transfer to extract
economic surplus from production and trade;
The methods through which state-owned natural resources
were used as means of production, and the economic surplus
generated by individuals from production and exchange extracted
by the state, may be schematically rcpresenteci as follows :Chart 1 : Forms of Resource-Mobilization
State-Owned Natural Resources
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Plan of the Study

The first chapter of this study described the geographical;
historical, and political background to the state's resouFcermobilization policies in early nineteenth-century Nepal, while the.
present chapter has presented a broad outline of these policies.
Chapter 3 will examine the general nature of the Gorkhali stateand administration in so far as they pertained to the implementation of those policies. Chapters 4 and 5 describe the general,
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pattern of primary production, as well as of handicnfts and
manufactures, while questions relating to the ownership and
control of natural resources that determined the institutional
framework within which the production system operated are
discussed in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 contains a description of the
general pattern of regional and export trade in both primary
commodities and handicrafts and manufactures.
Having thus sketched .the general pattern of production and
trade, we shall next describe the taxation of production (Chapter
8), commercial taxation (Chapter 9), and personal obligations and
the supply of commodities (Chapter 10) as the main systems undtr
which economic surplus from private production and trade was
transferred to the state. Chapters 11 and 12 discuss the different
systems through which the state garnered economic surplus
through the process of exchange : compulsory procurement, monopoly trade, and state trading. Some broad conclusions on the
nature of production, exchange, and resource-mobilization
policies in early nineteenth-century Nepal will be presented in
the final chapter,

NOTES

I . This section is chiefly based on the following sources : Mahesh C.
Regmi, Landownership in NcPal ( Berkeley : University of Celifornia
Press, 1976 1, Chaps. 2-6; and Thatched Huts and Strrcco Pdaces :
Peasants and Landlords in 19th-Century Nepal ([New Delhi :Vikas.
Publishing House Pvt. Ltd., 1978). Chap. 3.

2. S. N. Eisentadt, The Pofitical System of Empires (New York : Free
Press, 1963). P. 12.

'Implementationof Resource'MobilizationPolicies

As stressed in Chapter 2, the policies and programs followed
jby the state to mobilize resources in money or: in commodities
'from producers and traders constitute the main theme of our
study. It would be superfluous to emphasize that these policies
and programs contributed to the mobilization of such resources
only to the extent they were actllally implemented. The policies
and programs of a government are usually documented, whereas
the extent of their implementation can be ascertained only
indirectly. Consequently, there is often a strong temptation to
presume that policies and programs, once announced, must have
been actually implemented. The gap between pronouncements
and actual performance in such matters is, however, more often
than not, a fact of life. It may be the consequence of several factors,
among which th? nature of the administrative machinery
available to the state, or capable of being created o r molded to
suit the exigencies of the current situation, is certainly one of the
most decisive. The administrative problems that the Gorkhali
rulers encountered while implementing their resource-mobili-zation policies and programs will, therefore, form the subjectmatter of this chapter.

Fragmentation of Admiaintrrtive Authority
An account of the system of economic administration in early
nineteenth-century Nepal must begin with a discussion of the
manner in which administrative authority was fragmented. Aa
explained in Chapter 2, the state's administllative authority at the
local level was transferred to individuals under: the raha, birta
and jagir systems. Rajas, birtaownexs, and jagirdarr, there
fore, constituted what may be called infra-state agencies. They
were responsible for such essential functions of the state as
maintaining law and order, administering justice, and collecting
taxes from the inhabitants of the areas placed under their jurisdio
t ion, thereby reducing the state's own burden of administrative
responsibi1ities.l Brian H. Hodgson has described how the assignment of lands under the jagir system to gove~nment employees
and functionaries, particularly in the army, reduced the administrative responsibiiities of the central government. According to him,
"large tracts" in "the whde country westward from Kathmandu
as far as the Narayani river, and eastward a s fa^ as the Dudh
Kosi river," had been assigned "principally to the C o m p o r
army stationed in the capital." Consequently, in the entire
region, he goes on to say, "there is no specific aggrandisement,
district or zilla," and therefore, no district-level admini~trators.~
The modern conception of the state exercising full jurisdiction
over all communities and regions in its territories did not apply
to the Kingdom during this period.
It will be wrong to conclu&, nevertheless, that the territories
of the Kingdom of Nepal were divided into two separate categories depending on whether they were under the authority of
the landowning elites or of the government. Such Has by no
means the case. Indeed, it would appear to be more consistent
with reality to state that the private jurisdictions of birlaowners
and jagirdars were interlaced with the administrative jurisdicti. n
of the government at various levels. Birtaowners and jagirdars
had more or less a clearly-defined jurisdiction in which the state
was normally careful not to intrude. Such jurisdiction was by
and large limited to the collection of rents and other payments
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from the inhabitants of areas placed under their authority and
t o police power over those inhabitants. On the other hand, economic exchanges among those inhabitants, a s well as between
them and others, remained under the jurisdiction of the state. For
example, a landlord who owned a village under birta tenure colllected rents and other payments in:money or commodities from the
inhabitants, settled their disputes, and punished them for minor
crimes, but his jurisdiction ended there. It was the state, rather
than the birtaowner, who collected taxes on the commodities
that the inhabitants of the birta village offered for sale. What the
producer did with the surplus production after the birtaowner
had qxacted his share was thus a matter that lay beyond the
jurisdiction of the birtttowner.
The conclusion that may bz drawn from this discussion is
that fragmentation of administrative authority under the rajya,
birta and jagit systems, although circumsc~ibingthe scope of the
state's jurisdiction in extracting a part of the economic surplus
generated by producers, nevertheless left such jurisdiction more
or less intact in so far as similar extr~ction of the economic
surplus generated by traders was concerned. This leads us to a
,.discussionof the administrative means that the state used for
purposes of such extraction in areas and sectors left under its
residual authority;

A Command Economy
It is axiomatic that the administrative system is not a dis,crete phenomenon in itself: Rather, it is a reflection of the
functions that th: state regards as essential and legitimate at any
time. That is to say, it is the nature and extent of administrative
functions that govern the naturz of the administrative system.
The history of Nepal's administrative institutions during the early
years of the nineteenth century substantiates this truth in ample
measure.
The political unification of the Kingdom during the third
quarter of the eighteenth century inevitably led to a change in
the conception of the essential and legitimate functions of the
state. The principalities that the Gorkhali rulers supplanted

were mostly primitive agricultural societies. Their society and
economy were not organized by the ruler, but were based upon
a corpus of custom and tradition. These principalities, therefore,
possessed what may be described as "a customary economy, the
case of a community of people who are not much disturbed in
their ways by external pressure^,"^ where the economy can
function, "with every member ~ r f o r m i n ghis allotted task, including the decision-making which is left to him within his
allotted circle and where over-riding decisions "from the center"
will scarcely ever have to be made." The challenges that f a d the
rulers of those principalities were limited to ordinary emergencies, such as harvest failures or attacks by traditional enemies,
means for dealing with which did not require new decisions, but
could be incorporated within the traditional rulese6

In contrast, the Gorkhali state contained several features of
what has been described as a "command" economy, in which "the
.command which emanates from a centre" was the distinguishing
characteri is ti^.^ Inasmuch as political unification was achieved
largely through military means, the Gorkhali rulers derived
abeir legitimacy from the fact of conquest. As a consequence,
the political organization of the new state was based "on a
.system of controls pc~viding for effictive constraint of the
subjects."7 The main fllnctions of the Gorkhali rulers comprised
,not only the traditional functions of a pre-industrial society, such
.as protection from external enemies, internal tranquility, and
collection of taxes, but also such specific political goals
.as territorial expansion through military conquest. The fulfillment of such goals necessitated the development of a certain
.level of generalized power, that is, of power not embedded in the
.structure of traditional ascriptive groups,' thereby imparting a
,command-economycharacter to the state.
Because of the diversity of the geographical constituents of the
.new state, the enforcement of a system of controls providing for
effective constraint of the subjects in line with the basic charac.teristics of a command economy was inevitably a difficult task.
Indeed, political unification, in practical terms, only meant the
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replacement of the political authority of more than fifty principalities by that of a central government functioning from
Kathmandu, the capital of the new Kingdom. To be sure, it led
to the emergence of a bigger and more extensive administrative
apparatus to wield the authority of the central government, whether
in Kathmandu itself or at the headquarters of districts, but that
apparatus was nothing more than a superstructure imposed on
traditional institutions at the level of the village. The Gorkhali
conquests, in fact, left little impact upon earliec administrative
principles, regulations, and institutions prevalent at the local
level. The new rulers lacked both manpower; and an understanding
of the nature and dynamics of administrative structures in the
different communities and regions they succeeded in bringing
under their: political authority. Consequently, each community
and region continued to be administered a t the local level more
or less in the way it had been all along.

The Village H e a d m a n
it is not possible to
In the present state of o ~ knowledge,
r
describe with a fair measure of accuracy the nature of the local
administrative agencies that existed at the t i n e when different
territorial units were incorporated into the Gorkhali Kingdom.
One should also not expect any uniformity in administrative
institutions during that period in view of diffirences of geography
and history and the nature of economiz activity. At the same
time, we can identify one agency at the level of the village which
was coinmon to all parts of the new Kingdom. This was the
village headman. Notwithstanding the different appellations
used to denote him in different parts of the Kingdom, the village
headman was the main agency responsible for the allotment of
lands, the collection of taxes on lands and homesteads, and the
administration of justice at the local level, He was, in addition,
the chief link between the local community and the central
government or: its officials at the district level. There were occasional attempts to bypass or supersede his authority, but the
role of the village headman in local administration remained as
important in the middle of the nineteenth century as it was at
the time of the Gorkhali conquestsQ.

The csmmandecon~rny character of the Go~khali set-up,
how eve^, revealed two fundamental weaknesses in the institution,
of the village headman. The first pertained to the link between!
the village headman and the central govcFnment. In the tiny
principalities that existed before the Gorkhali conquests, such a
link was relatively easy to maintain. But the problem became
formidable once the Gorkhali Kingdom expanded in size and
its capital was shifted to Kathmandu. The Gorkhali rulers
sought to solve that problem by creating one more tier of administrative authority between the village and the center at the.
level of the district. The second fundamental ueakness of the
institution of village headman was its unsuitability to discharge.
the resource-mobilization policies and programs that were innovated by the Gorkhali rulers, Village headmen may have bean)
more or less effective in collecting traditional taxes on production, and, occasionally, on trade, but the discharge of such
command-economy functions as monopolies and state-tradingventures was obviously beyond their capability, and, because of
the regional or at least inter-village character of such ventures,
also beyond their jurisdiction.
Consequently, the role of the village headman in respect to re-.
venue and other administration at the local level remained limited.
to the traditional functions mentioned previously. In other words,
the institution was attuned to the exigencies of a customaryb
economy and allowed to continue under the commandeconomy
of the Gorkhali rulers only insofar as those exigencies were
incorporated into the structure of the latter. In more concrete
terms, the village headman collected taxes on agricultural landsand homesteads both before and after the Gorkhali conquests.
because those taxes formed a part of the Gorkhali fiscal system a s
well. However, the Gorkhali rulers had no alternative but to take
recourse to other administrative means for implementing resource-mobilizationpolicies and programs that were a manifestation of their command-economy character, such as the
management of monopolies and statetrading ventures.

The Ijara System
What was the nature of the administrative iwovations thak
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the Gmkhali rulers devised fop implementing their resourcemobilization policies and programs ? The point that is of crucial
significance in the context of the present study is that these
-innovationswere based on individuals, rather than on institutions.
'That is to say, the Gorkhali rulers conferred temporary a u t h e
rity on an individual to implement such policies and programs.
Such individual-based arrangements for the collection of revenue
were known as ijara, a term of Arabic origin. There seems
little doubt that the zjara system was an innovation of the Gorkhali rulers; The system may have been used in the eastern
Tarai territories before the Gorkhali conquests, but certainly not
in Kathmandu Valley and other areas in the hill regions.l0 In any
case, there is abundant evidence to show that it began to be used
on a wide scale after the conquests.
Under the ijars system, the right to collect revenue from a
specific source, or fcom a specific territory, was granted for a
specific period to an individual. The ijaradar, in return, stipulated payment of a specific sum of money to the government. The
.ijara system, consequently, made it possible for the government
to ascertain in advance the amount of revenue it would get from
,the concerned source, and, a t times, even to receive payment, or
.sanction disbursements, before the ijaradar had actually collected
any revenue. Such systems of revenue-farming have been followed
for the collection of revenue in many parts .of the world, inclu,ding India, "whenever the growth of public revenues was not
accompanied by the development of a permanent and salaried
body of government officials equipped for: the complex task of
assessing and collecting taxes".I1 This .perhaps explains why
revenue was collected through ijaradars even in areas so close to
the capital as Sankhu12and Bhadgaun.13
Moreover, the ijara system provided a mechanism to the Gorkhali rulers that could easily be adapted to multifarious uses.
Indeed, dur~ngthis period, the system was used in the Kingdom
to collect land and other taxes, operate mines, procure saltpeter
and other commodities and manage state monopolies and state.
trading ventures. The system thus enabled the government to
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exploit natural resoupces on a wide^ scale than was possible
under the traditional village economy.
Tbe antithesis of ijara was the amanal systam, under which
revenue was collected by salaried employw~of the government
The system made it possible for the government to receive the
amount actually collected, but entailed costs of collaction and
gisks of inefficiency and defalcation. Under the amnut system,
therefore, it was seldom possible to estimate accurately the am~ountof revenue from any specific source. In contrast, the fjara
system guaranteed a regular revenue, for the ijarador stipulated
a specific amount in advance, irrespective of the actual amount
:he collected. This comparative advantage explains why the ljara
system was widely used for the collection of revenue, and why
%amanatarrangements were made for that purpose only when
prospective ijaradars were not available.
Scope of the Ijara Syetem

'During the-early years of the nineteenth century, the ijara system
was widely used in the Tarai and inner Tarai regions, as well as
in the central hill region east of the Bheri river and west of the
Arun river. In the far-western and fareastern hill regions, o n the
.other hand, the traditional authority of the village headman was
.given new dimensions under the Gorkhali revenue system, thereby
obviating the need for taking recourse to the ijara system except
for the mobilizhtion of state-owned mineral resources. The far,western hill region had a long tradition of local autonolny in
which the village headman played a pivotal role as a representative of the village community. The Gorkhali rulers reconfirmed
that tradition in the form of the ihtrak-thiti system, under which
the village headman, like an ijaradar, paid a stipulated amount
of revenue to the state on a contractual basis on behalf of the
village community. In return, he was allowed to collect revenue
from specified sources, maintain law and order, and administer
justice. Unlike the ijara system, however, the thek-thiti system was
not an imposition from the center and entailed no competitive
bidding from prospective ijaradars.
The situation was more or less similar in the fareastern hill
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region of the Kingdom, which was administered under a system
of local autonomy based on the kipat land tenure system of the,
Limbu community, which was retained by the Gorkhali rulers
in a modified form of the thsk-rhrti system. There too, the Gorkhali rulers were initially unable to make any inroads into t h e
traditional authority of the Limbu headmen. By the beginning
of the nineteenth century, however, a few sources of revenue.
notably transit duties at specified trade centers, had been wrested
from Limbu control and brought under the ijara system.14
On the other hand, village colnmunities in the Tarai and inner
Tarai regions, as well as in the central hill region, were less..
cohesive and articulate than in far-eastern and far-western Nepal.
Consequently, their headmen wielded less influence on the centerthan their counterparts elsewhere. Moreover, those regions were
more accessible from Kathmandu, thereby facilitating innova-tions in the field of revenue administration.
Working of the Ijara System : The Tsrai Region
The form in which the ijara system was actually implemented
in the Tarai and inner Tarai regions on the one hand and in the
central hill region on the other: differed considerably. In the
former region, ijaras were granted on a territorial basis. That is
to say, the ijaradar was granted the right to farm revenues from
all sources in the territories placed under his jurisdiction, with
the exception of sources reserved for direct appropriation by the
central government or: the royal palace: Moreover, he combined
the roles of district administrator and revenue collector, so that he
was responsible for civil and military affairs as well. In fact, his
prime duty was to defend the district in the event of external
aggression.
The history of the system of civil administration and revenue.
collection in the districts of the Tarai region encompasses two
phases. During the first phase, which ended in 1828, those
functions were discharged mainly under the ijara system, with.
occasional amanat interludes. The second phase, which lasted from
1828 to 1849, witnessed the introduction of contractual arrange*
ments for the collection of land and miscellaneous other taxes.
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and levies through local functionaries. Such contractual arpangements were made for five yearn at a time, hence the system carno
Ito be known as Panchrhala-thak, and the contxactors as thrkdars.'"
Other sources of revenue, such as monopolies, state-trading
ventures, and timber exports, continued to*be exploited through
separate arrangements under the ijara system.
How did the ijara system operate in the Tarai districts during
the early years of the nineteenth century ? For an example, we
may refer to the appointment of Gosain Laxman Giri as ijaradur
of Rautahat district in mid-1809. The ijara was valid for a fiveyear period.'@ Laxman Giri stipulated a payment of Rs. 99,632
in five instalments every year, in consideration of which he was
granted authority to collect and appropriate revenue from all
prescribed sources in the area under his jurisdiction; These
sources included land taxes, pasturage taxes, duties on the export
of timber and other forest products, customs and transit duties,
and other commercial taxes. In addition, he was granted the
power to administer justice and appropriate income from fines
and penalties. However, the government retained the right to
appropriate revenue from a number of reserved sources, such as
fines and penalties on cases disposed of directly from Kathmandu, and escheat property worth more than Rs 100 in each
case.=
The primary task of -the ijaradar was to defend the frontiers of
t h e Kingdom and function as the local representative of the
central government. For this purpose, he was granted the followin.g authority :'-'
Recruit troops to repulse invasion from any quarter if there is
no time to seek instructions from the palace. After the
invasion is repulsed, pay off such troops and dismiss them
Reasonable expenses incurred on this account shall be
.debitted.
Provide suitable h~sphality to any British oficial, Raja,
Xawab, OF other dignitary who may visit our ter~itorieson
rour business. Reasonable expenses incurred for such hospitality
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shall be debitted. Gifts and presents brought by them shall be
transmitted to us.

The ijaradar was, moreover, responsible for maintaining law and'
order: and administering justice in the area placed under his.
jurisdiction. The regulations add
Inflict suitable punishment on any person who confesses.
before the court of having been guilty of murder, burglary,
cow-slaughter, or rebellion.
If a thief is caught red-handed, or. if he confesses his crime,
refer the matter to us and punish him with death by hanging
or beheading, amputation, on fines as ordered according to
his caste status;
Do not permit forced and unpaid labor to be exacted indiscriminately in the district. Exact such labor only for
governmental requirements; Labor shall be .employed f o ~
private purposes only on payment of wages at the rate of
2 annas daily.
The fiscal authority of the ijaradar, and his power over village
headmen and other functionaries, were defined as follows
In case any birtaowner o r jagirdar encroaches upon statcowned lands, conduct an investigation in the presence of
local functionaries and resume the area so encroached upon.
Refer the matter to us and punish the guilty person as ordered.
Allot forest lands for reclamationj on terms and conditions.
prescribed in 1793. Refer such allotments to us for confirmation.
All bl'rta, jagir or other land grants made in the district
a f t e ~1809 shall be referred to you. Select suitable lands for
the purpose of such grants in areas where taxes have been)
imposed. The amount stipulated for payment under the ijara.
shall then be reduced accordingly.
Confimn the emoluments customarily granted to locaL
functionaries, and the concessions customarily granted t o
~yots,Any arbitrary action in these matters shall be severely
punished.

Finally, an attempt was made to impom a ehsck on the authority
f a disposing of
of the ijrmbr by outlining the p&ure
complaints submitted against him to the centpal government by
local landlords and revenue functionaries. The regulations state :a1

If any local jimidor, birtaowner, jagirdar or other functionary
files a complaint against you, we shall give a hearing to both
sides and punish the person who confesses his guilt.
The letter of appointment of Gosain Laxman Giri as ijarrrdar of
Rautahat district, and the regulations prescribing the nature of his
functions and responsibilities, reveal two points of basic interest. In
the first place, the district-level administrative set-up created by the
Go~khalirulers was more in the nature of personal arrangements
concluded between the ijuradar and the government rather than a
permanent machinery of an institutional character. Secondly, the
ij'ara arrangements made an attempt to bypass or even supersede
the traditional authority of village headmen and other local
functionaries; The attempt had far-reaching repercussions on the
local society and economy in the Tarai region, for it undermined
the authority of a class which must have been the main source of
agricultural credit and investment,
Indeed, the ijara system made the position of local revenue functionaries increasingly precarious, for they were able to retain
their position only in the capacity of local agents of the Garadar.
Ijaradars dismissed them whenever! they liked, and often the
same pcsition changed hands two or three times in the course of
a single year. In 1828, therefore, local revenue functionaries
from all districts of the Tarai region approached Kathmandu
with an offer to pay stipulated amounts on a contractual basis
for each village and division. They proposed that these arrange
ments be made for five years at a time. The government accepted
the offer, thereby introduci~g the Pmchshala-tlrek system of
revenue collection, 22 which remained in operation untll the introduction of the jimidari system during the early years of Rana
rule.29

.Under the Yanchshala-tbsk system, land tax collection func'Itions were separated ffom the gesponsibilities of defense, and law
and order. The district administrator, who was thereafter appointed under the amanat system, only fulfilled a supervisory role in
'respect to land tax collection, a task that was actually performed
by local chaudharis and other functionaries on a contractual
basis. According to regulations promulgated in early 1836 in
ithe,name of Subba Srinivasa Jaisi for Morang district
Collect amounts stipulated for each area under the Panchshulat h k system throughout the district and submit accounts at
'the end of the year. In the event of any dispute between
thkdurs and ryots on the amount due from any mouj., conduct
inquiries and dispose of the matter to the satisfaction of both
sides. Do not let ~hekdarsmake excess collections or impose
unauthorized payments. In the event of any dispute between two
thekdars regarding their jurisdiction, dispose of the matter in
consultation with local functionaries and other knowledgeable persons.
The Panchshala-thrk system, however, was limited to the collection of land and other local taxes alone. Revenue from such
ofher sources as the export of forest products and the management of state-operated markets continued to be -collected under
the ijara system. As will be discussed in detail in Chapter: 22,
separate ijaradars were appointed for; the collection of revenue
,from these sources under the direct control and supervision of
,the central government;

'The Central Hill Region
The central hill region was another part of the Kingdom
where the ijara system was used extensively for the collection of
-revenue. In that region, almost the entire cultivated area and homesteads were controlled by birtaowners and jagirdars, rather than
.bythe central government. Consequently, as already quoted from
Hodgson, "there is no spzcific aggandisement, district, or zilla"
and, therefore, no district-level administrators, Taxes on lands and
homesteads were collected on behalf of birtaowners and jagirdars

either through village headmen themselves, or through agents
and local ijaradars of various categories. The subject has been
extensively discussed elsewhere;as it may be sufficient in the
present context to stress that the services of village headmen were
seldom available to the central government for the collection of
commercial taxes, and indeed, for the procurement of commodities or the management of monopolies that the Gorkhali government introduced in keeping with its command-economy character.
Commercial taxes were collected, and monopolies operated, usually
through ijaradars, while officials appointed by the government
or by state-operated munitions factories and other establishments
were assigned responsibility for the compulsory procurement of
commodities; The general practice was to issue separate ijarus
for the collection of revenue from specific commercial sources.
Consequently, the same territory was often under the jurisdiction
of a large number of ijaradars simultaneously, each functioning
within the specific jurisdiction assigned to him.
Concluding Remarkr

We may conclude that during the early nineteenth century
almost all parts of the Kingdom were administered under systems
that left the implementation of the resource-mobilization policies
of the state largely in the hands of village headmen or ijaruifars.
The economic surplus actually extracted from producers and
traders was, therefore, appropriated by these functionaries in the
first instance. Any expansion in the volume of production and
trade, and, consequently, in the quantum of economic surplus
generated, benefitted these functionaries rather than the state.
Moreover, in most of the affairs of their day-to-day life, p r e
ducers and traders dealt directly with village headmen
and ijaradars, rather than with officials of the central government. In view of the absence of a formal machinery of district
administration in most parts of the region, one can easily imagine
the degree df authority that these functionaries exercised over
.producers and traders in areas placed under their jurisdiction.
The success of the resource-mobilization policies and programs
a
f.the Gorkhali rulers depended ultimately on the success of the
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ijara system, but Gorkhali experience in the working of that.
system seems to have been far from satisfactory. I j r r a tenures.
we= short, usually ranging between one and three years, hence;
ijarcrdars tried to squeeze as much income as they could from the:
sources or territories placed undelr their authority. There were,.
consequently, numerous complaints that ijaradars acted beyond.
their authoritv and collected unauthorized payments. Moreover,.
ljaradors exercised their authority not directly, but through their
agents and employees. Such a multilayered structu~leof administra-tive authority fostered highhanded and extortionate practices to.
the detriment of the producer and the trader. As a result, a significant portion of economic surplus was garnered by revenue-.
collection functionaries themselves rather than by the state.
Nor was this all, Under the ijwa system, emphasis was on theextraction rather than on the conservation of resources; The:
iJ'aradar's brief tenure seldom made it worthwhile for him tos
make adequate investments for augmenting production, improving techniques, or organizing a systematic machinery for,
revenue collection. The ijara system might have met the state's.
immediate need for resources, but its long-term effects were
harmful to the economy.
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Phe Pattern of Primary Production

Chapters 2-3 dealt with the resource-mobilization policies of
-the state and the administrative arrangements that the state
devised with the objective of implementing those policies. We
shall now discuss the pattern of production that formed the basis
of such resource-mobilization; Chapters 4-5 will accordingly
deal with production, and Chapter 6 with the organization of
.-the production function. Inasmuch as the nature of material
production in a pre-industrial society is determined primarily by
the natural resources at its disposal, we shall start with a brief
survey of the natural resources of the Kingdom, agricultural
lands, forests, and mines, and the pattern of material production
based on those resources in the different geographical regions of
..the Kingdom, the Tarai, the inner Tarai, the midlands, and the
Himalayan region.
A. AGRICULTURAL PRODUCT1ON
(1) The Tarai Region

During the period between 1816, when the Nepal-India boundary was redemarcated, and 1858, when the British government
restored the far-western Tarai region, the Tarai territories of the
Kingdom of Nepal comprised only the regions that are known
-today as the eastern Tarai ( Jhapa, Morang, Surisari, Saptari,
Siraha, Dhanusha, Mahottari, Sarlahi, Rautahat, Bara and
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Parsa ) and the western Tarai ( Nawal-Parasi, Rupandehi, and
Kapilvastu ). The eastern Tarai was richer in agricultural and
forest resources than the western Tarai. It contained extensive
tracts of forests with valuable timber, a s well as "much poor land
overgrown with trees and bushes of little value," and "a very
large proportion of rich land."l The region, inl fact, has been
described as tht: outstanding agricultural region of Nepal. I t is a
hot and htimid area, with an annual rainfall of .more than 80
inches and rich and alluvial soils. British observers have r a r d e d
that these soils were "much better than in the adjacent parts of
the ( East India ) Company's t e r r i t ~ r y , " ~permitting the cultivation of two or even three crops in a year. Thanks to these
abundant natural resources, the eastern Tarai region contributed
the major portion of the revenue of the government of Nepal. It
also provided the locale of an external trading system that constituted the main prop of the Gorkhali revenue system, and a land
grant system that made the chronic bickering among the political
elites of Kathmandu a matter of more than lust for power. These
trends were accentuated by the development of agriculture and
trade in this region, when fears of aggression from the south
receded as a result of the formal demarcation of the boundary
after the 18 14- 16 Nepal-Britain war.
Rice was the main agricultural crop throughout the eastern
Tarai region. In many parts of the region, two crops of rice
were usually grown on the same land every year. British observers
have remarked that the damage caused by wild animals "prevents
the natives from being so attentive to the cultivation of rice a s
they otherwise would be.
The result was, as they go on to say,
that "although the country is best adapted for the culture of this
grain, the farmers content themselves chiefly with winter crops of
wheat, barley, and m ~ s t a r d . " ~
Wheat, millets and oilseeds were
also grown.5 Rice and oilseeds were grown in quantities big
enough to generate surpluses for export: but wheat and millets
were grown mainly for local consumption. In fact, available
evidence suggests that wheat was not an important crop in the
T a ~ a region
i
compared with rice, "the flatness of the country
together with its numerous springs of water, rendering the lands
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too wet for this grain, and suiting them better for Fice."' All
these crops weze listed in the tax-assessment schedule, and, as in
'India during the Mughal period, we may presume that "no crop
which was widely grown escaped assessment."' The schedule
does not mention maize, thereby indicating that the crop was not
grown on a large scale in the eastern Tarai region during that
period.
The non-cereal crops grown in the eastern Tarai region included
tobacco, cotton, sugarcane, and jute. Tobacco had been introduced in India by the Portuguese during the early seventeenth
century as "a new and profitable crop"@ and its cultivation soon
spread to the eastern Tarai region of Nepal. Land under tobacco
was the most heavily taxed, thereby indicating that it was the
\most profitable commercial crop.1° Hamilton has described the
tobacco grown in the Tarai region of Nepal as b'uncommonly
good."I1 Cotton too appears to have been grown on a substantial
scale, and he has described the "reddish cotton wool" of the
eastern Tarai region as "very thriving."12 Morang district, in
particular, exported "cotton in the seed" to the adjoining areas
of northern India.la Sugarcane and jute were similarly cultivated
on a scale that justified their: inclusion in the tax-assessment
schedule,14 but there is no evidence that they were exported.16 It is
possible that these crops were cultivated on a small scale for local
.consumption. Jute production on a commercial scale was to
await the emergence of India's jute industry and the opening of
a railway system during the latter: part of the nineteenth century.l4
(2) The Inner Tarai Region

It may be recalled that the inner Tarai region of the Kingdom
is situated between the Cburia and Mahabharat ranges, and
colnprises Sindhuli and Udayapur in the east, Makwanpur and
Chitaun in central Nepal, and Dang and Surkhet in the west.
These areas were largely uncultivated during the early nineteenth
century, mainly because of the malarial climate. As Hamilton
has remarked, "The chief reason of the desert state of this part
of the country, seem to be its extreme unhealthiness, and this
again, in a great measure, in all probability, depends on the want

of cultivation,"
T b bigger valleys were utoleraMy cultirated,"
but in the smaller: ones "a few straggling villages arc fcattcrcd
throughout the woods specially in the higher parts, and their
inhabitants cultivate cotton, rice, and other articlas, with the hoe,
after having cleared away parts of the forests."la These climatic
constraints were reinforced by the policy of keeping the inner
Tarai region undeveloped as a barrier against external invasion,
particularly in the Chitaun-Makwanpur region of central Nepal
after the Nepal-Brit ain war. As Oldfield recorded a t the middle
r the nineteenth century: l o

In Nepal the dhuns ( i.e., the valleys of the innner Tami
region ) have been mostly allowed to fall into a state of jungle,
and are consequently clothed with forests of sal and cotton
trees, and are inhabited only by wild beasts. The Nepalese
are averse to the "clearing" of these forests, a s they look
upon the :nalarious jungle a t the foot of their hills as the
safest and surest barrier against the advance of any army of
invasion from the plains of Hindustan.
'The valleys of the inner Tarai region, therefore, produced little
surpluses of marketable agricultural commodities.
(3) The Hill Region
The hill region, situated between the Mahabharat mountains
.and the main Himalayan range, comprises several broad, wellwatered valleys with deep, rich soils and carefully terraced hillsides. The region is ideally suited to the cultivation of rice and
.other graim2' Indeed, rice was the main agricultural crop grown
in these valleys and terraced fields. Accord~ngto Hamilton, "On
the whole, one-half of the cultivation among the nlountains may
be said to consist in transplanted rice.
In Kathmandu Valley,
similarly, "rice is the great crop." Indeed, so important was rice
in the local economy of the rnidlands that hillsides were terraced
with considerable effort, investment, and ingenuity, irrigated
through channels cut from springs and streams, and made suitable
,for the cultivation of this crop; In the words of Hamilton : 2 a
Wherever the land can be levelled into terraces, however, it is
exceedingly favourable for transplanted rices, which ripens
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after the ~ a i n shave ceased, so that the harvest is never injured,
and, as most of the terraces can be supplied at pleasure with
water from springs, the crops are uncommonly certain.
Winter crops of wheat and barley were occasionally cultivated
on irrigated lands after the rice crop was harvestedas although,.
according to Hamilton "in most places this is most judiciously
omitted."a4 These crops were usually not grown because during.
winter rice lands were used as pastures.a5 In any case, not much
attention seems to have been paid to the cultivation of wheat, as.
the writings of contemporary European observers show. Hamilton'
has observed that in Kathmandu Valley, "1 have never seen
more wretched crops (of wheat), and most of the fields of wheat
are choked with hemp."28 Peasants did not give much care to.
the wheat crop because it was ,used not for food but "for making.
fermented and distilled liquors."a7 About half a century later,
Hodgson similarly noted that the "cultivation of wheat is most
careless, without manure, even in double-cropped and old lands,
and the plant is allowed to be over-run, whilst growing, by wild
hemp or: artemasia, or other social weed of most frequent
occurrence in the Hirnala~a."~'We may, therefore. assume
that in most areas of the midlands, irrigated lands produced
only a single crop of rice in the year.
Often irrigated lands were used for the cultivation of sugarcane
rather than rice, because it was "a profitable arti~le.'~'Because
the costs of cultivation were high, however, landlords "arely raise
more of it than they require for their own con~umption".~'A
soarse variety of sugar, called gur, was produced from sugarcane.
Kirkpatrick found the brown sugar produced in Nuwakot to be
"in a much more refined state than that which is usually met
with in Bengal."sl
Lands situated at an elevation above the valleys, and on hillsides, which could not be supplied with irrigation facilities,
natural or artificia1, and so were not suitable for the cultivation
of rice, were used for: the production of dry rice, maize, millets,
and lentils.ga These coarse grains were 'chiefly consumed by the
husbandmen themselves.and others among the lower classes of
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people."" Maize was introduced into India from America just
about the time of the advent of the East India Company duri~lg
the early 17th century, but it was cultivated in the subcontinent
for at least a hundred years before sgitable strains were evolved
to justify extensive production in different climatic rcgi~ns.~'
Its cultivation in the hill regions of Nepal, therefore, appears to
have started around the last years of the eighteenth century and
soon became widespread. Indeed, the area of unirrigated lands
was often determined with r-ference to the quantity cf maize
sezds that would be required for sowing. 86
Hamilton has given the following descrip,-ion of agricultural
production in Palpa, which may be regarded as typical of mobt
areas of the hill region
The greatest crcp is transplanted rice, next to that broad-cast
rice, then maize, then the pulse called urid, almost equal in
quantity to the maize, then the Lathyrus sativus, called dubi
kerao, then the Eleusine corocanus, or maruya, then the
Ervum lens, or masuri, then four kinds of sesamum, and the
cruciform oil seeds, like mustart! and rape, hen three kinds
of the pulse called kurthi, and then a little of the grains
called sarna and kodo. Much ginger is reared. The sugarcane grows very large and juicy, but is eaten without
preparation.
Unirrigated lands in the hill region which were not suitable for
the cultivation of rice were often used for the production of
cardamom, madder, cotton, and other commercial crops. Cardamom, in particular, was "a most valuable articlems7 which was
grown in large quantities in the Kaski-Syangja area of the
western hill region, as well as in the eastern hill region beyond
the Dudhkosi river;
(4) The Himalayan Region

In contrast to the mainly agricultural economy of the Tarai
region and the hill region, the physiographic features of the
Himalayan region, situated a t an altitude of above 2,000 meters,
provides little scooe for a peasant economy based on agriculturt.
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Because of moderately cold winters and short cool summers, the
upper limit to successful grain farming is reached approximately
3,000 meters above sea level. Unlike in the midlands, therefore,
rice is not the staple agricultural crop of the Himalayan region,
but is cultivated only in lowlying valleys where water is available.
But in most parts of the region :38

... ...cool

to extremely cold winters are also a distinctive
feature, and the upper courses of the river valleys ...the chief
centers of settlement ...have short g~owing seasons. This
means that the Himalayan farmers are limited to one crop
per year ...p otatoes, barley, OF wheat.
Buck-wheat, barley, and several varieties of millets were also
cultivated. According to Hamilton, the other crops were
Because the Himalayan region suffered from a chronic shortage
of food, it was natural that available agricultural lands should
have been used for the production of food where possible; Accordingly, the use of agricultural lands for the production of non-food
crops for: sale rather: than for consumption was probably limited
to the cultivation of hemp (cannabis sativa). The crop was usually
grown on high slopes having a navthern exposure in areas
situated at high altitudes. The hemp plant yielded materials for
the production of a substance called chares or attar and a coarse
fiber called bhangra or bhangela. Chares is the resinous substance
extracted from the mature leaves, stems, flowers and seeds of the
plant. It is used as a narcotic as well as for medicinal purposesi4'
Chares of high quality was produced in the north-western hill
'
grew wild in the mountains
district of Parbat or M a l e b ~ m . ~Hemp
of the Himalayan region, but wild hemp was "practically useless
either for fibre or the d r ~ g . " ~ Z
These topographical and climatic constraints to the growth of
an agricultural economy in the Himalayan region were partially
compensated by the availability of pasturage facilities at altitudes
of 4,500 to 5,000 meters just below the snow line; Such facilities
fostered the growth of a farming economy based on transhu-
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mane throughout the region. Indmd, the breeding of yaks, sheep
and goats was important not only as a source of foodstuff's such
as meat and milk, but also of such raw materials a \ \%PO].
Hamilton has given the following description of some Himalayan
,communities who depended mainly on animal husbandry ratber
than on agriculture for their subsistence
The Gurung and L imbu tribes are shepherds provided
with numerous flocks. In wlnter they retlre to the lower
mountains and vallies; but in summer they ascend to the
Alpine regions, ... and feed their herds on some extensive
tracts in the vicinity of the regions perpetually frozen, but
which in winter are deeply covered with snow. The sheep
which these people possess are said to be very large and
their: wool is said to be fine.

... ...

...

The wool was woven into several varieties of cloth "finer than
that of B h ~ t a n " ' ~as well as blankets and other goods. Large
quantities of these p~oductswere supplied to the southern areas
and also exported to India.'=
3. FOREST PRODUCTION

It will be reasonable to assume that during the early part of
tbe nineteenth century, when the population of b'epal was less
than what it is now, the total area under forest was correspondingly larger. This seems to be true of all the geographic regions
of the Kingdom.
( 1 ) The Tarai and Inner Tami Regions

There were several varieties of timber in the forests of the
Tarai and inner Tarai regions, An exhaustive list of these
varieties would be out of context in the present study, hence we
shall confine ourselves to a broad discussion of the main forest
zones in these ~sgions.The main river beds and islands of the
-southernmost belt accommodated, what has been described as,
new riverine forests, which hold together the gravel, boulders,
and sand brought down by the rivers from the Siwalik hills and
the Mahabharat. These forests consisted mostly of khair ( acacia
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catechu ) and sissoo ( Dalbergia sissoo ). The old riverine fore~ts,
stretching north of the river beds where the soil is not subject t o
flooding, consisted of such varieties of timber as semal ( Bombax
heptaphyllum ). Farther north, as the land starts to rise, forests
of srl ( shorea robusta ) at-pear. On the Siwalik hills, sal, associated with pine ( pinus langifolia ) is found between approximately 300 and 1,500 meters.4B These forests supplied timber for
both domestic consumption and export to India.
Contemporary British accounts show that there were extensive
forests in the eastern Tarai region during this period. Notwithstanding the rich agricultural potential of that region, these
forests had remained virtually uncleared at the time of its
incorporation into the Kingdom. The reason seems to have been
political rather than economic or demographic. The rulers of
the hill principalities who controlled the eastern Tarai territories
before the political unification of the Kingdom, from ccnsiderations of security, "encouraged extensive woods, and contented
thernselve;, in a great measure, with the produce of the forests in
timber, elephants, and pasture."47 Kirkpatrick, who visited Nepal
in 1793, reported the existence of a "great" forests, approximately eight routes and a half wide, which "skirts the Nepaul
territories throughout their whole e~tent."~eIndeed, the rich
forest resources of the Tarai region impressed him so much that
he has observed in another place that the region :

...is

capable of being rendered highly p~oductive to the
Nepaul government; its extensive forests alone contain an
almost inexhaustible source of riches, since they might be
made to supply with valuable timber, not only the countries
washed by the Ganges, but even our other settlements in
India.40
Approximately two decades later, H a r n i l t ~ nobserved that "the
Gorkhalese have cleared much of the country" in the eastern
Tarai region, although, he goes on to say, "still a great deal
remains to be done."60 The reclamation of forest lands for agriculture was, in fact, a prime objective of official policy.
The forest resources of the inner: Talrai region, which was

vietllally in "a state of junglewbaduring this period, were no less
rich. In the Hitaura-Bhimphedi region, for instance, forests of
aal and pine were, according to Kirkpatrick, "not perhaps
surpassed in any other part of the world, either for straightness
o r dimensions, or probably for strength o r d~rabllity."~'
He adds : 63

Ihe Bechiacori pines, nevertheless, seem to have never had
an axe applied to them, though they grow in prodigious
numbers, are very superior. to what we generally meet with
in Nepaul proper, and, considering the vicinity of the BooraGanduck, might be conveyed to us both with little trouble,
and at little expense, compared to the channel by which we
are at present supplied with this useful article, and the cost at
which it is procured:
Hamilton similarly observed that "all near eHetaura is waste,"
and "most of it is covered with stately forests of the Sakhuya
.or
Elephants captured in the forests of the Tarai and the inner
Tarai regions were of consiierable comrner;cial importnce. 200 or
300 elephants were caught in the Kosi region alone every year.bs
However, "much the greater part of these ( elephants ) are very
young, being not above five hauts, OF seven feet and a half high,"
and so were "of little value."" The scale at which elephants were
captured in these regions seems to have led to a depletion in
their: numbers. At the middle of tbe nineteenth century, Oldfield
observed that "elephants are fast disappearing from the Tarai to
the west of the Kosi, and even in the Morang the numbers are
~~
birds, such as
much less than they were f o ~ m e r l y . "Singing
mynahs and parrots, were other form of wild life of commercial
value caught in the forests of the Tarai regi~n.~'
In addition, these forests provided pasturage facilities, which
were used on an extensive scale not only by the local people but
also by grazien from the adjoining areas of northern India.
From Purnea district of Bihar, fop instance, "by fa^ the greatec
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part ( of the cattle ) is sent to Morang" during the dry season,
The reason was that "the woods there, a t the foot of the mountains, always retain some degree of freshness, and the rains of
spring are there usually early and copious, which bring forward
a very strong vegetation, while almost everything here, even to the
bamboo, is perfectly ith he red."^^ The practice was by no means
confined to Indian areas adjoining Morang Indeed, "countless
herds of cattle are driven for pasturage, annually, during the
hot months" into the Tarai and inner Tarai regions of Nepal
from other parts of northern India as ~ e l l . 6 ~
( 2 ) The Hill Region

Forests in the hill region contain a mixture of many species,
chiefly pines, oaks, rhododendrons, poplars, walnuts, cedars, mangolias, and, in some areas, conifers.B1 Sol is also found a t suitable
sites at lower elevations. Because of the costs and difficulties of
transport, these forests were of little importance as a source of
timber production on a commercial basis.62 However, they
contained a number of valuable subsidiary products which were
exported in large quantities. Medicinal herbs were perhaps the
most important of these products.63 These forests also supplied
large quantities of wood required for the manufacture of charcoal,
and several varieties of shrubs of the daphne species used for
the production of paper.64
( 3 ) The Himalayan Region

The Himalayan region contains forests mainly of junipers,
rhododendrons, and birches. Timber of the juniper tree was
cut into planks and exported to Tibet, "from whence they are
probably carried to China."65 The bark of the birch tree was
traditionally used as a substitute for paper and supplied to the
southern regions in large q u a n t i t i e ~ . ~ ~
These forests also contain two forms of wild life of commercia,,
value : muskdeer and hawks. Muskdeep are found at altitudes
ranging form 5,000 meters to the limit of forest; The male muskdeer secretes an odoriferous substance, known as musk, in. a
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small sac under the skin of its abdomen, which is a well-known
ingredient in many medicine and perfumes. It was trapped in
snares and killed fop extracting the perfume-bearing pods.87
Hamilton has recorded that "tb;: most valuable production of
the southern face of these ( Himalayan ) mountains is the animal
which produces musk, of which vast numbers are annually
killed."a' Hawks were similarly trapped and trained for use in
hunting. Both male and female hawks were used for this purpose,
but the female ones, known as Sahibaz, were prized higher than
the male ones, or: Jurrabaz.@@
In view of the i m p o r t a m of musk
and hawks in the economy of the Himalayan region, they were
specifically mentioned as sources of revenu: assigned to village
headmen under the "lhek-lhiti system.'' In sevcral parts of t h . ~ t
region, trade in hawks was the chief source of livelihood for the
local people.71
Honey and wax were other natural products of the Himalayan
forests. Bees were usually reared in hives, but in the Himalayan
region the combs of wild bees were also utilized to procure these
commodities; The collection of wild honey and wax was a n
usually hazardous occupation. According to one account :7P
The wild bees often build their combs on the face of an overhanging precipice. The comb is taken by a man who is let
down from the top of the precipice by a rope attached to
his waist. He swings himself back and forth to reach the
face of the precipice, which overhangs a river. When he has
gained a foothold the wild bees are either induced to 1eai.e
the comb by throwing a tempting bait to a little distance, or
are driven away by the smoke of smouldering rags.
The honey extracted from the combs of wild bees was regarded
as unfit for human consumption, so the wax alone was cleaned.;
The commodity was used for casting cannon and manufacturing
candles.

C.MINERAL PRODUCTION
During the nineteenth century, Nepal was an important
producer of copper, iron, lead, and other metals. Some quantities
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of gold, cinnabar, and sulfur were also mined. The mining industry was confined to the hill region, where the mineral deposits
then discovered were invariably located. In fact, mining was an
important economic activity in that region, second in importance
*onlyto agriculture.
Although small deposits of copper: were f o m d in almost all
parts of the hill region, the region between the ChepeMarsgangdi and Bheri rivers in the western hills, particularly
the Parbat-BaglungGulmi area, seems to have been the most
important copper-producing area of the K i ~ g d o r n . ~Iron
~
deposits were similarly concentrated in the eastern hill regions.
At the same time, stray deposits of copper were worked in the
e a s t ~ r nhill region76 and of iron in the western hill region."
Lead was found "in a great many places,"77 with one of the
heaviest c ncent~ationsin the Listi area of the eastern hill
regioa7" Copper and iron were produced in quantities sufficient
to meet the domestic demand, and even to generate surpluses
for export, but the production of lead, a vital material required
for the munitions industry, was chronically insufficient. British
observers have testified to the inadequate production of this
metal and Nepal's dependence on India for supplies. In 1793,
Kirkpatrick wrote that the Nepalis "are still obliged to supply
themeselves with lead from Patna.V9 The situation had not
changed much more than half of a centilry later, for in 1851
Cavanagh noted that lead ore was still being impo~ted from
13ritish India.'' Kirkpatrick expressed the view that the scarcity
of 1,:ad was due to "their igaarance of the proper pro~ess."'~
Hamilton, however, rejected this explanation and remarked that
"it would be extraordinary, if a people who could smelt iron
and copper, should be unable to smelt lead,'2 The real reason
for the scarcity seems to have been that the entire local production was requisitioned to meet the requirements of munitions
factories under the direct supervision a n d control of an official of
the royal
thereby discouraging production. According
to Hamilton :a4
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Only two mines of lead are at present wrought, because all
the metal is reserved for the Raja's magazines, but so far
as I can learn, lead is found in a great many places quite on
the surface. These, however, are concealed with care by
those who observe them, and who are thus able to work in
private.
The gunpowder factories started by the government in different
parts of the Kingdom generated a demand for two other minerals,
sulfur and saltpeter. Sulfur was mined in several areas in the
hill region.'Vhe western hill areas, in particular, contained
,-extensivedeposits of arsenic and pyrite ores with sulfuric content,
However, according to Kirkpatrick, "the government has been
-obliged to desist from working the sulphurous ores on account
of the deleterious effects produced by the operation."" Saltpeter
was extracted from a kind of saline earth found in the eastern
Tarai region as well as in Chitaun district of the inner Tarai
region, probably the only .mineral resource exploited in those
,regions. According to a British source, the soil of the adjoining
Indian district of Tirhut "almost everywhere contains a large
-proportion of saline matter," with the result that it was "more
!productive of nitre than any other place in India."87 It may be
,correct to assume that this description applied to areas on Nepal's
,side of the frontier as well.
.Concluding Remarks
This brief survey of Nepal's natural resources and the pattern
.ofproduction in the Kingdom of Nepal during the nineteenth
.century highlights several basic characteristics of the economy. In
the first place, it underscores the predominant role of agriculture.
:Indeed, the majority of the people of Nepal were peasants, with
forestry and mining as ancillary activities. These activities
.were concentrated in particular regions : mining in the hill
rregion and forestry in the Tarai and inner Tarai regions. But
.agriculture is a reproductive activity which provides the basis
for a sedentary peasant economy, whereas mines and forests
*sustaina type of economic activity that is extractive rat he^ than
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reproductive. Secondly, only two regions of the Kingdom, the
mid-hill region and the Tarai, produced foodgrains and other
agricultural commodities in quantities sufficient to generate
marketable surpluses. Finally, the Nepali peasant was compelled
to devote the main part of his energy to the cultivation of such,
cereal crops as rice, maize and millets, which he needed for
meeting his subsistence needs and his rental obligations.
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Handicrafts and Manufactures

Duping the nineteenth century, th: majority of the people o f
Nep 11 were peasants, and agriculture was the mainstay of the
nation's economy; At the same time, several forms of handicrafts and inanufactures had emerged for processing materials
produced from farms, forests, and mines. Such production was
usually the work of peasants during the slack agricultural
season, or during their spare time, through the labor of members
of their families. Commodities of various categories were also
produced by people belonging to such occupational groups as
kamis (blacksmiths) and sarkis (leather-workers), who usually
did not engage in agriculture as the chief source of their livelihood. We shall now describe the main categories of handicraft
production, the nature of the output, and, where possible, the
techniques of production.
Handicrafts and manufactures were in varying stages of
development in different parts of the Kingdom and among
different communities. It is not possible to make a detailed and
comparative study of different regions and communities in that
respect, hence we shall limit ourselves to two contrasting
examples : the Newars of Kathmandu Valley and the Meches of
the fareastern Tarai region. The Newars had developed a
distinctive urban civilization through the centuries as Kirkpatrick
wrote in 1793 :l
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The Newars ..appear to be acquainted with and exercise moit
of the handicraft occupation of their Bihar neighbors. Of
cloths, however, they fabricate only a very coarse kind,
partly for home use and partly for exportation to the Tibets
...They work vely well in iron, copper, brass, &c., and are
particularly ingenious in carpentry, though it is remarkable
that they never use a sab, dividing their wood, of whatever
size, by chisel and mallet. They export to the southward
some of their brazen utensils; and their cutlery ( as swords,
daggers, &c. ) is by no means contemptible. They have
latterly manufactured some fire-arms, but not succe~sfullj.
They gild exceedingly well, and among the bells they construct
for the use of their temples and other religious purposes, solne
are of a considerable size.
In contrast, the Meches of the far-eastern Tarai region, "keep
entirely to the forest in which they make clearances, cultivating
crops of rice and cotton with the hoe, and grazing buffaloes,''
according to an account written by A; Campbell in 1839.2 He
adds :3
They have no towns, and rarely even live in permanerrt
villages, generally quitting a clearance after having had two
or three successive crops from the land, to take up their abodes
in a fresh portion of the forest .. Jn the arts the Meches have
made but small progress, they excel in the care of their
cotton agriculture, but as they grow only the common annual
kind, the produce is not of a superior: kind. Weaving is
confined to the women as a domestic art. They are not
addicted to trade, are averse to military service, have no
artisans among them, are truly in a very primitive state of
society.
Newars at one end of the spectrum and Meches on the other
may be an illuminating study in contrasts, but neither group can
be said to be typical of the broad mass of the rural popglation
inhabiting the Kingdom during .the nineteenth century. In the
hill regions, in particular, a more typical community may be
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said to be the Gurungs, "diligent traders and miners" who
"employ themselves in weaving blankets with the wool of their
6Lnumerousflocksu4 of sheep and "make their: own cloths of wool,
cotton and hemp, of the coarsest kind."6
a t e g o r i e s of Handicrafts and Manufactures

Handicraft production was mainly of two categories. The first
category was designed primarily to serve the consumption needs
of the household or the village and was not produced on a scale
sufficient to make supplies available to other areas. Any exchange
in h :ndicraft products of this category, therefore, was of a purely
intra-local character and normally not the basis of a regular
trade and taxation system. As such, it lies beyond the scope of the
present discussion. There was also another category of handicraft
production which developed for purposes of trade outside the
village. Such production had relatively wide exchange connections
based on the localized supplies of raw materials or traditional
skills. Because local supplies of raw materials were abundant
and also because traditional skills had developed through the
centuries in certain areas in the production of specific commodities, supplies were produced in excess of local consumption needs,
,or even exclusively for trade, with the result that intra-regional
or export trade developed in those commodities. It is the manufacture of those conmodities that we intend to discuss in this
chapter. They include metals and metal goods, cotton and other
varieties of cloth, and paper and pulp in the hill regions, and
boats and canoes, catechu, and saltpeter in the Tarsi region.
We shall here describe not only the products, but also, where
possible, the techniques of production, so as to lay the ground
for: making an appraisal of the capital-intensity of production
and the stage of technological advancement in nineteenth century
Nepal.
Metals and Metal Goods

As noted in an earlier chapter, mining was an important
economic activity in the hill regions of the Kingdom. Copper and
iron, in particular, were produced in large quantities and thz
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quality appears to have been sufficiently high to win the appreciation of British observers. According to Kirkpatrick, "the iron
of Nepsul is not, perhaps, surpassed by that of any other country, and among its copper ores, of which there would seem t o be
several varieties, some are said to be rich, and of an excelleat
kind."@Indeed, he goes on to say, European copper did not
appear to be of superior quality compared with Nepali copper:.T
Hamilton has similarly remarked that "the iron of different
mines is of very different qualities, some being so excellent that,
even without being converted into steel, it makes knives and
sword^."^
The techniques used in the extraction of ore were, however,
vudimentary and wasteful, in terms of both labor and the quantity extracted. According to Hamilton, "the ore is dug from
trenches entirely op:n above, so that the workmen cannot act in
the rainy season, as they have not even sense to make a drain."'
Cavanagh has similarly noted :lo
The Gorkha miners do not in general sink a shaft from
which the gallery diverges, but in the first instance run the
gallery, or in some cases an open trench, from the surface at
a n angle of about 45 degrees, and when this is carried to
such a depth that it fills with water:, having no means of
keeping it clear, the mine is deserted.
Even then, the production of both copper and iron ap,>earsto
have been adequate to meet the domestic demand and even to
generate a surplus for export in both crude and manufactured
forms. Indeed, neither: of these metals was imported during the
early part of the nineteenth centuryll notwithstanding the heavy
domestic demand for the manufacture of household utensils,
agricultural implements, Khukuris, knives and swords, minting of
coins, and production of munitions.
Household utensils and other: metal goods were manufactured
in all parts of the midlands where copper and iron were available, Pokhara, a "large and well-inhabited"la town in Kaski
district, was famous for its copper manufactures. Similarly, the
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rrsetal-workers of Dhankuta in the far-western hill region "are
celebrated for the excellence of their commodities." l3 Although
Kathmandu Valley itself contained no deposits of either copper
or iron, the traditional skills of its Newar: craftsmen had made
it the center of a flourishing metal goods industry.14 Lalitpur and
Bhaktapur, in particular, were centers of "a very considerable
manufacture" of copper, brass, and bell metal goods.16 Bells
manufactured by Newar craftsmen were "much admired" at an
exhibition held in London in 1851.1° Kirkpatrick has also mentioned "the dagger, or knife worn by every Nepaulian, and
called Khookhari,"17 the blade of which, according to another
British observer, "is unequalled for its temper and keen edge,"18
There seems little d o ~ b that
t
Khukuris were manufactured on a
scale larger than the almost total lack of reference to the industry in contenlporary official documents suggests.
Finally, Nepal's abundant resources of copper and iron were
used to sustain a large-scale munitions industry. Nepal then
depended wholly upon indigenous production for supplies of
m~nitionsto the army. In the beginning, the army had depended
on what it was able to seize during its victoriaus encounters with
Muslim and British invaders from the south as well as on what
it could smuggle from India. The precarious nature of such
sources of supply became clear during the 1793-94 Nepal-China
war, when the government was compelled to appeal to the
East India Company for supplies; The appeal was ignored,
but the government had learnt its lesson. Soon after the end of
the war, a munition; factory was started in Kathmandu.
Factories for the production of rifles, gunpowder,. and other
supplies were subseqently started in many other areas whcre
metals and other materials were available in sufficient quantities, and their production appears to have met fully the army's
demand for weapons of different categories.lg A British observer has described Nzpali troops during the Nepal-Britain war of
18 14-16 in the following words : a'
The men were armed with the talwar or sword, Khukuri or
curved knife and matchlocks, and the officers carried the
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sword and shield, Khukuri and bows and arrows, in the use
of which they were very dexterous. The sword was sometimes
a bujali, the edge
of the peculiar shape known as K o ~ or
having a curve inward like a reaping hook, but far more
otcaight and veFy heavy, particularly at the point end, where
it is very broad and ends abruptly squarei
T h e account leaves no doubt that all the items mentioned were
indigenously produced. As Hodgson noted in 1848 : "The large
army of the state is furnished with muskets, swords, and Khukuris from native ore."=l

Handloom Weaving

Next to the metals and metal goods industries, handloom
weaving was probably the most extensive economic activity in
the non-agricultural sector. It will be realistic to presume that
cotton cloth was manufactured in almost all parts of the Kingdom at least for local consumption, but in view of the absence
.ofadequate information about the latter we shall confine our
attention to the hill region, where almost the entire population
was engaged in that
In Kathmandu Valley, similarly,
"the p o x manufacture, each family, their own supply of coarse
(cotton] good~.''2~Naturally, therefore, the weaving industry
received encouragement and patronage a t the hands of successive rulers, particularly in Kathmandu Valley; King Mahendra
Malla (1560-74) of Kathmandu, fop instance, decreed :"Never
keep spinning wheels and looms idle." He called for the
production of highquality cloth of standard-patterns in order
to promote exports.a4 Prithvi Narayan Shah advocated a
similar policy; a ban on the import of cloth, and production of
new varieties for export, so that there should be no drain of
wealth from the country.a6 He took pride in the fact that he had
conquered the pcincipalities of Kathmandu Valley, as well as
.central and eastern Nepal, while wearing homespun cloth.%'
In subsequent years, members of the royal family, as well as
o f the aristocracy, gradually developed a taste for imported
fabrics in defiance of Prithvi Narayan Shah's exhortations. By

th: d d ~ 1 years
j
oP th: nineteenth c ~ n t u r y the
,
trend had become
so pronomced that, in the words of Hamilton, "the whole
dress of the higher ranks in Nepal is imported, and conaists
chiefly of Chinese silks, shawls, and of the low country muslins
and ca\icoes."2~ Nearly two decades later, Hodgson noted
that "the whole of the middle and upper classes are clad in
foreign cottons," thereby indicating that the craze for imported
fabrics had percolated deepec into the urban population of
Kathmandu Valley.a8 The poorer sections of the population, on
the other hand, continued to depend on the indigenous production.
The quality of the indigenous cotton manufactures, however,
left much t o be desired. We have already referred to Kirkpatrick's observation that the Newars of Kathmandu Valley were
"acquainted with and exercised most of the handicraft occupation
of their Bihar neighbours," but "of cloths, however, they fabricate only a very coarse kind."ag Hodgson has similarly recorded
that "Nepal has no native manufacture of any but coarse sorte"
of ~ 1 0 t h . ~Campbell,
'
referring to "the coarsest and most ungainly
produce" of the weavers of Kathmandu Valley, writes :31
The ordinary breadth of Nipal cotton is about half a yard,
and rarely exceeds two feet. The average length of
their web is from 6 to 12 and 1 112 yards, and the texture
of the finest is not superior to the dosuti cloth of Hindoostani, used for house canopies and floor cloths.
Campbell's account of the techniques of cotton cloth, manufac-ture in Kathmandu Valley is sufficiently interesting to merit a
quotation in sxtenso. He writes :32
The cotton is separated from the seeds by the women,
whether with fingers or by the help of a most primitive
contrivance.;.. Two rollers of wood, the thickness of a
walking stick, and close together, are placed in an upright
frame and made to revolve on one another by means of a
handle attached (through one side of the frame) to the lower
of them. The o p e ~ a t o ~sitting
,
on the ground, places the
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frame betnaen he^ feet, steadying it with hut tots, and applies
small portions of cotton to the spaces between the rollers
with her left hand, while she plies the revolving handle with
the right; in this mannep the cotton is drawn between the
rollers; the seeds, being too large for the interspace, are
separated and left behind.

...

The spinning is equally primitive The machine is small
and easily portable ...The spinner ...sits on the ground, with
one hand turning the wheel by means of the handle, and ~ i t h
other drawing out the cotton into thread ...An iron rod is
attached by means of a string to the wheel, and revolve; in
company with it, on which the thread as spun, is collected ....
The spinning wheel may be described by saying that it is but
an ancient distaff, improved by the addition of a wheel for
keeping it in motion.

0

When a woman has spun a sufficient quantity of a thrend
for the warp of a web, she winds it off the iron rods, on which
has been spun, unto large bobbins about nine inches long
and fit to hold three or four ~ o u n d sof thread ...W th these
long bobbins and a few more about t h ~ e efeet long, she
repairs to [he nearest grassy spot within her village, or to the
side of the causeway, if unpaved, and there (sticks) the r e d s
in the ground (a few feet asunder) to the length of her proposed web ...Tying the thread to the reed to her extreme right,
she moves rapidly up and down the line, passing the thread
(as it comes off the bobbin, revolving on a shaft passed
through its axis and held in her right hand) on alternate sides
of each reed, until the warp is laid.
The weaving is carried on under: a shed, within a small
verandah, or in the house, and as the roofs are generally low,
the treadles are made to ply in a hollow dug in the earthen
floor under the loom. The loom is made of the commonest
materials, and very clumsily put together ...The bepal weaver
rolls up the warp on its original frame and ties it to a peg
driven in the ground close to her feet, while a cross beam in
front of her receives the web a s it is woven ... The weaver,
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sitting on a bench, with the loom in front of her, plies the
shuttle alternately with her hand, pulling forward the swinging apparatus for laying the woof close to its predecessors,
and plies the peddles with her feet.
Dyeing and printing of cloth were ancillary activities, but do
not appeal: to have been highly developed. Campbell has described the Newars of Kathmandu Valley as "miserable artists,"
pointing out that "they cannot at this day dye a decent blue,
although furnished with indigo for the purpose." He adds : "A
.dirty red (from madder) and light fading green are the colours
most commonly dyed by them, but they are not fast and durable;
nor elegant when fresh." Consequeotly, Campbell goes on to say,
"the only tolerably good dyeing done in Nepal is by some
Cashimiris and people from the plains." Similarly, cloth was
printed "in imitation of the chintzes of India and Europe." but,
according to the same source, "these imitations are very badly
executed, and the colours are not durable." .The best varieties
of chintz cloth were produced in Bhadgaun, Panauti, and
Dhankuta .33

-

In the Himalayan region, hemp fiber, as mentioned in Chapter 3,
was used for the manufacture o f a coarse kind of cloth known
as bhangra or bhangela. According to one account :34
After the plants are cut off at the ground, they must be placed
in the sun for eight or ten days, or until they be dried sufficitntly. They must then be steeped in water for three days,
and on the fourth day the plants must be taken out of the
water and peeled. The peelings are to be washed and put in
the sun; and when quite dried, they are ready for manipulation.
They are then to b torn into thin threads with the nails of the
hands; next twisted with a spinning wheel (likuli), and when
the threads are thus prepared, they are to be boiled with ashes
of wood and water in a pot for fcur hours, and to he washed
again for the purpose of whitening. This is the way of
preparing bhangela thread, out of which sack-cloth is woven.
The products "show strength, divisibility, fineness and softness
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of fibre-in fact all the essentially good qualities which a fibre
should possess .0a6
Paper

Paper was manufactured on an extensive scale in the hill
region. According to Hodgson, it was manufactured "exclusively
in Cis-Himalayan Bhote ...and by the race of Bhoteeas" in areas
east of the Kali river:, although "the greatest part of it is manufactured in the tract above Nepal proper."3e The inhabitants of
Buntang, Khinchet and other: villages of Nuwakot district in the
hill region west of Kathmandu Valley manufactured paper of
very fine quality, which was in great demand in government
,offices.
British observers have invariably described Nepali paper as of
very high quality. Kirkpatrick, for instance, has described it as
"strong" and
Hamilton has referred to "a very strong
parer, remarkably well-fitted for packages," made at Bhadgaun
in Kathmandu Valley3'. Hodgson hiis noted that "it would
probably surprise the paper-makers of England," to hear: that
Nepali paper-manufacturers "can make up this paper into fine
smooth sheets OF several yards sq~are."~O
He adds
The manrfactrcred produce of Nepal is for office-records,
incomparable, better than any Indian paper, being as strong
and durable as leather almost, and quite smooth enough to
write on. It has been adopted in one or two offices in the
plains, and ought to t e generally substituted for the flimsy
friable material to which He commit all our records.
There is no evidence that the British Indian government acted
upon Hodgson's advice. Even then, paper: procured from Nepal
appears to have been used for packing opium meant for internal
consumption in Patna. 41
Like handloom weaving, paper: manufacture did not require
complicated equipment. A brief description of the process by a
contemporary British observer is reproduced below
Slips of the inner bark of the shrubs are first boiled for about
half an hour in a solution of wood ashes until they are quite
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soft, they are then pounded to a pulp in a pestle and mortar,
!he pulp is next mixed with a little water and vigoro~sly
churned with a wooden instrument in an open-mouthed vessel,
and when considered sufficiently soft and homog:nous is
placed in a sieve with wide meshes, which is laid on a friilne
with wooden slides and a cloth bottom, floating on the surface
of a cistern of water. Agitation of the frame causes the finer
portion of the pulp to pass through the sieve and spread itself
over the cloth bottom of the frame, the sieve is removed, and
a little more manipulation renders the pulp uniform. The
frame is then removed from the water, which drains off
through the cloth and the pulp is dried near of fire; it is sometimes polished with a piece of wood.
Paper manufacture was, t herefare, concentrated in forest areas
where daphne bark, firewood, and water were available in abundant quantities. According to another: contemporary British
observer, the factories were :43

...

mere sheds, established in the midst of the immense forest.
of Cis-Himalayan Bhote, which affcrd to the paper-makers
an inexhaustible supply on the very spot of the firewood and
ashes, which they consume so largely; abundance of clear
water (another requisite) is likewise procurable every where in
the same region.
Along with the manufactured paper, the pulp too was often an
article of trade. For this purpose, it was dried and "made up
into the shape of bricks or tiles, for the conveni~nceof transport."44 Hodgson sent samples of these bricks to England, where
it was "declared by the ablest persons to be of unrivalled excellence, as a material for the manufacture of that sort of paper
upon which proof-engravings we take off."46 There is noevidence, however, that regular trade developed in pulp bricks
with England, or even with the adjoining areas of India, as a
result of this initiative.

In some pacts of the Himalayan region, the manufacture of
pulp from pine or juniper wood was a thriving economic
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activity, Both the pulp, and the paper manufactured from it,
were meant mainly for export to Tibet, A B&ish observer has
described the process of manufacture in Thudam village of the
Solukhumbu area in the eastern hill region in the following
words. The description relates to the mid--1950s, but it is unlikely
that the process was a twentieth-century innovation
The simple but ingenious pulping machine is driven by water
pow3er,and every part of it, bearings, pins, axles and pipework
is made entirely from local wood. Water is the only available
lubricant for the moving parts. The source of power is a swift
flowing stream which has been diverted into a hollow log,
placed steeply on the side of a bank like a hydro-electric penstook. A jet of water from the bottom of the log turns a simple
water wheel, which in turn connects to a crankshaft mechanism. The log being pulped is attached to the crankshaft, and
when the power is turned ,on, the log is pulled and pushed
across a rock at about thirty times a minute, soon wearing
down the wood fibres. From the wet pulp which soon covers
the rock, the balls (of about eigbt inches diameter) are made.
When they have been partly dried, they are ready fop export.
Boats and Canoes
The availability of sal timber appears to have made the
manufacture of boats and canoes a thriving industry in Morang
and elsewhere in the eastern Tarai region. The manufacturers
belonged to the Majhi community of Dhankuta, Ilam, and
other areas in the interior hill regions.47 Two kinds of boatswere most cominonly manufactured :Sugi and Saranga. Hamilton, in his account of Purnea district in India in 1809-10, has
given the following description of boats and canoes manufactured
in Morang district : 4 8
They are exceedingly rude in their shape, ...The tree is flattened
on two sides, in one of which the excavation is made ...
There are two kinds :Supis which are sharp at both ends,
and Soranggar which terminate in a blunt kind of goosetail
head and stern. These last are by far the most common, and
by far the greater: part of both is made of sd timber.
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The price of a Saranga ranged between Rs 6 and Rs 16, and of a
Sugi between Rs 5 and Rs 6. Hamilton has described these boats
as "most miserable conveyance," which, nevtrtheless, were in
great demand in the adjoining Indian territories.
Catechu

The wood of the acacia catechu tree was used for the production of catechu, a hard brown extract which is used as an
astringent in medicine, a condiment taken with betel, and for
dyeing and tanning. The manufacture of catechu was the occupation
of a class of low-caste people called Khairaha or Khairi. In
Morang, according to Hamiltonso "a great many people are
employed in preparing this drug." Another British source has
described the process of manufacture in the following words
One portion of the Khairis is constantly empl~yedin cutting
down the best trees, and for these they have to search for in
the jungles; only those with an abundance of red heart wood
wit1 answer. This is chopped into slices a few inches square.
Under two large sheds are the furnaces, shallow and with a
slightly convex clay roof, pierced for twenty ordinary sized
earthen pots; These are nearly filled with chips, and water is
then poured in and boiled until the counters of twenty will
only fill two pots. This operation takes place in about an
hour and a half, The liquor resembles the light port, and
the Katha crystallizes on leaves and twigs thrown into it for:
the purpose. Each pot yields about a seer of an ashy white
colour:. The work is carried on for twenty hours out of the
twentyfour by relays of women and children, the men merely
preparing the wood, which, after being exhausted, is made
use of as fuel.
Saltpeter

-

Saltpeter, or potassium nitrate, is an essential ingredient in the
production of gunpowder. As noted in Chapter 3, it was produced from the saline earth found in the districts of the eastern
Tarai region, as well as in Chitaun. Saltpeter production was
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the occupation of a class of people known as nuniyab* or
l ~ ~ n e o hA. ~kind
~ . o f salt, known as khari, was a by-product,
which could "never be employed as a seasoning for food, but is
highly useful as a medicine for man and beast,"&' as well as
in tanning hides and skins.b5 The following is a British account
of saltpeter and khari salt manufacture in the adjoining l n d ~ a n
areas. 7 here seems little doubt that the samt processes u ere
followed in the elstern Tarai districts of Nepal as well :"
A quantity of saliferous earth mixed with water is t h r o ~ n
into a pit and allowed t soak for twelve hours, after ~ h l c h
the brine is extracted. This is boiled for three hours, and
after it cools saltpeter is deposited in a crystalline state. The
brine which is left is again boiled, and yields more saltpeter,
together with some salt. The quantity of saltpeter and salt
which can be daily produced in one pit is variously returned
at three sers (6 lbs) of saltpeter and one half scr ( 1 lb) of
salt and four sers (8 lbs) of saltpeter and one and a quarter
sevs (2 112 lbs) of salt. The refiners buy the crude saltpeter,
collect it in large iron boilers, and having boiled it, carry
the brine to vat., where it is cooled and strained. From
this process is reduced Kalmi saltpeter. Any brine which still
remains is thrown on the earth, which is found in every
saltpeter godown. This earth soon becomes sufficiently saliferous to yield saltpeter, and the process adopted by the
Nuniyas in making crude saltpeter is again gone through.
Both saltpeter and salt are produced, of a finer quality than
those yielded by the original process. It is estimated that
100 maunds of saltpeter yield 50 maunds of refined saltpeter
and 2 maunds of salt.
Primitive Techniquee

The detailed descriptions of the manufacturing processes of
different commodities that we have: reproduced in the foregoing
sections from contemporapy British writings reveal two essential
characteristics of the production system. In the first place, the
techniques of production were primitive when compared with
those followed in India and other parts of the world. Campbdl,,.
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referring to the state of handloom weaving among the Newars of
Kathmandu Valley, writes :67
It is a matter of curio~sity,as well as of astonishment, that
although the Newars claim, and not improbably hold, a
title to considerable antiquity as a united people, and have
made great advances in husbandry; some progress in literature, and architecture; they have not got up to this day beyond
the threshold of civilization in that art which among the
rudest nations has been found in a state of much efficiency.
He adds

:68

It is ther:fore, evident that in the earliest of the arts, one
which must have been practised by all human societies a s
soon as leaves and skins were deemed unfitting clothi~lgs,the
Ne?alese have been left far behind, by the Hindus of India on
one hand and by the Tartars of Bhote on the other.

Campbell make; no attempt to hazard an explanation, but his
report highlights another fact that wouid appear to be of
cr uci ~l importance in re solving the apparent paradox. He
writes :50
The craftsman does not generally speaking earn anything in
addition to the common wages of agricultural labour; or: in
other words, little morz than suffices to fill his belly and that
of a wife and children with plain rice and a few spices, and
to buy the raw cotton for: the manufacture of his and their
coarse clothing.
That is to say, even a widespread manufacturing activity such
as the weaving of cotton cloth was based primarily on the needs
for subsistence. Consequently, there was no scope for profits, no
opp rtunity for the accumulation of capital, and;so neither the
capacity nor the inclination to improve the techniques of production. The situation might hake been different had the political elites invested their income from the exploitation of natural
resources in commercial agriculture, manufacturing or trade.
But such was by no means the case.
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The primitive state of productive tachniques is significant in
more than one respect. It means, in the first pllce, that productivity was low and the products of low quality. But of perhaps
gre~ter importance was the low degree in which capital was
employed in the processes of production, or in other words, the
ION capital-intensity of p~dduction There was, indaed, no way
in which capital inve;tment in the prosesses of production could
be increased, hence no way in which the fixed capital assets of the
nation could be augmented.
.

Stagnation of productive teihniques was an inevitable consequence of the l a N czpital-in:e:~;itjof pr~dlction. There is no
evidence that any of the processes we have described in the foregoing sections witnessed any innovation or improvement thro~lghout the nineteenth century. In 1833, J. Stevenson, Superintendent of the East India Company's saltpeter factories in Bihar,
while admitting that the local method of manufacturing saltpeter:
"although rude, yet (is) very simple," so that, "no manufacturer
in Europe can equal it in point of cheapness and simplicity,"
~ writes
.also stressed its stagnant ~ h a r a c t e r : . ~He
Thus the looneahs proc :ed from season to season without the
least deviation o r alteration in their manufacture. No
persuasion, however, reasonable, by way of improvement,
will cause them to alter the plans which their forefathers had
in practice; and it is probable, that the methods used at
present were the same threz thousand yenrs ago.
Low productivity due to the low capital-intensity of production,
and primitive and stagnant techniques, together with such other
constraints as the low purchasing power: of the people and lack
of broad-based economic intezration among different regions of
the Kingdom, cumulatively ensured that "manufacturing, even on
a traditional cottage industry scale, never reached signilicant
proportions" in Nepal during the nineteenth c e n t ~ r y . ~ 'This
conclusion may be substantiated through a reference to the
state of handicrafts and manufactures in Kathmandu Valley. The
re:ion was well-known for its skilled artisans and craftsmen.
Even then, as Campbell noted in 1836, "the population ...is almost
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entirely agricultural; ...Every inhabitant is more or less directly
engaged in the culture of the soil."83 The situation remained
unchanged in subsequent years. About four: decades later, in
1877, another British observer, Daniel Wright, similarly noted that
"the great bulk cf the population is employed in a g r ~ c u l t u r e . " ~ ~
In other: words, the bulk of the gross product was derived from
agriculture rather than from handicrafts and manufiictures.
Moreover, large-scale production for a wide market seems t o
have been virtually unkno\\ln, hence simple commodity production, or the production of goods for sale through the
personal labor of the craftsman, did not develop into capitalistic.
enterprise. There is also no evidence that production was ever on
such a scale as to faster competition and thereby initiate a process
of economic differentiat.ion among the producers.
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The State and the Producer

Agricultural lands, mines, and forests, the main ineans of
material production in nineteenth-century Nepal, were tcaditionally regarded as the propedy of the state and exploited eitherunder its own control or through individuals. At this stage, it is
necessary to explore the nature of the arrangements through
which these state-owned resources were used as means of production. Arrangements made for the exploitation of these.
resources in the state sector were relatively simple, inasmuch as
exploitation was based on wage labor, and, a t times, forced
labour as well. In contradistinction, the terms and conditions
under: which individuals were allowed access to state-owned
natural resources for purposes of production, that is, the nature
of the tenurial relationship between the state as owner and the
individual as producer, was much more complex. During the
early years of the nineteenth century, .the exploitation of stateowned natural resources for the production of commodities in
the state sector was the exception rather than the rule, hence the
nature of tenurial relationships between the state and the individual producer will form the subject-matter of this chapter.
Our purpose is not to describe these relationships in detail,
discuss their origins, or analyze their legal and administrat ve
aspects. Rather, attention will be focussed on those aspects of
tenurial relationships that had a direct bearing on the form and
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quantum of economic surplus extracted by the state from the
producer.
General Characteriatice of the Production Syrtem
We may begin with a few preliminary observations on the
nature of state-owned natural resources of different categories
and the evolution of forms of organization of the production
function suited to the peculiar physical characteristics of each of
those resources : agricultural lands, mines, and forests. As noted
in Chapter 4, agriculture is a reproductive activity which provides the basis for a sedentary peasant economy, whereas mines
and forests sustain a type of economic activity that is essentially
extractive. This fundamental difference between agricultural
lands on the one hand and mines and forests on the other has
had a profound impact on the nature of the relationships that
evolved between the state and the producer in the exploitation of
those resources for production. Whereas state-peasant relationship, on agricultural lands usually developed within the framework of long-term tenures, individuals were allowed access to
mines and forests mostly under short-term arrangements.
There were also other important differences in the systems of
,agricultural and mineral production. Agriculture was the chief
means of livelihood of the vast majority of Nepal's population,
with the exception of some trading communities in the Himalayan
region. People belonging to any caste or community, from
priest to cobbler, cultivated the land, not excepting communities
which professed kinship ties with the ruling cla~ses, such as
Chhetri and Thakuri. In contrast, mining encompassed a much
narrower field of economic activity. There were two main reasons
foil this situation. In the first place, mineral deposits were for the
most part concentrated in the hill region. Secondly, even in the
hill region, the occupation was confined only to particular
castes and communities. Traditionally, only such low-status
castes and communities as Gurung, Magar, Gharti, and Kami
extracted ore and smelted it into metal. They were collectively
known as a,ori. There is no evidence that people belonging t o
high-status castes and communities, such as Brahman and
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Chhetri, ever: engaged themselves in this occupation. At the same
time, there appears to have been no taboo on people belonging
to high-status castes and communities working as laborers OF
porters outside mines.8
Tenurial relationships between the state and individual producer s on agricultural lands and mines may be classified into
two categories. Peasants and miners received allotments either
directly from the state or through an intermediary. The nature of
the direct a!l otment system hardly needs elaborate explanation.
Under that system, the producer obtained an allotment-certificate
from the state entitling him to the use of specified agricultural
lands or mines for purposes of production. For a number of
reasons, hopever, such as the difficulty of superintending a large
body of individual producers throughout the Kingdom through
the rudimentary administrative machinery a t the disposal of the
state, agricultural lands and mineral deposits were often allotted
to a non-working intermediary who combined the dual roles of a
supervisor of production and a revenue collector on behalf of
the state. When those resources were made available for
purposes of production thraugh an intermediary, rather than
directly to the producer, the state shared with the intermediary
the amount of econ~micsurplus actually extracted from the
easant or the miner.
Forest resources, besides their commercial importance, yield
products of indispensable use for the local community, such as
building timber, firewood, resinous wood for lighting purposes,
khar grass used for thatching huts, and fodder for cattle. The
local people's access to forest resources for these purposes was
usually free in all parts of the Kingdom. As Hamilton has
recorded : "In Sepal the pasture and forests are in general
common, and any person that pleases may use themu3 In the
eastern Tarai districts, regulations were promulgated from time
to time directing local authorities t a permit villagers to procure
timber required for building houses and manufacturing agricultural i m plerrents for d o ~ e s t i cuse without any paymente4
The villagers were also permitted access to the forests for meeting
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their requirements of fodder and other: subsidiary forest products
.~
access to
on payment o f a tax on each h o ~ s e h o l dConsequantly,
forest resources for meeting domestic needs was restricted to a
lesser extent than a legalistic interpretation of the state's ownership rights ~ o u l dsuggest. That is ta say, the state might be the
ultimate cMner, but unle~sthe commercial value of a forest
justified the expense of protecting and uxploiting it, there was no
way the local people could t e prewnted from utilizing its facilities. Hodgson has memtioned one case in which "a fine forest" of
sal trees on the banks of the Tadi river in Nuwakot had be. n
reduced "to scrubby btushv.ood, by perpetual injudicious cutting
and defoliation, the leaves being used as plates to eat from, and
being perpetually carried to Kathmandu for sale there.' We
may assume that this was a typical example of how stateowned
forest resources were actually utilized in the hill region.
The forests of the hill region, moreover, constituted a source
of raw materials for the production of a numter of commodities
such as charcoal and paper. The inhabitants of specihed villages
in the hill region were under the obligation of supplying these
commodities to the government either without any payment, or
a t concessional prices, as we shall see in Chapters 10 and 11. In
view of the onerous nature of these obligations, the producers
mere allov, ed free access to f'o~estof convenient location, whether
owned by the state, or by indivd~als.~
Nor was this all. There
were also no restrictions on the extraction of subsidiary forest
products such as niedicinal herbs by individuals for commercial
purposes. Such scrounging provided a supplementary source of
money i n c c ~ that
e helped ~ e a s a n households
t
partially offset the
adverse impact of the im~ositicnof a money tax system on a
largely subsistence eccncmy. As the inhabitants of Majhkirat in
the eastern hill region stated in a petition submitted to Kathmandu
in N o ~ e m t e r1812 : "V e procure rredicinal herbs from forests
and sell them so that \ne may use the income to pay taxes to
the government and maintain our wives and children."'
@

Chapter 4 had listed tke main commercial products of forest
resources as timt er, catechu, rcedicinal herbs, elephants and
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singing birds. As noted above, medicinal herbs .were extracted
usually by individuals through scrounging, hence there existed no
organized system of production for this item during the early
years of the nineteenth centu~y.The commercial exploitation of
forest resources for the production of the other items, on the other
hand, was mostly confined to the districts of the Tarai and inner
Tarai regions. The reasons were proximity to the Indian market
and the availability of transport facilities by boat or bullock-cart,
compared with the lack of both in the hill regions. Although
mining and forestry are both extractive occupations, a mineral
deposit can usually be exploited for a number of years, whereas
a tract of forest, once cleared, can only be used for agriculture.
Forests were, therefore, made available to individuals for the
extraction of timber or other products through temporary permits
or contracts.
We shall now discuss the methods according to which agricultural lands, mines, and forests were exploited for the production
of commodities during the early nineteenth century.

A. Agricultural Lands
Inasmuch as our study is concerned with the mobilization of
economic resources by the state from the natural wealth of the
Kingdom, it will deal only with tenurial relationships between
the state and the producer on agricultural lands under the direct
control and management of the state, that is, jagera lands Agricultural lands controlled and managed by individual landowners
of different categories, such as birtaowners, jagirdars and k$atowners, will be omitted from the discussion because the economic
surplus generated from the use of such lands for production did
not accrue to the state.
What was the nature of the tenurial relationships between the
state and the p2asant who cultivated jagera lands ? It is obvious
that this relationship can take various forms. The peasant may be
a serf, tied to the soil and subject to a multitude of personal
obligations, as under European feudalism. Or he may be completely divorced from the possession or control of the means of
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production and relegated to the status of a wage-laborer. A third
variation is also possible, which is actually a characteristic
feature of the socio-economic system of the Kingdom of Nepal
during the nineteenth century. This is a system of production by
independent producers, who are allowed to use the means of
production under certain conditions, subject to the payment of a
specified quantity or share of the output in money or in kind to
the owner. Such a system of independent producers working with
means of production owned by the state implies, in common
with European feudalism, personal ties of dependence, but lacks
the essential attribute of feudalism : the serf's enforced ties with
the soil. Unlike the European serf, the typical peasant in nineteenth-century Nepal was a tenant bound to the state through a
system of contractual obligations which he was always free to
relinquish. The peasant was thus both a tenant and an independent
producer. He was a tenant because he cultivated a piece of land
legally owned by the state, but he was also an independent
producer in the sense that he possessed his own tools of production and undertook the risks and expenses of cultivation.
The basic unit of agricultural production was the peasant
-household. That is to say, agricultural lands were usually cultivated in family holdings through the Labor of the members. Such
holdings could usually be inherited, subdivided, fragmented, or
,amalgamated. Whether they could also be sold, mortgaged, or
.otherwise transferred involves a question of juridical right with
-which we are not concerned in the present study. We are simi.lady not concerned with the question of whether any peasant
'had received his holding through allotment by the state or
-through inheritance. Our objective is to identify the nature of the
.relationship between the state and the peasant a t a particular
point of time, rather than to trace the process of the evolution
.of that relationship over a period of time. Accordingly, it will
be sufficient for our purpose to stress the simple distinction
:between two types of tenure that we have mentioned at the
'beginning of this chapter : a direct relationship between the state
;and the peasant, and an indirect relationship with a non-working
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landlord as an intermediary. In other words, the state allotted
agricultural lands either to actual cultivators directly, OF else t o
intermediaries who reallotted the lands to actual cultivators and
assumed liability for the payment of taxes on such lands.
These two categories of agricultural land-allottees may be described as chuni ryots and ~amindarsrespectively.0 The terms were
in current usage mostly in the Tarai region, but there is evidence
that the groups they represented in that region had their counterparts in almost all other parts of the Kingdom. A chuni
peasant was a n ordinary occupant or holder of land whose
name was listed in the official tax-assessment register. The
rights of zamindass, on the other; hand, extended over land occupi d by a number of persons. The term, therefore, represented,
((a rural class other: than, and standing above, the peasantry."1°
I t is important to note that such forms of intermediary tenure
ordinarily meant not an increasing burden on the peasantry1'
but a wide difference t e t ~ e e nthe rate of rent paid by the cultivator and the tax paid by the landlord.la Intermediary tenures
were, consequently, less satisfactory from the viewpoint of the
state in extracting econo~nicsurplus from agriculture, but that
shortcoming was more or less compensated by the advantages
they provided in the collection of taxes. Moreover, these tenures
provided scope for individuals with capital and enterpreneurial
skill to undertake land reclamation and settlement projects on
concessional rates of taxation, particularly in the Tarai region
after the Nepal-Britain war. There seems little doubt that in the
absence of such favorable terms the agricultural development af
that region ~ o u l dhave been retarded to a considerable extent.
Intermediary tenures piedominated in the Tarai and inner
Tarai regions, as well as in the far-western hill region west of
the Bheri river. In contrast, the agrarian society of the central
hill region, between the Bheri rivep in the west and the Arun
river in the east, including Kathmandu Valley, consisted largely
of small self-cultivated allotments received directly from the state;
Throughout this period, there is no evidence that the state expe~i-
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mented with agricultural production, especially the production of
commercial CPGPS, in state-operated farms or plantations.

B. Mineral Reaourcer
As noted earlier in this chapter, individual producers %ere
provided access to mineral resources for purposes of production
in the same way as in agriculture : direct allotments from the
state or intermediary tenures as in the case of agricultural lands.
However, the extractive nature of the mining industry made
possible experiments in short-term supervisory tenures that \+ere
seldom paralleled in agricultural production. The systems
actually followed for the exploitation of mineral resources during
the first part of the nineteenth century may broadly be enumerated
as simple allotments of mining lands, long-term contractual
allotments to mining communities (thckbandi) or individuals
(gharbari), licenses to individual prospectors and short-term contractual arrangements with individuals (ijara); It will be incorrect
to assume that the state replaced one system by another in the
light of experience on a uniform basis throughout the hill regions.
The idea of such a neat chronological sequence would be very
far from the reality. The objective of state policy was not to
apply a uniform system at any time in all areas, but to introduce
appropriate arrangexrents according to the exigencies of each
specific situation. In other words, these systems were used simultaneously in different areas in the hill region, or even for the
exploitation of the same mine at different times, according to
circumstances,
The Gorkhali rulers inherited a system under which tracts of
lands containing mineral deposits were allotted to agris for the
production of metals. The allottees then extracted as much ore as
they could, smelted it into metal, and appropriated for themselves the quantity left after making the prescribed payments to
the state.l3 Such allotments were made to any person who waswilling to exploit a newly-discovered deposit under: these terms
and conditions. However, the allotment system seems to have
been unable to meet the growing demand for metals. In the
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existing state OF technology, allotments were necessarily small
and yielded limited quantities of metals. The problem was
compounded by the chronic shortage and mobility of people
belonging to agri castes ; nd communities. Galkot in the
western hill region, for example, contained three mines of copper,
and one of iron, "which would be very productive, were there a
sufficient number of miners (agri) but there are only a few, and
these have an exclusive right to work the mines."14 Moreover, as
Kirkpatrick noted in 1793 : "It would seem that the miners (who
are of the Agrye caste or tribe) move from place to place, according as their discoveries occasionally prompt them ...working only
when stimulated by necessity, or by particularly advantageous
offers.ls This would indicate that not many of them preferred the
sedentary life of an allotment-holder.
The chronic shortage of agis, and their apparent reluctance to
accept the obligatians of allotment-tenure, explain the steps
taken by the government from time to time to make allotments
more attractive. Such steps included the allotment of homesites
and agricultural lands along with lands containing mineral
deposits. In 1793, for instance, local functionaries at Kitini in
Lalitpur district were ordered to allot agricultural land allotments
to a,oris employed at the local mines.le Other conciliatory
measures included exemption from enslavement,17 and security of
tenure on their agricultural holdings.le Agris were also granted
exemption from the common obligation to provide unpaid labor
-on a compulsory basis for state purposes.lg Usually, their
agricultural lands were taken away from them if they remained
absent from work."'
Intermediary tenures were devised with the obvious objective
of avoiding the shortcomings of the allotment system. There were
mainly two categories of such tenures : thekbandi and gharbari.
Under the thekbandi system, a settlement was made with the
10cill community of miners as a whole, under which the state
'received a stipulated quantity of metal every year in considera,tion of the right to exploit mineral deposits in the concerned
-area and appcopfiate homestead taxes and other levies from the
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local inhabitants. The headman of the community was also
empowered to administer justice in the area under his jurisdiction
and appropriate the fines and penalties collected in the course
tbereof.21 Wben such settlements were made with individuals,
rather than with mining communities on a collective basis, the
~~
evidence suggests that
system was known as g h a ~ b a r i .Available
thekbandi grants were more popular than gharbari, particularly in1
regions situated at a distance from Kathmandu, such as Dotias
and J ~ r n l a . ~ ~
The direct allotment, thckbandi, and kharbari tenures provided
little scope for enterprising outsiders who could afford the risk
and capital investment invdved in prospecting for new mineral
deposits and operating on a large scale. The increased demand
f o p metals for production of munitions, therefore, necessitated
more pragmatic arrangements for the exploitation of miwral
deposits. That need was met through a system of open licensing,
which was aimed primarily a t mobilizing capital and entrepreneurial skills for such exploitation. According to a notification
issued in the western hill region east of the Bheri river in.
October 1805 :25
Because copper, iron and lead are being consumed in large
quantities in the mumtions factory, we have sent men all
over the Kingdom to open up mines. Locate deposits of these
metals in your respective areas and show them to these men
as soon a s they arrive there. If necessary, make compulsory
labor available to them for operating the mines. If such men
do not arrive there, report the matter to the munitions factory
and obtain permits yourselves for this purpose.
On the eve of the Nepal-Britain .war, these arrangements \\ere
extended to the eastern hill region also.26 Prospectors were thus
granted the right to extract compulsory labor from local miners
for the exploitation of mineral deposits. Such compulsory labor
was, however, not gratuitous, for miners were allo\+,edto retain
half of the ore they d ~ g . ~ 7
The p tospectors' licensing system evzntuall y facilitated the
introduction of ijara azrange ments for the exploitation of mineral.
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.deposits. o a r a s were usually granted on the same terms and
conditions as thekbandi ann ghqrbari. The ijaradar collected
payments from miners in the arza under his jurisdiction in the
'form of ore or metal, as well as homestead taxes and other
,levies. He also administered justice and appropriated the fines
.and penalties collected in the course thereof; Moreover, like the
,Ihekbandi or gharbari holder, the Garadar appropriated as his
,profit the quantity of metal or amount of revenue that he could
,collect over and above what he had himselr stipulated for payment to the state. But the differences between thekbaudi and
gharbari tenum on the one hand and the ijaru system on the
other is also important. Whereas those tenures were usually
permanent, ijaras were graoted for short periods of one to three
years at a time. The main objective of the ijara system was to
facilitate the collection of payments in the form of metal from
members of mining communit ies who had been granted allot-merits of mining lands. The ljaraiar stipalated a sum of money
which he was willing to pay in consideration of the ijorta; the
payment was collected in the form of metals or in cash accxding
to the needs of the government from time to time.
The ijaradar's role was, however, not confined to that of an
intermediary between mine-working communities and the government for; he also exercised revenue-collection and judicial powers
over the inhabitants of the mining settlements placed under his
control; In addition, he exercised the right to use the compulsory
labor of the local agris and other people for the exploitation of
mineral resources. For the miner, the ijsradar's authority thus
represented the executive pawer of the state and the majesty of
the law in matters concerning the narrow range of affairs in his
small world.
The history of the ijara system in the exploitation of minepal
resources actually dates back to the closing years of the eightwnth
century. By 1786, the western hill region between the Ma~syangdi
and Bheri rivers, which contained the Kingdom's richest copper
deposits, had been brought under Gorkhali control. These deposits appear to have been exploited through individual allotment-
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holders as mentioned in the previous section. Because the
Gorkhali rulers needed these resources to aculerate their campaign of territor~alexpansion, they lost no time in reorganizing
the system of production. Within a year and a half after establishing their control over the region they centralized the manage
ment of all mines in that region under the ijara system. In a royal
order issued in April 1788, miners engaged in the production of
copper, lead, iron, and cinnabar in the Marsyangdi-Bheri region
were informed that their allotments of mining lands, as well as
their homesteads, rice-fields, and pastures, had been placed under
the authority of an ijaradar. They were ordered to make
customary payments in the form of money or metals through the
ijaradar.28
The jurisdiction of the ijaradars was expanded in subsequent
years. His main responsibility was the exploitation of mineral
,deposits on payment of the stipulated sum of money and quantity
of metal, but after 1812, he was also made responsible for
minting copper coins, and operating the monopoly trade in
copper. These three functions, collection of payments from
miners on behalf of the government, minting of copper coins, and
monopoly trade in copper, made the ijaradar perhaps one of the
region's most influential functionaries. His position was further
buttressed by his powers to collect homestead taxes and levies
from mining households and dispense justice."
The ijara system was used for the exploitation of minecal
resources in other parts of the hill region also, but the ijaradw
was granted neither such extensive territorial jurisdiction nor; such
commercial functions. Indeed, most ijaradarr in areas other than
the Marsyangdi-Bheri region exercised jurisdiction over only one
or two mining settlements each; Their functions were limited to
the collection of payments fcom miners in the form of metals, as
well as of homestead taxes and levies, and the administration of
,justice.80 Difficulties in collecting payments from mines through
.a large number of such small ijaradars led the government in
1813 to introduce a comprehensive ijara for the Sanga-Dudhkosi
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area of eastern Nepal on the same terms as in the MarsyangdiBheri region. That is to say, the ijaradar was granted broad
authority to collect payments from miners on both their mines.
and their homesteads, operate copper mines, conduct monopoly
trade in coppep, and dispense justice.31 There us evidence that the
step achieved its objective. Before the q a t a was intrdouced, the
government was receiving 3,710 dharnis of copper and Rs 1,63 1
in cash from mines in the Sanga-Dudhkosi region. The ijaradar,
however, stipulated Rs 17,632 during the first year,8a and as
much as Rs 32,001 when the ijara was renewed in' 18 14, in
addition to the 3,7 10 dharnis of copper.33 In 18 17, the area under
the jurisdiction of the ijara mentioned above was extended to
copper mines in the hill region east of Sanga, and iron mines
east of the Arun river.34 The government's preference for large
and comprehensive min'ng i jaras continued throughout the
century.35
Notwithstanding the government's extensive use of the ijara
system for the operation of mines, the negative features of that
system should not be ignered. Ijara, in fact, was nothing else than
an administrative mechanism devised to extract the economic
surplus generated,by miners frcm a state-owned resource. It hasno effect on the scale or techniques of production. Indeed, irtespective of the system followed, it was the agri who actually
entered into the shafts, extracted the ore, and smelted it into
metal. Ijaradars often did not pay as much attention to the
proper exploitation of mineral deposits as the state expected
them to do. Often the deposits were gradually exhausted, thereby
leaving the ijaradar with no alternative but to default on the
stipulated payments. There is also evidence that the pressure
exercised by the government to stipulate payments a t a high
level deterred prospective ijaradaro. As Cavanagh has noted :36
The portion of the profits demanded by the government is so
great, and owing to the want of steam power and the
mechanical appliances used in Europe, the expenses of working mines is so heavy, that few speculators will come forward
to undertake the contract.
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If the objective of ijara system was b attract capital investment and entreprenurial enterprise for the development of
mineral resources, the brief tenure allowed to the ijaradar made
its realization virtually impossible. It is evident that no ijaradar
worth his salt would invest capital or undertake technological
innovations when his effective tenure, leaving aside the three or
four months of the monsoon when mine-shafts would remain
flooded and hence unworkable, was barely eight or nine months
in the year. In fact, the ijara system actually resulted in
speculation rather; than productive effort in mining, and an
enlargement of the field of competition among prospective entrepreneurs. I t may also be true, at least in a few cases, that the
real attraction stemmed from the prospect not of exploiting
mineral deposits but of farming revenue from a captive
community of miners and extorting money from them through
the exercise of the right to administer; justice.

The Amanat System
In theory, it was possible to eliminate the ijarador-intermediary
between the state and the actual producer through stale operation
of mines under the amanrrt system, thereby ensuring that the
economic surplus extracted from the latter was appropriated
wholly by the state. Amanat, as defined in Chapter 3, referred to
a system under which the state collected revenue, or operated any
revenue-yielding function, through salaried employees appointed
for the purpose. The balance left after deducting the expenses of
operation and administrative supemision constituted the profits of
the state under that system;
The history of the Amanet management of mines began in the
first year of the nineteenth century; In that year, the government
decided to place mines all over the Kingdom under such management on the ground that ijaradars had oppressed miners and
failed to operate mines in a satisfactory manner.37 However, the
experiment appears to have proved s h o c t - l i ~ e d .In
~ ~ ~actual
practice, ijara usually fetched higher revenue, or bigger supplies
of metals, because amanat employees lacked efficiency apd
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incentive, and administrative expenses under amanat management
often outstripped actual returns.3g
The failure of the 1800 experiment in the amanat management
of mines appears to have made the government more cautious in
subsequent years. Indeed, it avoided the arnanat alternatives as
far as practicable, because it realized that the system did not
assure certainty of revenues or of supplies of metals. Mines were
thereafter brought under amanat management only when a juradars
did not work in a satisfactory manner,''
or when responsible
persons were not available to function as ijaradars. Amanat was,
consequently, only an occasional interlude in the history of mining
during the early years of the nineteenth century.41 We may
conclude that state intervention through the amanat system was
the logical outcome of situations in which the private sector
failed to display necessary enterprise and initiative through i jara
offers. In other words, individuals were free to exploit mineral
deposits if they so wanted, and were even granted preference
under the ijara system, but the state had no alternative but to
enter the field under the amanat system if individual enterprise
was not forthcoming.
Forest Resources

Chapter 4 had listed the main forest products of the Kingdom
a s timber, catechu, medicinal herbs, elephants and singing birds.
The methods actually followed for the production of these
commodities were by no means uniform. Timber and catechu
were produced under a permit system through individuals,
whereas singing birds were caught, trained and sold under the
contract system. On the other band, elephants were captured
through the compulsory and unpaid labor of the local people,
maintained at state-owned depots, and sold or disposed of on
state account. As regards medicinal herbs, there is no evidcnce
that the state earned any revenue from their extraction and sale
during this period, with the exception of duties on their export.
For the extraction and export of timber, local authorities issued
permits to merchants called kathriyas, who mostly belonged to
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the adjoining towns of northern India. Hamilton has given the
.following account of the manner in which the system operated :'a
The kathuiya about the middle of November goes into the
qterritoryof Nepal, and sometimes makes an agreement with
the people called Dufadars, who are natives of that country.
Each Dufadar engages a gang of workmen (Kularhiyas), and
agrees to cut and square the timbers and to place them on the
cads of the kathaiya, on which they are carried, as soon as
cut, to the Kosi or to some branch of that river, such as the
Tiljuga, which is capable of floating them.
T h e : cutting season lasted from mid-December to mid-April,
when "the kath:riyaf and their servants retire to conduct their
-timber to the destined market and the Dufada~sand their gangs
lretire to cultivate their field^."'^
Catechu was similarly manufactured under the permit system
mainly for export to India; Hamilton has described the organization of catechu production and trade in the eastern Tarai region
.in the following words

A great many people are employed in preparing this drug. A
few of them belong to the Company's territory (i. e. India),
but by far the greater part are the subjects of Gorkha. Each
man pays a duty to the Raja, of from three to five rupees,
and during the fair season makes from eight to ten mclns of
the Calcutta weight, which is nearly 82 lbs. The merchants,
who advance money for subsistence, usually, give the workman four rupees a man, that is from 32 to 40 rupees for six
months work; but from this the tax must be deducted;
Elsewhere Hamilton writes

A few of the workmen employed in Morang go from (Purnen)
district, ;;. cut the trees and extract a part of the catechu
there, while they bring down some of the wood, from which
the extract is made at home. They pay a t~ifleto the government of Nepal for permission to cut... By far the greater
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part, however, of what is made in Morang, is by the people
of that territory.
Singing birds such as mynahs and parrots, as mentioned above,
were caught and exported under the contract system. Hamilton
has given the following account of how the system actually
operated
The right of taking the young birds from the nest is farmed
to men, who again employ people to climb the trees, when the
birds are first fledged; These people keep the birds for two
months, and then deliver; one half to the renter, and take the
remainder; to themselves. Petty dealers come from the low
country, purchase the birds, and disperse them through
Bengal.
Eiephants rarely breed in captivity, and so are hunted and
captured alive. Wild elephants were captured in the forests of the
Tarai and the inner Tarai regions and maintained at stateoperated establishments, called hattisars, for local sale and
export. Two methods were followed for: catching wild elephants :
Khor-Kheddah and Jadhiya-Kheddha. '7 Under the Khor-Kheddha
method, the animals were herded into enclosures erected for that
purpose and then captured on a selective basis. Under the JadhiyaKheddha method, on the other hand, they were hunted individually with the help of tame elephants. Khor-Kheddha operations
were occasionally ~rganized,~'but the Jadhiya-Kheddha appears
to have been more commonly employed. As Kirkpatrick has
recorded,4e "the animals are not driven into a keddah, or inclosure, but are caught by snares or: nooses thrown over their necks
by a mahoot seated on a decoy elephant." Cavanagh has described the latter method as "the most exciting, fatiguing, and
dangerous sport I have ever witne~sed."~~
He adds :61
The wild elephants are in the first instance driven by beaters
...toward some well-known pass, at the extremity of which
the huntsmen are stationed,;.As soon as the wild animals are.
seen, one is separated from its companions and closely
followed by the hunters.,; At last the wild beast is surrounded:
by the tame ones, and whilst being regularly jostled, some
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skilful mahout flings, with the aid of his elephant, a rope
round its neck by which it is won secusly fastened, and
placed under charge of two others, selected for their s i x
and power .... In this way three or four are caught in a
single day.
However, the method was both risky and inefficient; According
to Kirkpatrick
The rope being immediately drawn, the end of it is secured
round a tree, from which it is easy to conceive that (the
elephants) often break loose, and are not unfrequently
strangled in their struggles.
Moreover, the animals that survived the operation
generally young and hence of little value :6Y

were

There is, therefore, a double disadvantage, attending this imperfect mode of catching these animals, for while it clearly
tends to diminish the breed, it renders the elephants so prematurely caught of little value.
These disadvantages of the Jadhiya-Kheddah method led the
government to impose a ban on it; For instance, regulations for
the western Tarai region, promulgated in 1849, directed the local
administrators to organize Khor-Kheddah operations from time to
time and specifically prohibited the capture of elephants through
Jadhiy~-Kheddah.~~
The latter method was thereafter used only
as a high-class sport.6s.
Irrespective of the method actually employed for catching wild
elephants, a large number of people were required to work as
beaters, erect enclosures, and perform miscellaneous other
menial but indispensable duties. It was impossible to recruit such
a large number of people on payment of wages in money. Traditionally, the common people were under the obligation of providing
labor services to the state on a compu)sory and unpaid basis for
public purposes, as we shall discuss in Chapter 10. The government took recourse to this traditional system to employ people to
work in Jchcddah hunts without wages.M It did not even bear the
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cost of tools and weapons, for the laborers were usually required.
to bring their own equipment; Such practices reduced the cost of
the elephants that were captured and thus maximized profits
from khtddah operations.
Concluding Remarka

The foregoing account of the organization of agricultural,
mineral and forest production in the Kingdom during the early
years of the nineteenth century leaves no room for doubt about
the predominant role of the private sect~r.This was quite natural.
in view of the importance of agriculture in the Kingdom's
economy and the role of the pelsant household as the basic unit
of agricultural production, The situation was more or less
similar in the case of non-agricultural production as well. The
organization of such production in the state sector was limited
to occasional experiments with the amanat system in the exploitation of mineral resources and the capture of wild elephants.
Agricultural production in state-owned plantations for the
cultivation of such commercial crops as tea or cotton had its
feeble beginnings only during the latter part of the nineteenth
century;
It may be pertinent to ask whether the system followed in the
organization of production in the private sector were attuned t o
the requirements of ~naximizationof output within the framework
of available manpower and technology; More specifically, w e
may ask whether the terms and conditions under which indivi-duals were granted access to agricultural lands and mineral
resources providbd them with incentive and capacity to expand
output. The question of capacity raises the further question of
whether the producer was able to retain a part of the economic
surplus he generated from the function of production sufficient
to make it possible for him to invest it in improving the techniques and expanding the scale of production. However, the
amount of economic surplus that the producer is able.to retain
for himself depends only in part on the nature of his tenure, for,
besides the state, money-lenders, revenue-farmers, and other
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groups also appropriate share8 in such surplus. Any attempt to
discuss the question in such broad pe~spectivewould thus lead
us far astray fzom our objective of analysing the policies and
programs adopted by the state for the mobilization of economic
resources from agricultural lands, mines and forests. We shall,
therefore, confine ourselves to the question of whether tenures
were of sufficiently long duration to make it worth while for
producrrs to make such investments.
far as agricultural lands are concerned, the question of
the tenurial security of the peasant does not permit a clear-cut
answer. This is so because of the numerous social and economic
forces a t work in the agrarian field, often pulling in conflicting
directions. For instance, complaints against arbitrary eviction
of peasants by intermediary landlords and local administrators
were numerous, particularly in the Tarai region. At the same
time, the high man-land ratio was also a fact of nineteenthcentury life which no student of economic history can safely
ignore. It was primarily because of the shortage of manpower
that competition between the state on the one hand and biriaowners
and jagirdars on the other for. prospective settlers was a chronic
phenomenon during this period. Inde;d, often the competition
was even with neighboring states, India and Tibet, as the
facilities and concessions made available to prospective immigrants graphically illustrate. One can only conclude that
tenurial insecurity was possibly the least important of the
problems that the nineteenth-century Nepali peasant had to face,
particularly in the Tarai region. The man-land ratio may not
have been equaily favorable for the peasant in the hill region,
particularly during the period after the Nepal-Britain war. Indeed,
the growing competition for rice-land allotments, pacticularly
after the mid-1830s, would appear to indicate that it became
progressively less so. But such competition prevailed only on birla
and jagir lands, whereas jagera lands remained largely unaffected.
In any case, the insignificant area of land under jogera tenure
in the hill region makes the whole question of tenurial security
from the viewpoint of the peasant's willingness to invest capital
$0
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for improving techniques and expanding the scale of production
somewhat irrelevant;
Our general conclusions regarding tenurial security in respect
to mineral resources can only be just the opposite. Because such
resources were exploited for the most part through intermediary
tenures under the @ra system, security of the miner's tenure was
less imortant than of the ijaradar. who, as entrepreneur and
supervisor, was ultimately responsible for: the organization of
production. The ijaradar's tenure, however, seldom exceeded
three years at a time. Such short-term tenures deterred
long-term investments. A British comment on the working of the
mining policy of the Gorkhali rulers in Garhwal, which was
under their occupation from 1792 to 1816, is worth citing in
this context : "Their suspicious policy prevented them from
trusting their own officers, whilst their want of probity precluded
any private person from venturing to sink the capital necessary
to reopen the mines."67 The comment may sound harsh, coming
as it does from a hostile foreign source, but it accurately reflects
the ambivalence of Gorkhali policy in the exploitation of mineral
resources;
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Chapters 4-6 contained a general description of the Kingdom's
(natural resources : agricultural lands, forests, and mines, and
the pattern of production based on those #resources, both in
primary form and in the form of handicrafts and manufactures.
We shall now describe the general pattern of trade in such
-commodities.
In the functional sense, the term trade embraces <'all operations
involving exchange betwen the different elements of the economy
and therefore ultimately between producers and consumers. "l Such
exchanges may be intra-local, involving transactions between
households within the same village, as when peasants sell their
crops to their moneylenders, or between different villages or
regions inside the country, o r even beyond the frontiers. We
shall exclude intra-local trade from our discussion for a number
of reasons, including an almost total lack of documentation.
In particular, such trade does not lead to the outflow of the
economic surplus beyond the limits of the village. For the same
reason, we shall also omit any discussion of hats, or periodic
village fairs, which offered opportunities for the sale OP barter of
commodities needed by rural households,a and concentrate
attention on inter-regional and export trade in primary produce,
handicrafts and manufactures.
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Inter-Regional Trade
An almost total lack of trade and other intercourse between
the eastern and western parts of the Kingdom has been a n outstanding feature of Nepal's economy through the centuries. Both
parts are nearer to both India and Tiber than to each other, and
contacts among their inhabitants were probably limited to Kathmandu, which, as the capital, played a centripetal role in respect
to all parts of the Kingdom. For instance, Kathmandu attracted
large quantities of cotton from the adjoining hill regionsg and
metal untensils from as far as Dhankuta in the eastern hill
region .4
Another significant characteristic was the almost total lack
sfcomme~cialintercourse betw~enthe hill region and the Tarai.
The two regions had almost nothing to offer in exchange to each
other. The surplus production of the Tarai region consisted
mostly of agricultural commodities and timber, in which the
hill regions themselves were more or less self-sufficient. Moreover,
any potential demand for such p~oductsof the Tarai mgion was
scotched by the costs and difficulties of transport. To be sure, the
Tarai region accom~nodateda number of market towns where the
inhabitants of the hiH regions exchanged their primary produce
for salt, cloth, and other essential supplies. Often traders from
the southern regions visited inte~ior hill areas for: exchanging
goods of Indian origin with those of the Himalayan region of
Nepal or Tibet. Hamilton has recorded in his description of
Jumla that these traders '(carny up metals, spices, and cloths; and
bring down cow tails, salt, borax, a woolen cloth called
pheruya, medicinal herbs, musk, etc."= But seldom do we find
any evidence that the products of the Tarai region found a
regular market in the hill regions. In early 1796, for instance, a
royal order to local administrators and revenue functionaries in the
Thankot-Hitaura-Parsa region noted that foodgrains and other
essential commodities "have so far not been supplied from the
Tarai region," hence prices had gone up very high in Kathmandu
Valley. The order attributed the absence of trade between the
Tarai region and the hills to the system of collecting transit
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duties and accordingly decreed the abolition of those duties.@
There is no evidence, neve~theless, that regional trade in such
commodities developed a s a result of that measure.
There appear to have been mainly two exceptions : buffaloes
and goats. Because of unfavorable climatic conditions, and the
scarcity of pasturage facilities, buffalo-breeding does not appear
to have been a profitable occupation in most parts of the midhill region. In Kathmandu Valley, for instance, "there are a few
horses, as well as some cows and buffaloes, kept by the bette~
classes of people all the year round, but there is no general system
of cattle keeping by the farmers.7 Consequently, as Hamilton
has recorded, "buffaloes are brought from the low country and
fattened for slaughter, but are not bred.''8 Goats were similarly
imported "from the low country."O Indeed, Kathmandu Valley
provided a good market lfor goats procured from both the hill
regions and the Tarai,l0 although people who could afford them
preferred the big and fleshy gelded goats of the Tarai to the
small and stringy animals of the hill region.
The Indian Market

Buffaloes and goats apart, the Indian market was the magnet
that attracted the surplus production of all regions of the Kingdom, including the-Himalayan region. But whereas the production
of the T a ~ acould
i
be exported only to India, the hill regions had
direct access to markets in Tibet as well. It is not intended to
suggest that both India and Tibet competed for the surplus
production of the hill regions. The categories of commodities
that were exported from there to those two regions were too
different to warrant such a conclusion. Moreover, Nepal's export
trade to India constituted the mainstay of the nation's economy,
whereas exports of primary p~oduceand handicrafts to Tibet
were largely a matter of border trade. Hodgson's observations,
made in 1831, underscore the importance of the export trade to
India :I1
The open low lands of Nepal have been wonderfully resuscitated by the continued peace and alliance with our govern-
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ment and energy of the Nepalese administration since 1816.
No regular troops axe maintained t h e ~ eby rhe government,
and the civil establishment is on a veFy moderate scale, nor do
any of the mountaineers holding lands reside there. The
whole net produce of the land, consequently, is exported to
Patna, &c., and chiefly on Government account. It is paid
for in money, therefore, and these low lands not only supply
the government of Nepal with bullion for its currency, but
enable it to furnish itself with the luxuries of the plains, and
to maintain the balance of a trade which, so far as the hill
produce is concerned, is always apt to be against Nepal.
Trade between Nepal and India was important not only for:
the government but also for the common yeople. It was conducted
between people separated from each other by an artificial
political boundary and thus rooted in the needs of their day-today life; Consequently :la

A very large traffic is everywhere carried on along the frontier

between the Nepalis and British subjects...Markets are held
at countless villages along the boundary, for the exchange of
rural produce and articles of daily consumption; and many
carttracks cross the line from (the Indian) side, to lose thernselves in the Nepal Tarai,
In any case, the general pattern of Nepal's export tmde with
India seems to have remained more or less unchanged throughout the nineteenth-century. In 1790, the Collector of Tirhut reported
that impofis from Nepal consisted of "timber, ready-made woodwork, rice and paddy, other grains, Bhutan blankets, cotton,
large cardamoms, oranges, wax, madder, drugs, lac, catechu or
Terra Japonica, frankincense, iron, rhinoceros horn and hides,
mainas, parrots, and falcons."13 A century later, in 1893,
another British source listed the principal items as foodgrains
and oil seeds, cattle, timber, and horns, in addition to musk,
borax, chirsta, madder, cardamoms, chauris or yak-tails, ginger,
balchar or scented grass, furs, arid hawks." Nepal thus remained
an unchanging source of primary materials to h d i a throughout
the century..
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The list of the products of the Himalayan region that were
exported to India is not very long. I t comprised mainly chares,
musk, woolen blankets, hawks, and horses. Hawks, in particular,
appear to have had a wide market in India. In his account of
the district of Gorakhpur, Montgomery Martin bas recorded that
"the finest hawks come f ~ o mNepal."16 Indeed, hawks exported
from Nepal were "by far the best known to Indian falconry, and
(are) sent all over the Deccan, as well as Hindostan."la
The hill region expo~teda wide variety of commodities to the
markets of northern India. The list included agricultural commodities such as cotton and capdamom, forest products such as
medicinal herbs, copper, iron, and other metals, and handicrafts
and manufactures, including cotton textiles, woolen goods, iron,
copper and brass utensils, Khukurir, shoes, glass bangles, and
paper.17 Cotton was exported from several areas in the hill
region, particularly the far eastern hill region; Purnea district of
Bihar obtained from "the hills subject to Nepal" its supply of
cotton of Kukti variety, "which is the most remarkable, its wool
having the colour of the Nankeen cloth, and it seems in fact to
be the same material with what the Chinese use in the manufacture."18 Cardamom exported from Nepal was sold in Mirzapur,
Murshedabad and other Indian towns.lg Hamilton has listed
several herbs and drugs which were "imported from these
mountains into the Company's territ~ry."~'
Copper, both in the form of primary metal and as coinage,
was exported to India on a large scale. Kirkpatrick has recorded
that "Oude was formerly supplied with this metal from
N e p a ~ l . " Although
~~
he has claimed that such exports were
gradually being superseded by European copper, the evidence
furnished by more knowledgeable European observers does not
support his claim, In 1806, for instance, "the copper, coppervessels, and copper-coin, all come ( to India ) from the dorninions of Gorkha, being the produce of the mines of Palpa,
Malebum &c.""
Indeed, Nepal supplied copper currency "to
the whole tract of the plains between'the Ganges and the Hills,
Monghyr: and P i l l i b h ~ e t , " ~so~ that the adjoining market-towns
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sf nodhem India were virtually ''deluged" with Nepali copper
coins.a4 Iron and iron goods similarly found a ready market in
India. In the Indian district of Gorakhpur, "the iron comes mustly
from Nepal," in addition to iron ve~sels.~%ccordingto Hodgson,
Nepal exported much "coarse hardware" made of iron to the
adjoining areas of northern India,Lb but "none in the unurought
state." The reason was, in his opinion, that "from defective
smelting the ore becomes hardened by the accession of the fumes
of charcoal, and is thus rendered unfit for those uses to which
soft iron is applied." 27
Rice was the most important item of export from the Tarai
region to India. In his account of the district of Purnea, Hamilton
has recorded that "the rice that is imported comes mostly
'
approximately half of
from the territories of N e ~ a l . " ~Indeed,
Nepal's exports consisted of rice and other foodgrains. Timber
came next in the list. During the early part of the nineteenth
century, however, two varieties of timber; extracted from the forests
of the Tarai and inner Tarai appear: to have been of commercial
value : Sal ( shorea robusta ) and Khair ( terra japonica ). Sal
wood was "the most extensively employed of all timbers in northern India,"ag hence it had a virtually unlimited market in that
xountry. As Hamilton has observed
The t i m b e ~comes mostly from the dominions of Nepal. That
.country produces many fine kinds, valuable for their scentand the polish which they well receive, as well as for being
strong and durable, but Sal or; Sekhuya ( shorea robusta )
is almost the cnly one in request;

Sal timber: exported from Nepal t o the adjoining Indian district of Tirhut was "reconsigned in about equal proportions to
~
to British sources, "these
Patna and C a l c ~ t t a . " ~According
timber logs are among the most valuable of the district exports."sa
Khair was similarly in great demand, eithe~in the form of wood
.or of the catechu extracted from it for use as a condiment with
betel and also for: dyeing and tanning; Because the domestic
demand for the product was low, "the greater part is sent to
Batna and B e n a r e ~ . " ~Proximity
~
to the markets of northern
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India made timber an important item of production and trade
in the eastern Tarai region. The volume of timber exports remained high during this period because of the large-scale reclamation of forest lands.s4 The domestic demand for timber was
mostly limited to building construction and the manufacture of
agricultural implements, hence the bulk of the production had
necessarily to find a market in India.
Before the Indian railway system touched trade centers near
the Nepal-India border during the last quarter of the nineteenth
century, river navigation played an important role in the export
of such bulky primary produce as foodgrains and timber: from
the Tarai region to India.SBAll the major rivers that flowed toward India, the Kosi, the Gandak, and the Karnali, as well a s
many of their tributaries, were used for the transportation of
go0ds,~6 although some were navigable only during the monsoon season. As Hamilton has noted, rivers in tbe Tarai region
"when they are swollen by rain, become navigable, and enable the
farmer tc, send the produce of his fields to a gcod market."37 The
major rivers, on the other hand, appear to have been navigable
all the year round. In Morang, for instance, "boats of four or
five hundred mans can frequent this part of the ( Kosi ) river a t
all seasons."38 The Kankai was similarly navigable all the year
round. Hamilton records how "in the dry season, I found in its.
mouth several boats waiting for a cargo, and several floats for
timber."3g He adds, "The Kankai -at all seasons admit boats of
200 mans burthen, and in the floods it will receive those carrying,
1000 mans.40 According to a n o t h e ~contemporary British account
of Nepal's trade with India through the district of Champaran
adjoining Bara, Parsa and Rautahat
Chumparan is a strip of country running north-west and
south-east. Its southern and south-western boundary is the
Guanduck, a river navigable at all times of the year. Water
carriage is much cheaper than land carriage & is always used
in preference. During the cold season the road leading from
the Ghauts on the Gunduck into the district and Nepaul ace
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covered with carts, ponies and donkies while the main road
to Tirhoot is comparatively little used.
Because of the extensive use of river navigation, boats and canoes
werc manufactured in large numbers in Nepal and so were "a
considerable article of export" from the eastern Tarai region "to
various places down the Mahananda and the Ganges" in
northern India.42
Thanks to the facilities of river navigation, the foodgrains,
timber, and other bulky produce of the Tarai region were dispatched by boat to Patna, Murshedabad, Calcutta and other
destinations in India;48The city of Patna, in particular, was then
"a place of cousiderable importance as a commercial depot"
because of "its central position at the junction of three major
rivers, the Son, the Gandak and the Ganges." It was in Patna
that "the traffic of north-western provinces ( of India ) meets
that of Bengal, and ...branches off to Nepal."" The distance
between Kathmandu and Patna city was about 100 miles, the
main trade route lying through Hitauca and Motihari. Nepal's
commercial links with the city had, therefare, a long histo~y.'~
Hamilton, in his account of the districts of Bihar and Patna in
1811-12, noted that "the Raja ( of Nepal ) has a kind of factory
a t Patna for supplying his court with luxuries, but the agents sell
some of the p~oductionsof their: country."46
Elephants were exported to India from all parts of the Tarai
-region.47 We shall see in Chapter 12 that their capture and
export were under the exclusive control of the state. The progressive clearing of forests seems to have had an adverse impact on
the elephant trade over the years. In 1793, Kirkpatrick had estimated that 200 to 300 animals were caught each year in the
Kosi rzgion alone,4e whereas in 1851 Cavanagh put the figure at
about 200 for the entire eastern Tarai region.4e
Market-Towns on the Nepal-India Border

Trade in the primacy p~oduceof the hill .regions was conducted
a t several market-towns near the .Nepal-India borders. Butaul
in western Nepal was one of the oldest of these towns; According
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to British official sources, traders visited that town for "the sale
of gold ore, brass, iron, coppep, borax, bees-wax and many other
productions of the northern c ~ u n t r i e s , " ~and
~ used the proceeds
to buy cotton, cotton goods and other articles. Often the inhabitants of the hill regions themselves visited the Indian markets
for such exchange. According to Hamilton, "poor people ...
loaded with goods even from the distant hills of Malebum" in
north-western Nepal were a familiar sight in the Indian town of
Gorakhp~re.~'
The diversion of trade in primary produce from markets
situated on Indian territory to newly-developed centers within
the frontiers of the Kingdom was a prime objective of official
policy. Indian traders wele encouraged to open their establishments a t these centers and promised liberal facilities and
concessions. In 1797, for instance, local administrators in the
far-estern hill region of Pallokirat were instructed to procure
traders from India to handle the trade in agricultural and
other primary
Similarly, in 1809 the local authorities
were instructed to procure "affluent" traders from India and
recommend appropriate facilities and concessio~lsfor encouraging
them to set up their establishments a t state-operated markets in
Saptari. 63
In the eastern hill region, primary produce and handicrafts.
were exported to India through centers known as golas, a term of
northern Indian origin which has been defined a s "a grain or salt
~ ~Nepal, it
store or market; a place where it is sold w h o l e ~ a l e . "In
was used to denote a place where customs duties were collected.
Hamilton has described one such custom house as "a square
surrounded by buildings, in which the traders and their cornmodities are r e ~ e i v e d . " ~Golas
~
were essentially centers for
transit of goods and located a t strategic points an the main trade
routes for facilitating the collection of duties and the control of
trade in goods supplied from the mid-hill region and the Himalayan
hinterlands to the southern plains. They were of two categories :
those that were under the control of Limbus under the kipat
system of local autonomy, and those that were operated by the
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government direatly or under the ijara system, Under the kipat
system, Limbu headmen were permitted to appropdatt revenue
from a number of local sources, including the trade and .transit
of goods in go?as. They were also encouraged to establish new
golas wherever feasible, and collect duties on goods exchanged at
or transported through these g01as.~'
Hamilton has recorded that the golas of eastern Nepal "are
frequently changing, and, of late, have mostly been placed near
the frontier, and removed from the hills."58 The statement is
significant in more than one respect. It means, of course, that
old golas were relocated from time to time in response to the
changing pattern of trade; But it was not simply a matter of
shifting a gola from one place to another. Of greater: importance in the context of the present study was the change in the
pattern of administrative and revenue control that followed such
relocation. Revenue from golas was traditionally included as part
and parcel of the rights and privileges of the Limbu headman
under the kipat system, but his right to appropriatz revenue from
any gola came to an end as soon as it was wound up. The new
gola that was set up elsewhere in its stead might have attracted
trade from the same hinterland areas. However, it operated
under the control of the government, rather than of the concerned
Limbu headman. For this reason, the government was able to
specify in royal charters reconfirming kipat rights that those
golas, not to newly-established
rights extended only to
ones.
Often existing golas were detached from Limbu control
and brought under governmental
Golas that had
passed into the control of the government by the first decade of
the nineteenth century included, according to Hamilton, those at
Vijayapur, Raksa, Letang and Ratuwa in Morang district. In
addition, there was a gola at Chatra in Morang district under
the jurisdiction of a local r n o n a ~ t e r y . ~Several
~
other golas
appear to have been added to the list by the middle of the
nineteenth century : Ambarpur, Siswa, as well as Tarkanha,
Harinagar, Sitapur and Laxmipur in Saptari distri~t.~n
I n far-western Nepal, before the restoration of the Tarai
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territo~yin 1858, trade between the hill regions and the southern
plains was conducted through towns known as mandis. B~ahmadeo was the most important of the mandis, the other being
. ~ ~ centers served
Sainya, Kalapani, Bedupani, and M a ~ h h e l iThese
as trade outlets for large areas in the nart h-western Himalayan
region and the hill region, including Doti, Dadeldhura, and
Achham.
From early in the nineteenth century, restrictions were imposed
.on the movement of trade from the interior areas in the
mid-hills and Himalayan regions in an attempt to ensure
that commodities were exported to India through these mandis,
Regulations were promulgated from time to time specifying areas
in the mid-hill and Himalayan regions which were to serve as
hinterlands for specified mandis. For instance, the inhabitants
.of the mid-hills and Himalayan regions west of the Bheri river
were ordered to trade only through the five mandis mentioned
above.B4 The arrangement was manifestly impracticable, because
it sought to divert the major part of the north-south trade in that
region westward toward Brahmadeo and the othzr mandis and
compelled the inhabitants of Jajarkot, Dailekh and Jumla to
cross the Karnali river to reach those market-towns. The difficulty was removed to some extent during the mid-1830s, when
new mandis were established in Sunar and Surkhet in the
western Tarai region. The inhabitants of areas west of the
Karnali river were then allowed to trade through BrahmadeoMandi, of Dullu and Dailekh through Surkhet, and of Pyuthan
and Salyan through Sunar, and those of cther parts of the far
west hill region through any market convenient . t o them.@6
Such restrictions prevented producers and traders in the Himalayan region from selling their commodities a t markets where
prices were higher, or which were nearep or more conveniently
located.
There is no evidence, however, that these restrictions were
strictly enforced, FOP instance, the inhabitants of Jajarkot
continued to visit the adjoining Indian markets. When a fresh
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attempt was made in 1850 to compel them to trade in
Bra hmadeo-Mandi, they complained
We have never visited Brahmadeo-Mandi to sell our produce.
This year, however, we were ordered to do so and forbidden
to visit the Indian markets for this purpose. BrahmadeoMandi lies at a great distance, and we have neither time nor
money to go there. How then are we to pay our taxes and
support our families ?
The government then issued an order permitting them to sell
their co~nmoditiesas usual.a7

The Himalayan Border Trade
Trade with the southern plains through golas, mundis, and
other market-towns was only one part of the commercial activity of the hill region. Of perhaps greater importance for the
local economy was the border trade that the inhabitants of the
~egionconducted with the adjoining areas of Tibet in the north.
As noted in Chapter 3, the climate and topography of the
Himalayan region provided little scope for a peasant economy
based on agriculture. Consequently, trade, rather than agricultu~,
was the main occupation of its inhabitants. As a royal order
to the inhabitants of Jumla stated in 1812
You live in a Himalayan region where the produce of rice
.lands and homesteads is not sufficient to meet your requirements. You have been maintaining your livelihood, and
paying your taxes, solely through trade;
The importance of trade in the economy of the Himalayan
region is illustrated by regulations promulgated in 1830
prescribing that homestead taxes in Jumla be assessed on the
basis of the income earned by each household from that
activity,a8 rather than of the size of their homesteads as in the
hill region.

A glance at the map will show that the Himalayan region is
ideally located for border! trade with Tibet. The region comprises
a number of passes connecting the southern slopes of the
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Himalayas in the mid-hill region with the arid Tibetan plateau.
Diversities of climate and topography contributed to diversities
in the pattern of production and made cornrnercial exchanges
between these two regions not only feasible but even indispensable.
The inhabitants of Tibet did not grow sufficient foodgrains for
their consumption, but produced abundant quantities of salt and
wool. On the other hand, the hill region of Nepal had a surplus
production of foodgrains, but lacked sources of salt supply. The
inhabitants of the Himalayan region, therefore, traditionally
functioned as middlemen in the exchange of the foodgrains of the
hill region with Tibetan salt and wool.
Border trade with Tibet not only supplemented the local
people's meager income from high-altitude agriculture but even
enabled them to attain a standard of living far above that of
their neighbors in the mid-hill region. In Solukhumbu, for
example
The Sherpas' favourable position as middlemen in the trade
between Tibet and the lower-lying regions of Nepal enabled
them to attain a standard of living far above that of most
other Nepalese hill people, and in particular that of their
southern neighbors, the purely agricultural Rais. Though the
latter dwell in country of milder climate and richer soil, they
possess none of the luxury goods found in many of the more
prosperous Sherpa houses and have nothing to match the
cultural achievements of the inhabitants of the cold, windswept highlands of Khumbu.
Even though border trade with Tibet was thus of considerable
importance for the inhabitants of the Himalayan region, limitations on such trade must be kept in mind. The Tibetan areas
bordering on the Himalayan region of Nepal were sparsely
populated, hence there was a limit to the quantity of foodgrains
and other primary produce of Nepal that the Tibetan border
market could absorb. Similarly, there was a limit to the quantity
of surplus foodgrains that the hill region could make available
for export. Short of a miracle that would result in a simultaneous
leap in agricultural production and the demand for salt in that
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region, as well as in population growth and salt production in
Tibet, the volume of the Himalayan border trade had perforce
to remain in a state of stagnation over the years.
Under these circumstances, border trade was subject to keen
competition. It was regarded as a privilege and customarily
restricted to particular communities in most a x a s of the
Himalayan region. For example, in the eastern hill region, the
Sherpas of Khumbu, whsre the main settlements are situated at
an average altitude of 3,600 to 4,000 meters, traditionally enjoyed
a monopoly in the trade with Tibet. The inhabitants of Solu, an
agricultural area with broad valleys and extensive forests, naturally resented the monopoly and in 1810 even succeeded in
having it abolished. A royal order: issued in that year ruled that
the inhabitants of K.humbu should be allowed to trade as far
south of Namche Bazaar as they could, and those of Solu as far
north as they could.71 However, the new arrangement proved
short-lived. Another royal order, issued in October 1829, decreed : "The inhabitants of the Solu region shall not conduct
trade with Tibet through any place other than Namche Bazaar."71
They were not allowed to trade directly with Tibet, beyond purchasing necessities for their own use. Each household was thus
allowed to visit Tibet and bring one load of salt a year, but not
goods meant for resale on the backs of porters or pack
In Jumla in the Himalayan region, trlde with Tibet was usually
conducted according to a cust 3mary system of rekh rights under
which communities living in specified areas participated in the
trade in specified seasons.V4 There are numerous examples of
such restrictions, but it may suffice to mention only one. The
inhabitants of four divisions of Jumla, Asi, Panchsaya,
Chaudhabis and Tibrikot, traditionally enjoyed the right to
conduct barter trade in salt in Tarap village in the Chharka-Bhot
region. In consideration of that privilege, they paid a fee of
three pathis of foodgrains on every 20 pathis they exchanged for
salt in that village. The villagers of Tarap, on their part, supplied
15 pathis of salt in exchange for 10 pathis of foodgrains, as well
as the free services of three porters. People from other parts of
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Jumla, as well as from Bajhang, were prohibited from engaging
in the salt trade in Tarap village, but were allowed to visit
Taklakhar and three other villages for that purpose.76 There
were similar restrictions on the flow of trade between the Hirnalayan region and the midhill and inner Tarai regions in the south.
For instance, a royal order issued in 1815 reconfirmed the tradii Panchsaya
tional system under which the inhabitants of ~ s and
in Jumla were allowed to trade only in Dang and Salyan, and
those of Gam only in Achham and B a j ~ r a . ~ ~
Kathmandu Valley's Trade With Tibet

Kathmandu Valley, in the central hill region, was for several
centuries a center of the entrepot trade between northern India
and central Tibet. Indeed, the region's comparative affluence has
been associated with its position in a well-developed trans-Hirnalayan trade system. The trade was mostly in the hands of Newar
merchants, who had been permitted to open establishments in
Tibet and granted exemption from payment of customs duties
and other charge; since the mid-seventeenth century. Muslim
traders from Kashrnir and Gosain traders froin northern India
were also actively engaged in the entrepot trade.
The Kathmandu-Tibet trade link is important in the present
study chiefly from the viewpoint of exports of indigenous
primary produce and handicrafts, for entrepot trade as such lies
beyond its scope. Trade in such commcdities was, however, a
mere appendage to the entrepot trade. British officia! accounts
of the later years of the eighteenth century contain a very short
list of e x p o ~ items
t
: rice, coarse cloth, copper and
evidently the products of the hill areas situated along routes leading
to Tibet. Other sources mention metal goods7' and handicraft
and artistic goods, obviously manufactured in Kathmandu Valley,
as well as chillies and stones of the lapsi fruit,7Bhardly the basis
of a large-scale or growing export trade. From the viewpoint of
the number of people involved and the volume of trade, therefore, it would seem reasonable to assume that the KathmanduTibet trade in Nepal's agricultural, mineral and handicraft
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products was less important during this period than the Himalayan border trade.

Concluding Remarks
The foregoing review of the pattern of trade in primary
produce and handicrafts reveals a number of outstanding characteristics. In the first place, trade across the frontiers was of
greater importance in the nation's economy than inter-regional
trade. The geographical shape of the Kingdom, which makes
eastern and western Nepal nearer both to India and to Tibet than
to each other, furnishes only a pjrt of the explanation. Of perhaps
greater importance is the fact that the Kingdom was actually "a
land broken up into tiny pockets separated from one another by
mountain barriers that discourage comrn~nication.~~
Such geographical isolation had an adverse impact on the development of
inter-regional trade. Indeed, "there is probably no country in the
world which has so few means of intercourse between its various
areas."81 It was inevitable under these circumstances that interregional trade sllould havs occupi=d a place of minor importance
in the economy of the Kingdom. However, the predominant role
of trade across the frontiers in the economy of differat regions of
the Kingdom molded the pattern of production in a characteristic
manner, Northern India, for instance, needed the primary produce
of Nepal to a greater extent than its handicrafts and manufactures.
Even in the case of exports to Tibet, handicrafts came in order
of importance only after such primary produce as foodgrains. It
may, therefore, be correct to state that throughout the nineteenth
century Nepal remained important mainly as a source of industrial and other forms of primary produce for India, with whom
the bulk of its export trade was conducted.
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The Taxation of Production.

Having delineated the :general pattern of prod~!ctionand trade
in the Kingdom in the previous four chapters, we have now set
the stage for our discussion of policies and programs adopted by
the state to mobilize resources from those economic activities.
As noted in Chapter 2, a part of the economic surplus generated
by producers and traders was transferred to the state thrailgh
taxes or other means. Such taxes were based either on production
or: on the exchange of commodities. Taxes on production will
form the subject-matter of this chapter, while commercial taxation
will be discussed in Chapter 9. The main questions that we shall
explore in this chapter concern the nature and quantum of the
producer's fiscal obligations to the state and the role of production-tax revenue in the overall fiscal system. The discussion
will be confined to agricultural and mineral production, both
of which were usually conducted in the private sector. Arrangements under which the state derived revenue from forest resources
will be included in the discussion of monopolies and the statetrading system in Chapter: 12.
It is necessary to explain two basic points before commencing
the discussion. The first relates to the nature of the payment, in,
money or in kind, that the state received from individuals who
used state-owned resources for the production of cammodities,.
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Such payment may be described as rent or tax, depending on
whether one studies the question from the viewpoint of law
or of practical administration. Inasmuch as the distinction
between rents and taxes disappears where private property
rights in natural resources are abs:nt,l we shall use the
term tax to denote all such paymznts to the state. The
term rent is more appropriately applied to payments made
by producers to private landlords, but such payments lie
outside the scope of our study.
The second point that weds to be elucidated relates to the
basis of tax-assessment. The taxes that peasants or miners paid to
the state in consideration of thz use of state-owned ag~iculturalor:
mining lands for the production of agricultural commodities or
metals were ultimately paid out of the income generated from
such production, but the basis of assessment was not identical
in all cases. Taxes on production were assessed either on the
actual quantity of agricultural commodities or metals produced,
or on the unit of area used for purposes of production, such as
a bigha or a ropani, or an entire holding of agricultural or
mining lands. Because of problems of collection and storage, the
second method was more commonly employed. Taxes on
production, consequently, assumed the from of taxes on the
natural rzsources used as means of production.
The Fiscal System

In orier to make our discussion of the methods followel for;
the mobilization of economic resources more comp~ehensible
and meaningful, it seems necessary to begin with a brief note on
the fi~calsystem. The main subject of interest in this context is
the amount of revenue deposited at the central treasury in
Kathmandu in each year. There has been much speculation on
this subject in the writings of British observers. I n 1793, for
instance, Kirkpatrick saw "tole~ablegood grounds fop believing"
that the revenue "never exceeds thirty lacks of rupees, fluctuating
at all times, between that sum, and twenty-five lack^."^ At the
middle of the nine:eenth century, Cavanagh believed that the
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revenue "has materially increased within the present century,
and may now be justly calculated a s at the least, 50 lack^."^
The amount of revenue credited to the central treasury was
not, of course, a n accurate index of the actual amount of real
resources available to the government. There were several reasons
for the discrepancy. Fintly, the jagir system was used on an
extensive scale to remunerate government en~plojees instead of
paying them cash salaries from the treasury. That is to say,
incomes from jagir lands were used by the state to remunerate
its employees, but such incomes were never directly credited to
the treasury. As Cavanagh pointed out in 185 1 :4
Of the revenues of Nepal, I regret to state, it is out of my
power to afford any certain information. I doubt, in fact,
whether a n accurate statement could be framed even from the
records possessed by the Durbar, as the Civil and Military
Establishments being paid almost entirely by jagirs, or
assignments of land the sums actually realized at the Public
Treasury must be far less than the real value of the land
tax, vchich forms the most considerable item in their
accounts ..."

Seccndly, large amounts of revenue were spent before they
actually reached the treasury because of the absence of a centralized disbursement system6 Yet another reason f o i the discrepancy between actual collections and .treasury receipts was the
absence of any accounting of expenditure incurred on local
administration. In other words, such expenditure was not
charged on the central treasury in Kathmandu. The nominal
amounts of both revenue and expenditure would have been much
higher had all actual collections been credited, and all disbursements debited, a t the central level, as is the practice under
modern fiscal systems. Finally, the state mobilized considerable
resources in the fcrm of commodities rather than in money, a s
we shall discuss in detail in Chapters 10 and 11, but the value
of such commodities was seldom credited to the accounts of the
central treasuPyJ
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official statistics of revenue oallected by the gomrnment of
Nepal in the year 1853, which would appear to k typical fop
the first half of the nineteenth century before reforms i n t r o d u d
by the Rana government had time to have effect. The revenue
receipts of the state in that year totalled Rs 961,375 in different
Indian rupee units, vi:orth Rs 1,182,491 in Nepali ru ees at the
official exchange rate of 100 :123. Receipts in different Nepali
rupee units amounted to Rs 959,103, thus making a total of
Rs 2,14 1,594 collected as revenue from different sources by the
govern~nentand deposited at the central treasury in Kathmandu
in that yeas.@ With that figure as the yardstick, we shall analyze
the tole of taxes on prcduction and exchange, as well as revenue
from state trading and monopolies, in this and subsequent
chapters.
A; Agricultural Land Taxation
As,noted in earlier chapters, the ninetcenth-century Fepali state
did not exercise its rights of ownerbhip and taxation on the
entire cultivated area for large areas cf agricultural lands were
granted to individuals and institutions under systems of local
autonomy as rujya and kitat, or. under tax-free forms of tenure
such as birta and jagir; Consequently, the state was able to
collect taxes only on those agricultural lands that were located
outside the jurisdiction of rajas and k@atowners, and had not
been granted to individuals under bide or jagir tenure on a
tax-free basis. Such lands, known as jogsra, constituted a very
insignificant percentage of the total cultivated area in the hill
region, including Kathmandu Valley; Indeed, the far-eastern hill
region beyond the Arun river, and the western hill region beyond
the Bberi river, contained almost no agricultural lands under
ja,oera tenure. Jagtra lands were confined mainly to the central
hill region, that is, the region situated between the Bheri river
in the west and the Apun river in the east, as well as in the Tarai
and inner Tarsi regions.' We shall here discuss only the taxation
of ag~iculturallands under jagera tenure, omitting any reference
to payments collected by birtaowne~s, jagirdors and other
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landlords, for such payments did not accrue to the state.
Even in the limited field of jagera land taxation, we shall
discuss only the actual form and level of tax payments, without
dilating on methods and problems of assessment.
Ifjugera land tax revznue frou the fill1 r ~ g i o n formed a
negligible p-rcentage of the total revenue, this was the consequence not of fortuitous circumstances, but of a deliberate policy;
Jugir assignments to government employees resolved the problems
of land-tax cdllection in a region where problems of transport
and communications, as well as of administzative supervision,
outstripped the potential benefit of a dircct-land tax collection
system. Consequently, agricultural lands in that region remained
under jagera tenure usually by default : Such lands were either
of too poor: quality to attract prospective assignees, or the
administrative delay involved in the reassignment of any land as
jagir after: the death or: tcrmindtion of service of the outgoing
jngirdar made inevitable a transitional period under jagera
tenure.

At the same time, the low importance of jagern land taxation
a s a source of revenue in the hill region set off a vicious circle
which had an adverse impact on the revenue receipts of the state.
The state was unable to finance a land administrati-n system
because the amount of revenue that could be collected through
jagera land taxation was limited, but the absence of a local land
administration system per se precluded measures to exploit
jagera lands as a source of revenue. The problem had essentially
two aspects. In order: that jagera lands might yield revenue, it
was necessary to check the unauthorized reclamation of such
lands for agricultural production and to impose taxes in the event
of such reclamation. However, the Gorkhali government was
unable to organize effective adininistra tive measures to ensure
that these two tasks were actually accomplished. Large areas of
jagera lands were therefore reclaimed in the hill region without
making any contribution to the state exchequer.' Although the
state initiated measures from time to time for the registration of
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such lands, the objective was to gain state control over them for
assignment as jagir, rat he^ than to raise revenue in money.

In the Tarai region, on the other hand, the area of lands
under jagera tenure, already large at the beginning of the century
compared with the hill region, progressively expanded through
the reclamation of waste and forest :lands. Jagera lands in that
region, therefore, constituted an important source of revenue.
Indeed, jagera land tax revenue was the biggest single source of
revenue for the Kingdom as a whole. In 1853, as much as 67.6
percent of the total revenue receipts of Rs 2,141,594 was derived
from that source. Other sources were not only much less
important, but even inconsequential. In 1809, Hamilton noted
that in addition to land tax revenue
:@

...the only oth:r public revenues are the fines levied from
offenders, which are .sometimes considerable, the customs,
which are very trifling, and sorile small proMs arising from
the mines, from elephants, and from the sale of Sal or
Sakhuya timber, from the forests below the mountains.
The relative importance of other: sources underwent changes in
the light of the changing econolnic situation, but the pxdominant role of land tax revenue remained unaffected in
subsequent years.1°

Regional Statistics
The regionwise breakdown ofjagera land tax revenue in 1853
is as follows :
Table 1 : Jagera Land-Tax Revenue, 1853
-

Region
Eastern Tarai
..
Western Tarai
...
Chitaun
...
...
Hill Regions
Total

-

-

Amount

~JIoharRs Percentage

Rs 1,169,8 11
Rs 242,787
Rs
25,666
Rs
10,124
Rs 1,448,388

80.7
16.7
1.7
0.6

We shall now undertake a brief survey of the jagera land-tax
systems followed in each of these regions.
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1. The Eastern Tarni Region

These statistics show that the bulk of the jagrro land-tax
revenue was traditionally derived from the eastern Tarai region.
To be sure, extensive areas of agricultural lands had been
granted as birta and jayir in that region also, but the total cultivated area under jageru tenure was sizeable enough to yield a
higher: amount of revenue to the state than othelr regions of the
Kingdom.
The system of agricultural land taxation in the eastern Tarai
region was modelled on the Mughal revenue system in India.ll
Under that system, after lands were reclaimed and an initial
period of tax-exemption was over, taxes were assessed according
to the number of ox-teams employed to cultivate each holding..
The rates of taxation were progressively increased during a
prescribed number of years; The land was thereafter measured
and taxes were assessed a t different rates for different crops on
each bigha of land, However, the Mughal system was follo\~ed
only to the extent of using the nature of the crop and area sown
as the basis of tax assessment; there is no evidence that assessments were made in the eastern Tarai region of Nepal at the
same rates and on the same crops as those of the Mughals.la 'rhe
following schedules of tax-assessment rates for Morang and
Saptari-Mahottari districts in 18 12-13, as given by Hamilton,
illustrate the nature of the system :la

Table 2 : Agricultural Land-Tax Schedule in Some Eastern
Tarai Districts,. 1809
Crop
Rice
Mustard
Cotton
Garden and
indent tobacco
Sugarcane

...
...

...

...
...

Morang

Rate per bigha
( in Patna rupees )
SaptarilMahottari

Rs 3-5
Rs 2L11
Rs 2-4

Rs 4-10
Rs 3-10
Rs 3-12

Rs 5-0
Rs 4-0

Rs 5-0

-
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1.39

The schedules only indicate the general pattern of agricultural
land taxation in the districts of the eastern Tarai region; the rates
were different for different parts of even the same district. There
were also concessional rates for new1y-reclaimed lands. Such
details, however, will only ctutter up the discussion without
making any significant impact upon the outline of the basic
system,
Revenue was collected from diffe~ent sources i n the eas!ern
Tarai region by an an ijaradar appointed by the state for that
purpose. Taxes from jagera lands was one of the sources assigned
to the ijaradar, hence it is not possible to ascertain separately
the actual amount of revenue collected from that soi!rce.
Hamilton has given a breakdown of the different sources exploited
by z')zradars in Morang and SaptariIMahottari districts for the
year 1809-10, but comparable statistics are not available for
other years. We can, therefore, only compare his figures with
those fcr the year 1853 under the Rana government after the
ijara system had been abolished in the eastern Tarai region and
replaced by the amanat system, which was orerated by salaried
emplyees of the state, The figures are actual receipts in both
cases. Hamilton's figures are obviously in Indian rupees; in 1853
the revenue was collected partly in Nepali rupees, but they have
here been converted into Indian rupees at the exchange rate of
123:100 to facilitate comparison. The figures are as foilows :

Table 3 :Jagera Land Revenue in Some Easterrz Tarai
Districts 1809-5414
1853

District

In Mohar ruFees,
% of increase

-

Morang
Saptari-Mahottari

... Rs 54,025

... Rs 68,957
Rs 122,982

Rs 124,807
Rs 545,03 1

23 1,01
790.30

Rs 669,838

544.06

-

These statistics show that during the 44-year period between
1809 and 1853 jagera land tax revenue in these districts increased
by nearly five and a half times. The district-wise breakdown is
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more revealing. Collections increased by 23 1 percent in Morang
district, but in Saptari and Mahottari .districts by nearly eight
times; Indeed, these two districts contributed 3 1.3 percent of
the total revenue receipts of the government during 1853 through
jagara land taxation alone.

2. Western Tarai Region and Chitaun
In the western Tarai region, comprising the districts of Palhi,
Majhkhand, Khajahani, and Seoraj, as well as in the inner Tarai
district of Chitaun, agricultural land taxeh were usually assessed
under the halbandi system.16 Hal is the local term for: a plow,
hence halbandi meant a system under: which the tax was assessed
on each plow-team used by the cultivator, rather than on the
area of land actually tilled. In actual practice, the tax was paid
for: the area of land "which is considered equal to the tillage of a
plough,"la irrespective of whether or not the land was actually
. cultivated. In Seoraj, for instance, a royal order issued in 1800
prescribed a rate of Rs 5 112 per plow during the second year
after any land was brought under cultivation, and Rs 17 during
the third and subsequent years.17 In Chitaun, similarly, a tax
of Rs 9 pep plow was collected a t the beginning of the nineteenth
century. The rate was reduced t o Rs 6 112 in 1803 to encourage
settlement. New settlers paid Rs 1 per plow during the first year,
and Rs 3 thereafter.la There is no evidence that agricultural
lands were measured in these districts, and taxes assessed on each
bigha as in the eastern Tarai region. Table 1 shows that a little
less than one-fifth of the total jagcra land tax revenue was derived
fro111the western Tarai districts and Chitaun at the middle of the
nineteenth century.
3 The Central Hill Region

The hill regions were the least important from the viewpoint
of jagera land taxation. In 1853, as Table 1 shows, they yielded
a revenue of only Rs 10,124, or approximately 0.6 percent of the
total ja,qrra tax revenue in that year. Because jagera lands on
which the amount was collected were located mainly in the
central hill region, our description of the land tax system in the
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bills will be confined to that region. It may be recalled t h a t
agricultural lands were retained under jagera tenure in the hill
region only when it was not possible to assign them to jagirdars
for any reason. Consequently, the area of jrdera lands, and taxrevenue from that source, fluctuated from year to year. In 1851,
for instance, jagera lands in the hill regions did not contribute a
single pupee to the itate e x c h ~ q u e r . ~ ~

In the hill regions, agricultural lands were traditionally divided
into two categories for the purpose of tax-assessment : dry lands,
OF pakho, and rice-lands, or khel. Pakho lands meant unirrigated
lands situated at high altitudes or on hill sides, on which crops
such as maize and millr'ts, which do not require flooding, are
grown. Khet lands, on the other hand, meant lands on wh~ch
irrigation facilities, whether: natural or artificial, were adequate
enough to permit the cultivation of rice during the monsoon
season. Often wheat was grown on such lands in winter, or else
the lands were left fallow.2o
i

akho lands were seldom measured for the purpose of tax-

assessment. Instead, an approximate estimate of the size was
made on the basis of the number: of ox-teams required to plow
each holding in one day. In general, three such units were recognized for purposes of taxation : Hale, Pate and Kodsle. Hale
meant a holding which could be plowed by one ox-team in one
day; half of such a holding was known aspate, while kod~ls
holdings were too small to be plowed by an ox-team and so were
tilled by hand with a spade.21 Taxes on pakho lands were knosn
as serma, which, in the majority of cases, was collected in cash,
and usually amounted to *a rupee on each hale holding. The
rates on holdings of )ate and kodale categories were propor:ionately lower. Serma taxes were not assessed according to the size
of the holding. There were, of course, three tax categories of
holdings and separate rates of taxes, but those categories were by
no means uniform. No two hale holdings were equal in size, and
the same might safely be said about * t o and kodale holdings a s
well. Often kodale holdings in areas with low population density
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wcre bigger than ha16 holdings elsewhere. According to more
recent evidence, some ha c holdings contain more land than
others, whereas in some cases a kod:~leholding is actually larger
than a hale holding."aa In any case, there seems little doubt
that all these three categories of pakho holdings contained much
larger areas than the simple definitions based on the possibility
of using ox-drawn plow teams would imply. According to one
source, for example, occasionally a hale holding actually comprises 10 or 12 bighas of lands.23 The conclusion that may be
drawn from this situation in the context of the presant study is
that ssrma taxation absorbed only an insiguificant portion of
the economic surplus generated by the peasant from his pakho
holding.a4
Taxes on khet lands were invariably assessed on each unit of
arel, usually the muri in the hill region, and the ropani in
Kathmandu
Birtaowners and jagirdars usually collected
rents on khet lands either under the adhljla system, in which the
produce was shared equally between the cultivator and the landlord, or under the kut system, in which rents were assessed a t a
spzcified quantity of produce, or a specified sum of money, irrespc'ctive of the actual output.s6 Because collection of taxes in the
form of agricultural commodities on state-controlled jagera lands
would have been a difficult task, taxes were most commonly
assessed under the kut system. That is to say, taxes were collected
from jagera lands as a resource used for agricultural production,
rather than on the actual output. But in-kind kut taxes still made
it necessary to arrange for the safe storage of the produce that
accrued to the state, for its disposal at favorable prices, or else
for its transportation to places where it was needed for meeting
the requirements of the state. Kut taxes on jagera lands in the
central hill region were, therefore, usually commuted into cashSz7
I n 1852, the total area of jagera rice lands in the hill region
amounted to 65,120 muris, on which the state collected kut taxes
amounting to Rs 16,734. The average incidence was thus
approximately a quafier-rupee per rnu~i.~@
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B.Taxation of Mineral Production
Agricoltural lands are more or less uniform in nature, subject,
of course, to diversities caused by such factors as soil, topography
and altitude, and can usually be divided into a few categories
based on productivity for pxposes of tax assessment. In contradistinction, each mine contains char (icteristic features in respect
to the size and richness of the deposit. Taxation of mineral
production can, therefore, seldom be based on well-defined
principles as in the case of agricultural taxation. In other: words,
there can be no general or uniform rate of taxation of mineral
production; consideration must be paid to the special features of
each individual mine while fixing the amount of tax.. Primarily
for this reason, taxes on mineral p~oduction were usually not
fixed according to the actual output or according to the size of
the mining area. Instead, the rate of payment was fixed on an
ad hoc basis in each case, presumably taking into consideration
such factors as the life and potential productivity of each mine,
its accessibility, and, perhaps most important, the extent of
competition among prospe~tive allottees and ijaradarr. Any
generalization about the rates at which mineral production was
taxed would, therefore, be unrealistic. One can only say that
because ijaras were usually issued for short terms, ranging from
one to three years, their renewal provided an opportunity to the
government to push up the rate of payments where possible. It is
-also not possible to estimate the amount of resowcei that the
state raised from mineral production. Payments were collected
moJtly in the form of metals and used for minting coins or manufacturing arms and ammunition, but no consolidated statement
of the value of such supplies is available. Available statistics of
revenue from mines and mints similarly do not make any
distinction between revenue derived from the taxation of mineral
prod!-iction and profits earned from minting and the monopoly
trade in copper. These statistics shoald, therefore, more
appropriately be included in our discussion of monopoly trade in
Chapter 1 1.
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Concluding Remarks
Taxation of production occupied a place of considerable importance in the fiscal system. compared with the taxation of
agricultural and mineral production, the quantum of resources
that the state garnered through commercial taxation and the other
forms of resource-mobilization policies as enumerated in Chapter 2
would appear to be meager. We have seen that in 1853 taxes
on jagora lands alone contributed approximately two-thirds of
the total amount of revenue deposited at the central treasury. Of
greater significance is the fact that the bulk of the revenue was
derived from the Tarai region, This fact substantiates the truth
of the observation made by a British observer after the NepalBritain war that without the Tarai, "the Nepalese could never
have risen to the greatness which they had attained."zg While
jugera land taxation provided the state with cash revenues, the
taxation of mineral production ensured the sunply of copper,
iron and other metals on a scale sufficient to make the ~ i n g h o r n
almost self-sufficient in munitions and coinage.

1. "The rent of land is derived rrom the use and enjoyment of land,
made secure b y prorerty relations which give security of expectation regarding
the indefinite residuum of opportunity to ust the
larjd. Property, and consequently rent, are deductions from
sovereignty when viewed from the public yersrecti\e of history. T h e
distinction between rents and taxes disappears when pri\.ate property
in land is wiped out along \I i l h the indifinite residt~umof opportunity for t h e independence exercise of the will." Kenneth H .
Parsons, "Agrarian Reform Policy as a Field of Research," in
Agrarian Reform and E~onot~licGrcwth it1 Developing Count1 ies
( Washington : US Department of Agriculture, 1962 ) pp. 19-20.
2. William Kirkpatrick. Aw d ccotlnt of the Kingdon! of ~ V e p a (l Reprint
of 1811 ed.; New Delhi : hIanjusri Publishing House, 1969 ), p. 211.
3 Orfeur Cavanagh, Rough .Motes on the Slate 01 J'ep.1 ( Calcutta : W e
Palmer & Co., 1851 ), pp, 70-71.
4. Loc. cit.
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5. Cf. "Payment of Allowance to Narasimha Malla from Revenue, of
Patan," ~ a i r a k hBadi 1, 1888 ( April 1831 ), RRC, vol. 94, p. 238.
6. "ReIenue and Exkentiit~tre of the Go ernment of Nepal," 2010
( 1953 ), Regmi Research Collection ( RRC ) ( Mi,ccllaneduz ) .
7. Mahesh C. Regmi, Land Tenure and Taxation in Nepal ( reprint of
1963-68 cd.; Kathmandu : Ralna l'ustak Bhandar, lY78), pp. 467-68.
8. Maheeh C. Regmi, A Study in N e p a l i Economic History ( New Delhi :
Manjusri Publishing House, 1971 ), pp. 4 W .
9. Francis Hamilton, An Account o/ the Kingdom of Nepal ( reprint of
1819 ed., New Dclhi : Manjusri Publishing House, 1971 ), p. 218.
10. '#Revenue and Expenditure of the Gokernment of Nepal," 1910
( 1853 ), op. cit. T h e figures are in different currency units which
have been converted into the Mohar rupee.
11. Hamilton, op. cit. p. 150.
12. Maheth C. Regmi, L a ~ d o w n e r s l ~ iinp N r p d ( Berkeley
Uni ersity
of California Press, 1976 ), pp. 124-25.
. and 162. Hamiltondoes p ~ specify
t
the
13. Hamilton op. cit. ~ p 154
currency, but t!.e figures are evidently in Patna rupee¶.
14. Ibid, pp. 153 and 163. Figures for 1853 have been obtaiaed from
.sRevenue and Expenditure of the Government of Necal," 1910
( 1853 ), op. cit. As mentioned in n. 10, figures in differentcurrency
units have bcen converted into the Mohar rupcc.

.

15. Regmi, Landownership in fiepal op. cit. p. 125.
16. This observation has be-n made on the basis of practices followed
on the Indian sidk of the border. J Hooper, Final Rc port
t/lt
Settlement of the Babtj District ( Allahabad : NortLWmtern Provinces
and Oudh Government Press, 1891 ), p. 37,
17. g6RoyalOrder Regarding Land-Tax Asscssment Rates in Seoraj",
Poush Sudi 5, 1856 ( January 180 O), RRC, vol. 24, P. 31.

18. 'cRoyal Orders Regarding Land-Tax Assessment Rates in Chitaun,"
Marga Sudi 4, 1857 ( November If300 ), RRC, vol. 19, p. 19, and
Ashadh Badi 9, 1860 ( June 1803 ), ibid, vol. 20, p. 99. At times,
the concessional rate amounted to as little as 4 annas per plow.
"Waste-Land Allotment to Dharma Rai and others in Chitaun,"
Magh Sudi 5, 1857 ( January f801 ), ibid, vol. 19, p. 37; see also
"Land Tax Assessment Rates in Chitaun," Regrni Rerearch Series,
Year 3, ho. 4, April 1, 1971, pp. 85-86.
19. '6Revenue and Expenditure of the Government of Nepal," 1908
( 1851 ) , Rezmi Research Collection ( Mircellaneous ) .
20. Regmi. Landownership in Nepal, OP. tit. pp. 125-26.
21- Ibid, pp. 126-27.
22. Regmi, Land Tenure and Taxation i n N e p a l , op- cit. p. 66.
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23. Ibid, p. 65.
24. According to r Britirh observer, "The lightnesr of the rent for
hill-side land has been a great factor in tho extension of the cultivation of land of poor quality o r of difficult acctss."
Perchral
Landon, Nepal ( reprint of 1928 ed.; Kathmandu : Ratna Pustak
Bhandar, 1978 ), vol. 2, p. 206.
25. During the nineteenth century, the actual area contained in each
rnuri o f ric--land in the hill regions depended upon the grade, such
lands bein% divided into the four grader of abal, d o p m , sim and
chahar in terms of productivity. A rnuri of r ice-land of abal grade
encompassed 1190.25 square feet. The figure was 1338.9 square
feet for dojam grade, 1487.6 square feet for sim grade, and as much as
1785.37 square feet for chahor grade. The obvious idea was to
define a muri as a unit of fixed productivity, for which a progressively larger area was required as the quality of the land declined.
This system of land measurement dated k k to rhe reigon of King
Jayasthiti Malla ( 1332-97 ) of Kathmandu. Nayanath Paudel, ed.,
Bhasha Varnshawali ( Genealogy in the Nepali language ) Kathmandu : Nepal Rasiriya Pustakalaya, Department of Archeology,
2023 ( 1966 ), vol. 2, p. 38. It was retained by the Gorkhali rulers
and formally reconfirmed in 1853." 6'Jagga Jaminko" ( On land ),
sec. 40, i n Ministry of Law and Justice, :hri 5 Surendra Bikrarn
Shah Deva ko Sharon Ka lrna Baneko ~Muluki Ain ( Lsgal code enacted
during the region of King Surendra Bikram Shah Dev ) Kathmandu :
the Ministry, 2022 ( 196i ) p. 28 T h e system war replaced in 1907
by a standard muri of 1369 square feet, irrespective of the grade.
Government of Nepal, "Jagga Jamin Gorwaraka" ( On miscellaneous land matters ) sec. 5, i n Muluki Ain ( Legal Code ) Kathmandu :
Bhagawati Press, 1975 ( 19:8 ). pp. 47-48.
26. Mahesh C. Regmi, Thatchd Huts and Stucco Palaces : Peasants and
LandlordJ i r 19th Century Nepal ( New D:lhi : V ikas Publishins
House Pvt. Ltd., 1978 ), 54-57.
27. '#Tau-collection on jagir lands," Regmi Research Series, Year 12,
NO. 6, June 1, 1980, pp. 92-95.
28. R e ~ m i ,Land Tenure and Taxation in .Nepal, o p . cit. p. 467.
29. James Baillie Fraser, Journal of Tour Through Part of the Snowy
Range of the Hirnala Mountains and to the Sources of Rivers Jumna an0
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Commercial Tax ation

'Commercial taxation, as mentioned in Chapter 2, was one of the
means through which the state extracted a part of the economic
surplus generated by producers and traders. The process of
.such extraction was one of transfer, rather than of exchange.
For the purpose of the prssent study, commercial taxes may
by defined as taxes collected by the state on the transit, e x p o 6
and sale of commodities. The definition is narrower than what
the conventional use of the term would suggest. Customs duties
on goods imported from other countries, for example, are usually
included in the category of commercial taxes, but lie outside the
pmview of our study. We shall similarly omit any discussion of
duties on goods of Indian or Eu~opsanorigin reexported to Tibet
through Kathmandu Valley. We are thus excluding from our
discussion several important forms of commercial taxation without
an adequate stl~dyof which it may not be possible to develop an
understanding of the economy of the Kingdom during the nineh n t h century in broad perspective. The conceptual framework
we have chosen for the present study, however, leaves us with no
alternative but to lower our sights. We are hece conczrned with
the mobilization of reswrces from production and exchange
based on the products of agricultural lands, mines, and forests,
rather than with economic activities in general;
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We shall silnila~ly ignore the levies that birtaowners and
jagirdars usually collected on commodities that passed through
areas under their jurisdiction, because the proceeds did not
accrue to the state treasury, but constituted the personal income
of the concerned birtaowner or jagirdar. Hodgson, for instance,
has recorded that in the Tarai region "tolls are levied by every
jageerdar on the transit of goods through the lowland^."^ We
may assume that the term jagirdar, as used by Hodgson, included
not only government employees who were assigned agricultural
lands in lieu of emoluments, but all categories of privileged
landowners. Nor is there any difficulty in ass~lrningthat such a
state of affairs prevailed not only in the Tarai region, but in all
parts of the Kingdom which produced a marketable surplus of
commodities. Indeed, such infra-state levies on the transit of
commodities predated those imposed by the state, so that birtaowners and jagirdars often regarded the latter as an encroachment
on their: privileges. How othezwise can we explain royal orders
issued in early 1808 to birtaowners and jagirdars in the central.
bill region reminding them that their rights were limited to the
land, and warning them not to obstruct the collection of transit
duties inlposed by the state in the areas under; their control ?a
General Characteristics of the Commercial Tax System
In the light of the definition given above, we shall deal with
three main categories of commercial taxes : transit duties, taxes
on sale and purchase, and duties on exports. It may be noted
that the distinction between transit duties and export duties
emerged only ducing the later years of the nineteenth century;
the traditional practice was t o collect duties at ferry-points,
trade centers, and market-towns irrespective of whether the.
commodities so taxed were destined to another place inside the
frontiers or exported.
Different terms were used to denote transit and export duties in:
diffe~entregions of the Kingdom. Jagat was the generic term
used to denote such duties in the hill region. It is a corrupt form,
of the Arabic z ~ k a t ,which
~
was applied loosely in India toe
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denote a transit duty on goods, "which on frontiers and in pofiicular towns is fixed and instituted in accordance with imperial
I n the Tarai and inner Tarai regions, the term sair,
also of Arabic origin, was used in an equivalent sense.6

The jagat system was based on custom, rather than on
command. That is to say, jagat duties were usually collected at
customary rates at places where they had customarily been
collected, rather than a t rates or places sanctioned under the
authority of the central government or local authorities. For
instance, jagat duties on commodities supplied by the traders
of Jumla to the Indian town of Bahraich were traditionally
collected at Dailekh. In 1815, the local authorities made an
attempt to collect such duties at a ferry point on the Bheri river
also, but the central government intervened with the order that
"jagat duties shall be collected only at those places where they
the inhave been collected from former times.""imilarly,
-habitants of Khinchet in Nuwakot district were traditionally
exempt from the obligation to pay jagat duties a t the local
customs post; the privilege was reconfirmed in 1858 when the
customs authorities made an attempt to collect such duties from
.them.7
Indeed, there exists considerable evidence to show that people
resisted any attempt to introduce jagat duties on a de novo
basis, OF to withdraw customary jagat exemptions, and that the
government invariably reaffirmed customary arrangements and
privileges. The converse was equally true. Occasionally, the
government asserted the right to resume collection of jagat duties
at places where it had been discontinued for any reason. At
Sarnar in the Barhagaun area of Mustang, for instance, collection
of jagat duties had been discontinued in the wake of the administrative confusion that followed the Gorkhali conquests. In
1805, Kathmandu decided to resume collection on the ground
that such duties had been customarily collected there.' In
another case, during the revenue settlement of 1846, some people
succeeded in obtaining a contract for the collection of jagat
duties at a village in Mugu, although no such duties had ever
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been levied there. When the local traders complained, Kathmandu
decreed :'
The inhabitants of Jumla and Humla need not pay jagat
duties at any place where they have not been doing so from
former times. They shall pay such duties only at those places
where they have been customarily doing so...With full
assurance, obseme the traditional arrangements pertaining to
jagat taxation.
The sanction of custom applied not only to the places where
jagat duties were collected, but also to the rates of collection. In
other words, duties were collected at customary rates, rather than
at rates fixed by the government. To be sure, the government
promulgated orders from time to time reconfirming customary
rates. For instance, a royal order promulgated in 1838 to local
authorities at Tibrikot decreed tbat "agat duties on salt, wool,
cloth, goats and blankets shall be collected, and paid, at
customary rates" and strictly forbade any departure from custom
in any matter relating to jagat taxation.l0 However, such orders
were issued only when people complained that local functionaries
were collecting jagat duties at arbitrary rates. There is no
evidence that the government took any direct initiative in such
matters, or exercised its command authority to alter the rates of
jugut duties;
Regional Variationa

The nature of the commercial taxes collected in different
regions was determined primarily by historical and traditional
considerations, rat he^ than by any consideration of the state's
need for increased revenues, or the revenue potential of any particular commercial tax. Consequently, the form and level of these
taxes more or less remained unchanged for long periods of time,
ignoring occasional modifications in the light of administrative
exigencies. Any changes in the amount of commercial tax
revenue were due mainly to changes in the volume of trade,
rather than in the basic structure of the commercial tax system
itself. A brief survey of systems of commercial taxation prevalent
in different regions is given in the following section.
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(m) The Centrrl Hill R e g l m

Although jagat duties appear to have betn collected in the
traditional manner at different places in the central hill region,
information about the rates is meager. Paucity of documentary
evidence in this regard may be due to the fact that ijaradars,
through whom these duties were usually collected, were expected
to collect only what was customarily due. Only rarely were
ijaradars instructed to collect jagat duties at rates sanctioned by
the central government. For instance, jagat duties on the
Kathmandu-Tibet trade that passed through Listi were prescribed
at the following rates in 1818 :-

Table 4 : Jagat Duties on Kathmandu-Tibet Trade Tl~rougl~
Li sti, 181811

Commodity

...

Foodgrains, crushed rice, salt
Flour
..
...
Gur, yak-tails, lac
Blankets, borax, scrap copper, ghee,
- ..
oil, paper, medicinal herbs
...
Iron, other commodities
.
Musk
Sheep
.
Chyt~ngragoats

.-.

In 16-anna rupees.
Rate of Dutv
2 manas on each load
1 mana
do.
10 annas
do.
8 annas
do.
2 annas
do.
10 annas per seer
2 annas each and
1 animal on each
flock of 20
1 anna each and
1 animal on each
flock of 20.

It is possible that this was the general pattern of jagat taxation
in other areas also of the central bill region, but in the absence
of adequate documentation it is difficult to make any definitive
statement.
In the central hill region, particularly in Kathmandu Valley
and the adjoining hill areas, internal trade had developed sufficiently to warrant t h e imposition of transit duties of separate
designations on separate lines of commercial activity. There were
at least three categories of such duties :kapm, kirana and
bhainsi. Kaput denoted duties levied on raw cotton supplied to
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Kathmandu Valley from the adjoiniag hill regions. The customary
'rate was Rs 2 on each load, but RE 6 if the material had been
ginned.lS The term Kirana literally means "groceries";13 and in
Nepal it referred to duties levied on miscellaneous commercial
commodities other than foodgrains. No information is available
about the rates at which kiruna duties were collected. We only
know that copper produced in the Marsyangdi-Bheri region paid
Rs 1 1/4on each load containing 22 dharnis as kirano duty.14
Bhainsi means a buffalo, hence the term was used to denote
transit duties on these animals. Such duties were collected only
in Kathmandu Valley, with the exception of the town of Thimi,
as well as in Palpa in the western hill region, for reasons which
are not clear. The duty amounted to Rs 1 112 on each animal.
There wa? also a tax of Rs 2 on each animal slaughtered for
meat.lb
In addition to the transit duties mentioned above, there was a
tax known as nirkhi on actual transactions. Originally collected
the nirkhi tax was abolished
in almost all parts of the Kingd~rn'~,
some time around the end of the eighteenth century, but revived
in a modified form in 1805 in the central hill region, with the
exception of Palpa, Gulmi, Argha and Khanchi, again for
reasons which are not c l e a ~ l 7Commodities on which the nirkhi
tax was levied, and the rates of the tax, were as follows :la
Tahle 5 : Rates of Nirkhi Tux in the Central Hill Region
In 16 anna rupees.
1. Precious stones, pashmina, satins and
other cloth, hawks, horses and
elephants
2; Dry fruits, buffaloes, homespun cloth,
tea, borax, wax, yarn, etc
3. Iron, tobacco, medicinal herb; and
Paper
4. Raw cotton and salt
5. Copper
6. Yak-tails, cham
7. Musk
8. Sheep and goats

-

1 112 ad valorem
6 annas on each load
4 annas
do;
1 112 paisa do.
12 anna
do;
Rs 1-4 on each load
10 annas per seer
One animal from
a flock of 50
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Statistics of revenue collected in diarertnt years from kopa and
hhainsi duties, as well as from the nirkhi tax, are given in the
following table. No such information is available for kitma
.duties.

Table 6 : Revenue from Kapas, Bhainsi, and Nirkhi, 1805-51

Kapas
Bhainsi
Nirkhi

1805
17,0012"
N. A.22
15,00124

-

In Mohar rupees.
18511°
1831
27,65lZ1
15,000
2 1,502'
14,000
N . A.8"
13,501

These figures show that revenue from all these three categories
-of commercial taxes, kapas, bhainsi and nirkhi, increased during
the first quarter of the nineteenth century but declined steeply
thereafter. Revenue from kapas duties, for instance, increased
by 162.6 percent between 1805 and 1831, but declined to 88.2
percent of the 1805 figure by the middle of the czntury, possibly
because of the declining v olume of internal trade in cotton.
These taxes and duties were collected under the ijara system.
.That is to say, the right of collection was farmed out to individuals for a stipulated sum of money. The ijaradar for Bhainsi
duties, in particular, was allowed to appropriate income from
several other additional soilrces, such as a levy on new-born
buffalo calves, a tax on milk and yoghurt vendors, and fines and
penalties from buffalo-owners in the event their animals caused
physical injuries to any person. He was also granted the right to
dispense justice to people belonging to the kasai and pode
communities and appropriate income from fines, penalties, and
es~heats.2~
There was a separate ijara for collection of revenue from jagat
duties and miscellaneous other commercial sources in central
Nepal. The individual who held this ijare was granted authority
'to collect customs and transit duties on goods traded with India
and Tibet, operate monopolies in such commodities as borax.
bur, indip, hides and .skins, chares, wax and cardamom, affix
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seals on payment of fees on consignments of metal utensils
exported to Tibet, as well as on homespun cloth, and also,
exercise judicial and revenue authority on Newars living in the
Marsyangdi-Bheri region. Not all these sources come within the
ambit of the commercial-tax system as defined in this chapter,
but it is not possible to ascertain actual amounts collected from
specific sources. The total amounts of revenue stipulated by the
ijaradar in different years between 1785 and 1831 were as.
follows :-

Table 7 : Revenue from Miscellaneous Commercial Sources
in the Central Hill Region, 1785-1831
--

178s
1805
1816
1831

...
...

...

...

.-

In Mohar rupees.
11,00ia7
Rs 40,OO 12@
Rs 44.50IZs
Rs 72,7059'
RS

The amount of revenue thus increased by 263.6 percent between
1785 and 1805, and by 63.3 percent between 1816 and 153 1. In
contrast, the percentage of increase between 1805 and 1816 was.
only 11.2, obviously because of the inhibiting effect of war and
territorial expansion, Comparable figures are nor available after
the 1 30s, because the ijara was split into smaller units, some of
which were taken over for amanat management. For example,
as Hodgson recorded in 1831 : "The duties upon the Bhote
( i. e. Tibetan ) trade are levied by government through its own
officers, not farmed."31

(b) Far-Wea tern Nepal
In the far-western hill region beyond the Bheri river, jagot duties
were similarly collected on commodities traded with Tibet, as
well as on those supplied to the markets of the southern plains.32
There were also separate duties on horses, hawks and musk, and
a fee fop the stamping of homespun ~ 1 0 t h . An
~ ~ outstanding
feature of the commercial tax system in that region was the.
differential rates charged on local residents and outsiders. As
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shown in Chapter 3, the thek-thiti system was followed in the
Bheri-Mahakali region, under which the headman of each village
stipulated the payment of a certain sum of money every year on
behalf of the village community, The amount so stipulated was
based on an estimate of collactions from different sources, including the commercial taxes mentioned above. The village
community assumed liability to pay that amount irrespective of
the actual amount collected. The surplus or deficit, as the case
might be, was shared equallv by each household in the village.
So long as the stipulated amount was realized from each household, the actual revenue collected from commercial taxes and
other; sources was immaterial.

An example from a revenue settlement made at the village of
Ludkugaun in the Sija division of Jumla district in 1846 will help
to illustrate the nature of the system. The village comprised 41
households, the total amount assessed from different sources being
as follows

Table 8 : Tax-Assessments for Ludkugaun Village in Sijcr, Jumla.
District, 1846
Source
Homestead Tax
Saunefagu tax on roofs
Rice-land taxes
Water mills
Duties on hawks, horses and
musk, and fee for stamping
cloth
Walak levies
Judicial fees and fines

...
...
...

...

In 16-anna paisa rupees.
Amount 1
WS 26-12
Rs 5-2
RS 138-10 1/2
8 annas

Total
So long as the 41 households of Ludkugaun village paid about
five rupees each a year in fulfillment of their thek-thiti obli-
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gations, the commercial-tax component of that payment, and the
actual rates of taxation, mattered little.
However, not all the trade that passed through Jumla and
other districts in the far-western hill region was handled by the
local inhabitants themselves. Traders from Tibet, as well as
those from other adjoining districts such as Doti, Dullu and
Achham, visited Jumla for trade. These traders did not have
any fiscal obligations under the local thek-thiti arrangements,
hence separate arrangements were necessary to collect taxes on
the commodities they bought and sold in Jumla. Separate tariff
schedules were, therefore, prescribed for them. The following
schedule was introduced in Barhabis division of Jumla district in
September 1846.

Table 9 : Jagat Duties in Barhabis, Jumla, 1846
Description
Horses
Hawks
Sahi (female)
Jurra (male)
Musk
Blankets
Khandi cloth
Wax
Other commodities

In 16-anna rupees.
Rate of Duty
1 rupee each
1 rupee esch
8 annas each
1 anna per: pod
1 paisa each
1 paisa per; piece
1 anna per: dharni
1 anna for; each load;

.Irrespective of whether cominercial taxes were collected from
local residents or from outsiders, the proceeds were appropriated
by the concerned headman in the first instance and used to meet
the fiscal liabilities he owed under the thek-thiti system.
As noted in Chapter 7, commodities exported to India from the
'far-western hill region passed through one of several mandis,
'including hahmadeo-Mandi . At these places, export duties
-were collected on "horses, hawks, and other commodities" on
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which jagat duties had been paid. previously.
The rates of
export duties on horses and hawks are not available. According
to a royal order issued in May 1831, the rate was one wpee for
every five seers of weight, irrespective af the category.87
(c) Eastern Nepal

The eastern hill region beyond the Dudhkosi river was an
important source of primary commodities and handicrafts exported to India. Inasmuch as intra-regional trade in that sector
was insignificant, transit duties do not appear to have formed a
component ofthe commercial-tax system. Instead, duties were
collected at golas. As noted in Chapter 7, golas were originally
controlled by Limbu headmen under the k@at system of' local
autonomy. They were under obligation to pay a stipulated sum
of money to the government in consideration of the fiscal and.
judicial privileges that such autonomy provided. So long as
that obligation was met, the government saw no reason to interfere
by prescribing the rates of duties to be collected at the polar.
Even after a few galas were wrested from Limbu control and
placed under the control of ijuradars, the government was cautious
enough to issue inst~uctiansto the effect that "the traditional
customs and privileges of ryots and traders" should be retained,8t
obviously meaning that duties should be collected at customary
rates.
Commercial Tax Revenue

We have so far describsd the system. of commercial taxation
followed in different regions of the Kingdom during the nineteenth
century, but it is not possible, in the present state of our knowlege,
to make an estimate of the commercial tax revenue that was
actually credited to the central treasury. Chapter 8 had discussed
some of the reasons for a discrepancy between the amount of
revenue actually collected from praducers and the amount
deposited at the central treasury in Kathmandu. Two more may
be added in the context of commercial taxation : contractual
systems of collection, and extra-legal collections by revenue
functionaries.
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Commercial taxes, like most other taxes, wcro collected under
.different systems of a contractual nature, such as ijara and thrklthrti. U n d e ~these systems, the ij'orodar or the village headmen paid
to the government only the amount he had stipulated in advance
for the right to collect and appropriate taxes; the amount that he
was able to collect in excess of the stipulated figures constituted
his profit. The amount of commercial taxes paid by traders
through ijaradars and village headmen, consequently, was not
credited in full to the central treasury. In other words, commercial taxes were s h a d by the government with individuals and
functionaries charged with the responsibility of collection. The
circle was indeed a vicious one. Because the government lacked
the necessary resource base, it entrusted the task of collecting
,commercial taxes to individuals and functionaries, leaving it to
them to extract their share of economic surplus themselves from
traders; At the same time, because it relinquished a sizeable
percentage of commercial tax revenue in this manner, it lacked
the resource base to appoint salaried employees for the purpose.
The discrepancy between the commercial tax revenue of the
central government and the amount actually paid by t r ~ d e r swas
due also to the scope for extra-legal collections that was inherent
in the ijara and thek- thiti systems. Abuse of authority was the
invariable rule rather than the exception, but the common people
had no effective protection against this evili Traders, in particular, were more vulnerable to such abuse of administrative
authority, inasmuch as they held their wealth in such mobile and
hence easily extractable forms as money and goods. Consequently,
complaints against the arbitrary collection of taxes from traders
by ijaradars and other tax collection functionaries were a chronic
Between the
problem in almost all parts of the
arbitrary action of lecal3functionaries and the prohibitory orders
of the central government, however, lay an interval of time and
space which added to the tax burden of the trader without any
effective remedy.
Finally, it may be recalled that the term commercial taxation
has been used here to denote only taxes on the transit, export and
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sale of commodities produced from the Kingdom's agricultural
lands, mineral resourax and fonsts. Available statistics of
commercial tax-revenue will not, therefore, indicate the amount
collected from commodities of these categories. The following
statistics of commercial-tax revenue deposited at the central treasury in Kathmandu in 1853, for instanct, relate to revenues
collected from tcansit and customs duties and sales tax on both
imported and exported commodities ?'
Table 10 : Commercial Tax, Revenue, 1853
Source

In Mohar rupees
Amount

Golas of eastern Nepal
Butaul
Mandis of far-western Nepal
,Central region :
Sair duties at Chisapani
Kapas duties
Nirkhi
Bhainsi
Kir an a
Total

Rs 203,47 1

Commercial taxes of all categories thus yielded Rs 203,47 1. The
figure may be contrasted with the amount of Rs 1,448,388
collected as taxes on jazera lands in diffe~entregions of the
Kingdom during the same year. The conclusion is inescapable
that Nepali economy during the nineteenth century was largely a
subsistence economy with a low marketable surplus of commodities, hence an undeveloped commercial system and an
insignificant amount of commercial tax revenue.
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Personal Obligations and the
Supply of Commodities

The previous two chapters dealt with taxation as a means
whereby the state extracted a part of the econolnic surplus generated f r ~ mproduction and trade in the private sector through
the process of transfer;. At the same time, the transfer of
commodities from producers to the state in fulfillment of
personal rather than tenurial obligations was yet another way
.in which the surplus was extracted. We shall now discuss the
nature of thos : obligations, commodities that producers supplied
to the state without any payment while fulfilling them, and the
role of transfers in the resource-mobilization policies of the state.
Producers supplied commodities to the government without
any payment in fulfillment of personal obligations under two
main systems. The first system concerned the general obligation
of all subjects in the Kingdom to provide unpaid labor on a
compulsory basis for: pablic purpwes. It was in fulfillment of
that obligation that peaple were taken into the army, employed
in munitions factories, or forced to work as porters for the
transportation of mail and military stores. The state also impressed labor services under this system to construct and repair
forts, bridges, and irrigation channels, reclaim waste lands,
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capture wild elephants, and supply fuelwood, fodder, charcoal
and other materials required by the royal household as well as
by the civil and military establishments of the government.
This system of compulsory and unpaid labor was known as
jhara when exacted on a casual basis, and as rakam when exacted
on a regular basis. For instance, compulsory and upaid labor:
was exacted under the jhara system for the construction and
repair of forts, and under the rakam system for the regular
transportation of mail and nlilitary stores along prescribed
routes, as well as for the regular supply of fuelwood ; nd
charcoal to the royal household or to munitions factories.1 In the
context of the present study, we shall confine our attention
to jhara and rakam laboc services exacted for: the supply of
commodities to the state. Under the second system, members of
specific castes and,communities supplied to the state without any
payment commodities produced by them in the course of their
traditional occupational activity. Smkis ( leather-workers ),
communities which were engaged in hunting as an occupation,
or who customarily ate the flesh of dead cattle, and kamis.
(blacksmiths) were the most prominent among these caste and
communities.
Supply of Commodities

Chapter 5 had discussed how state-owne d agricultural lands
and mines were exploited through individuals for purposes of
production, whereas forest resources were exploited under: the
direct control of the state. Such exploitation was mainly confined
to the Tarai and inner Tarai regions. In the interior areas of
the hill region, on the other hand, the exploitation of forest
resources under; the direct control of the state was not a viable
commercial activity, mainly because of transport and marketing
problems. At the same time, the forests of the hill region
contained many raw materials used for the processing or manufacture of products needed by the royal household, or by the
civil and military establishments of the government. The stare
could have granted individuals access to such raw materials on a
commercial basis and subsequently purchased their products.
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However, such an eltchangz nsxlls pressp;roiei the development
of a market economy and a well-organized system of public
finance which the Kingdom did not possess during the nineteenth
century. The state, therefore, took recourse to the jhara and
rakam systems for processing forest products and producing
commodities needed by it.
It seems necessary a t this stage to understand correctly the
nature of the product transferred by the producer to the state in
fulfillment of unpaid-labor obligations. What the producer
actually transferred to the state was not a commodity produced
by him with his own labor and resources for sale in the market,
but what he was commissioned by the state to produce through
his state-owned labor-power. The jhara and rakarn systems thus
~esultedin the production of commodities that otherwise might
not have been produced at all, It may, therefore, be argued that
no transfer of the economic surplus generated by the producer is
actually involved. Twa points must be stressed in this connection.
I n the first plac:, the products of state-owned forest resources
would have acquired no use-value had not the producer's labor
been impressed under the jhara and rakgm systems to extract or
process them. Secondly. the state's right to employ unpaid labor
and the use of that right to produce commodities with materials
obtained from state-owned resources should not be treated as
two discrete economic institutions. When both these points are
taken into consideration, it would become clear that tht jhara
and rakam systems compelled the producer to supply commodities
t o the government without payment in fulfillment of unpaid-labor
obligations, and thus prevented him from appropriating in full
the economic surplus he had generated through their production,
The chief forest products that were supplied to the government
under the jhara and rakam systems were fodder, firewood, and
charcoal; Fodder was sup died under these systems for bulls,
elephants, and horses kept at the royal household. In 1804, for
instance, the inhabitants of Handigaun Village in Kathmandu
were ordered to supply 15 loads of grass, each load containing
56 dharnis, to the royal stables.= In subsequent years, specified
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households in several villages of Kathmandu Valley, including
Kirtipur3 and Chapagaun! were enrolled under the r u k ~ r nsystem
to supply fodder in this manner. These arrangements continued
throughout the rest of the nineteenth century. At times, inadequate supplies from this source made it necessapy for the
government t o purchase fodder. In 1804, for instance, a sum of
Rs 2510 was allccated from the revenues of Bhadgaun town to
finance the purchase of grass for the royal bulls for a one-year
period5 Grass cutters who supplied the commodity under: the
jhara OF rakam systems were naturally unable to take advantage
of this procurement arrangement and obtain payments for their
supplies. This example underscores the significance of the free
supply of fodder to the royal stables as a method of extracting
the economic surplus generated by grasscutters.
Firewood was similarly supplied to the royal household as
well as to munitions factories under the rakam system. At the
village of Chapagaun in Lalitpur district, for instance, sixteen
households had been enrolled a t the middle of the nineteenth
century for the supply of twelve loads of this commodity every
month to the royal household!
The obligation was often
commuted into a cash payment of 2 annas a load? Each household thus supplied firewood worth a t least Rs 1 112 every month,
OF Rs 18 evefly year, without any payment. At the same time,
it was granted free access to the local forests for supplies of the
commodity.
Charcoal was possibly the most important commodity supplied
to the state without payment in fulfillment of labor obligations.
During the late eighteenth century, it was supplied on an ad hoc
basis whenever the government needed it.8 The development of
the muniticns industry in Kathmandu and elsewhere in subsequent years increased the demand for charcaal and necessitated
systematic arrangements to ensure adequate and uninterrupted
~
quantities
supplies through recourse to the rakam s y ~ t e m .Some
ofcharcoal wt re also supplied to the royal household, and even
the British Resident at Kathmandu received free supplies of this
commodity under that system. The scale of production and
supply of charcoal u n d e ~the rakam system is truly impressive.
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For instance, in 1800 all households of Thecho Village in
Lalitpur were placed under: the obligaticn of supplying one
dharni of charcoal every day, or 360 dharnis every year, to the
munitions factory at Kathmandu.l0 The obligation continued
throughout the remaining years of the nineteenth century.ll By
1893, the number of households in that village who supplied
charcoal under this system had gone up to 305. The total quantity
supplied every year by these 305 households, at the rate of 360
dharnis each, thus amounted to 109,800 dirarnis13 or approximately 250 tons. The total quantity of charcoal supplied to the
state without any payment under the rnkom system from
numerous villages in and around Kathmandu Valley can be
essily imagined.
In the absence of the rakam system, munitions factories, as well
as the royal household, would have been- forced to buy supplies
of charcoal in the market, and producers would have benefitted
from the exchange; This actually happened once during the
1855-56 Nepal-Tibet war. Because charcoal was needed in
quantities in excess of what could be supplied under existing
rakam arrangements, the government offered to buy additional
supplies at the rate of 1 onna a dharni.l3 Charcoal producers,
consequently, obtained a pr;ice.for their: product that they had
been denied under: the rakam system. The official procure~nent
price may have been less than the current market price, but it
may be used as a basis to calculate the approximate amount of
economic surplus that the government was able to extract from
charcoal producers in fulfillment of their compulsory and unpaid
labor obligations. The 109,800 dharnis of charcoal that the 305
households of Thecho Village in Lalitpur: district supplied every
year to the government was thus worth at least 109,800 annas, OF
Rs 6,862 112.
In addition to their regular obligations under the r akam system,
peasants were often required to supply specified c- mmodities for
the use of the royal household. These commodities were usually
the products of forests and rivers to which access was free. For
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instance, in July 1807, local administrators in all the districts of
the eastern Tarai region were ordered to supply spzcified quantities of such commodities as n~edlcinalherbs, lac, rhinoceros horn,
ivory, deerskins, and bile of fish an J bear.14 The labor involved
in the extraction and collection of these commodities was obviously exacted on a compulsory and unpaid basis from the local
(peasantry,hence the government was able to meet its requirements
without the use of money. Arrangements were made for the
purchas: of medicinal herbs required for the royal l~ouseholdonly
when these were not availabl: in local forests.16
C a s t e and Communal

Obligations

As noted ~t the beginning of this chapter, caste was another
factor, besides tenure, that had a bearing on the nature of the
producer's economic obligations. Nepali society has traditionally
been based on caste. Even when communities which customarily
were not divided on the basis of caste were brought under
Gorkhali rule, an intricate framework of caste relationships was
devised which relegated to each a definite place in the over-all
caste hierarchy. At a relatively low stratum of that hierarchy
came such occupational castes as sarki ( leather-workers ) and
kami ( blacksmiths ). Such low-status, untouchable castes enjoyed
a monopoly in their occupations, bgt were at the same time
subject to obligations, both customary and statutory, to transfer
to the state a part of their production without any payment. A
dependent tenurial status and an inferior caste status had thus
much the same impact on the nature of the producer's economic
obligations to the state,
It fulfillment of personal obligations based on caste OF
communal status, hides and skins were made available free of
cost to munitions factories. The obligation was imposed on people
belonging mainly to three categories. Sarkis or leather-workers
comprised one of these categories, and people who engaged in
hunting as a means of livelihood comprised another. The third
category comprised people belonging to communities who
customarily ate the sino or flesh of dead cattle, such as Bhote,
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Hayu, and Gurung. The Gorkhali rulers imposed an absolute
ban on cow slaughter in the areas they brought under their
control, but tolerated the practice of sinolating. At the same time,
in an attempt to discourage the practice, they granted exemption
from the hides and skins levy to any person belonging to these
communities who pledged to renounce it. Many people belonging
to the Gurung and other communities in the hill regions took
advantage of this offer to avoid the levy. Subsequent events
proved, however, that the abnegation was a matter of expediency
rather: than of principle. Once the exemption was formally
announced, they reverted to their normal way of life and continued to take the flesh of dead cattle. The recalcitrant individuals
were punished with fines and their obligation to supply hides
and skins to the munitions factory without any payment was
restored.l0
The history of the obligation imposed on these communities to
supply hides and skins without any payment dated to the early
1790s after a munitions factory was established in Kathmandu.
Between 1794 and 1799, each household belonging to the Sarki
community in the central hill region was ordered to supply two
pieces of cattle or: buffalo hides, or bear, tiger, or deer skins, for
use in the factory every year. The obligation could be commuted
into a cash payment of 2 annas from each sarki household.
'People belonging to hunting and sino-eating communities supplied
only one piece of hide or skin, or else paid 2 annas each in lieu
of that obligation. In 1804, these arrangements were extended to
the far-eastern hill region.li Presumably because the current
price of hides and skins was higher than the official commutation
price of 4 annas each, sarkiz and other communities appear to
have preferred to have their obligations .commuted to a cash
payment. In 1851, only 722 pieces of hides and skins were
actually supplied to the Kathmandu Munitions Factory; nearly
18,500 pieces were commuted to a cash payment totalling approximately Rs 4,625.1°

Ramis, or blacksmiths, were similarly required to make free
supplies of charcoal to stateowned munitions factories and other
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military establish ments.lg The charcoal requirements of the
munitions factory a t Pyuthan, for instance, were met wholly by
selected Kami households in the Bheri-Mahakali region." Kamis
thus discharged not only general obligations under the jhara
system, but also special obligations pertaining to the nature of
their occupational activity. As some Kamis of the Pyuthan area
complained in 1874 :21
We have been providing porterage services for the transportation of money as well as of iron to Dailekh, Silgadi,
Dadeldhura and Jhulaghat. Moreover, 140 icami hous:holds
of this area have each been supplying 126 dharnis of charcoal
every year. Now we have been ordered to transport barrels
required for rifles. How can we discharge such multiple
obligations ?
The government remitted the newly-imposed obligation, but left
unchanged the traditional obligation of the Kamis to supply.
charcoal.a2
Concluding Remarke

Compared with the taxation of production and trade, the.
supply of commodities in fulfillment of personal obligations under
the jhara and rakam systems, or of caste and communal obligations, was certainly not an important means through which the
state used the process of transfer to extract a part of the econo~nic
surplus generated by producers. It must be borne in mind, nevertheless, that these systems ensured the regular supply of such
essential materials required for the production and transportation
of munitions as charcoal, and hides and skins. In the absence of
those systems, the state would have had to take recourse to
arrangements for the procurement of such commodities on a
scale that would have been formidable from both administrative
and financial viewpoints. Moreover, without the element of
coercion that was an integral aspect of personal obligations of
both these categories, there was no certainty that people would
engage in the production of commodities that the state required:
for its munitions factories and other establishments. The f~ee:
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supply of commodities in fulfillment of personal obligations,
therefore, supplemented rat her than conflicted with the taxation
of production and trade as means t o extract economic surpluses
from the private sector through the process of transfer.
Chapters 8-10 discussed the different systems under which the
state extracted a part of the economic surplus generated by
producers and traders without any quid pro quo. These systems,
taxation of production and trade, and the free supply of commodities i n fulfillment of personal obligations under the jhara and
rakam systems as well as of caste and communal obligations,
come under the general category of transfers as defined in
Chapter: 2. The following two chapters concern the systems under
which the state achieved the same objective, that is, extraction of
the economic surplus generated from production and trade,
through the process of exchange, rather than through transfer.
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Chapter 2 had listed comp~lsory procurem=nt, monopoly trade,
and state trading as the main mean; adopted by the state to
extract a part of the economic surplus generated by the producer
and the trader through the process of exchange. The econom ic
surplus extracted in this manner assumed t w ~forms : commodities required by the state for its civil and military establishments,
and revenue in money. We shall now discuss separately these two
objectives of surplus-extraction policies based on the process of
exchange. That is to say, our discussion will be focussed on the
objectives rather than the means of surplus-extraction, so as to
facilitate a comprehension of these policies in a broad perjpxtive.
Policies followed for the procurement of comm ~ditie;will be
discussed in the present chapter; and those aimed at raising
revenue in money through monopalies and state-trading arrangements in Chapter 12;
The systems of compulsory procurement and monopoly trade
that the state followed with the objectiv: of procuring commodities required for its civil and military establishments supplemented systems of commodity supply through th? process of
transfer. Chapte~8 discussed how the state met a part of its
nezds for copper, iran and lead through in-kind taxes on mineral
production. Similarly, Chapter 10 described how the state used
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its traditional authority to impress labor from the people on a
,compulsory and unpaid basis under the jhara and rakurn systems,
as well as in fulfillment of caste and occupational obligations, to
meet its needs of charcoal, hides and skins, and other commo-dities. Because of such factors as the expanding size of the army
and the administration, the state was unable to meet fully its
needs through such transfers alone. Consequently, commodities
were also procured directly from producers and traders against
payments in money. To be sure, this did not mean that the state
made payments for commodities at prices determined by demand
and supply, for this would have made it necessary to spend largcr
sums of money than warranted by its available revenues.
The state, therefore, took recourse to its coercive powers to manipulate the terms of trade in such a manner: that procurement
prices were cheaper: than those current in the market.
For the procurement of commodities on favorable terms, the
state exercised its coercive powers under two systems : compulsory
procurement and lnonopoly trade. Under both these systems,
producers and traders were compelled to sell to the state specified
commodities in quantities and at prices dictated by the state itself.
The difference between the pricz that the state or its agents paid
for supplies of the concerned commodity, and the price that the
producer and the trader would have been able lo secure in the
market in the absence of compulsory procuremen or monopoly
trade arrangements, constituted the indirect payment of a tax on
that commodity, through which the state was able to extract a
part of the economic surplus. The distinction between the two
systems hinges on the question of how trade was conducted in
the excess quantity left after meeting the requirements of the state.
Under the compulsory procurement system, producers and traders
were free to sell the excess quantity in the market without any
interference from the state. On the other hand, under the monopoly trading system, the state assumed the exclusive right to buy
all available supplies, thereby leaving no scope for private trade
in that commodity except under state control. Moreover, the
monopoly trading system was much wider in scope than the
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compulsory procurement system. Whereas the latter was used
only for the procurement of commodities, monopolies were often.
also introduced for r i s i n g revenue. There were thus two
categories of monopolies, one for procuring commodities and the
other for raising revenue; we may designate them as procurement
monopolies and revenue monopolies respectively. Procurement
monopolies will be discussed in the present chapter and revenue
monopolies along with the state-trading system, in Chapter 12.
I t must, however, be stressed that monopolies often did not fit
into a clearxut classification, but presented a combination of
procurement and tevenuc objectives. Such composite monopolies.
enabled the state to procure supplies of the concerned commodity,
or to collect payments in cash in the light of its changing
needs, and so were more flexible arrangements than compulcory
procurement.
The system actually adopted by the state for: the procurement
of any specific commodity, whether: compulsory procurement or
monopoly trade, depended mainly on two considerations; the
availability of sufficient supplies and the extent of the demand in
the private sector. If the commodity was available in relatively
abundant quantities, the state procured necessary supplies from
producers and traders under the compulsory procurement system.
Often scarce commodities too were procured under this system if
there was no demand in the private sector and hence no private
trade. On the other: hand, if supplies were relatively scarce,
whereas the demand in the private sector was quite big, the state
imposed a system of monopoly trade in the concerned commodity,
thereby pecmitting private trade only after its own needs were met
in full. For instance, the government met its requirements of
foodgrains and clothing for: the army through compulsoryprocurement arrangements, but preferred to procure supplies of
copper under the monopoly system. The state's demand
for those commodities outstripped the private demand,
so that the state was in any case the biggest buyer;. The state,
therefore. found it expedient to move from a position of
predominance to one of monopoly in the trade in such,
commodities.
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The commodities that the state procured under the compuliory
procurement or monopoly trading systems may be placed in two
broad categories. The first category consisted of commodities
required for military purposes, such as copper, iron, lead, saltpeter, wax and other materials used in munitions production. as
well as food and clothing for the army. Commodities required
for miscellaneous non-military purposes may be placed in the
second category. They included writing paper used in government
offices, rice needed for feeding state-o\hned elephants, and sacrificial buffaloes required for state religious ceremonies.
A. Military Sapplies

1. Sapplies for Munitione Factories
By the early years of the nineteenth century, factories had
been started in Kathmandu and several other parts of the
Kingdom for the production of cannon, rifles, gunpowder, and
other munitions. Those factories consumed copper, iron, lead
and saltpeter in large quantities, in addition to such other
materials as wax. Accordingly, arrangements were made for
their procurement under the compulsory procurement or mon*
poly trading systems to supplement supplies made in fulfillment
of tenurial obligations.
Copper, in particular, was in demand for many purposes; It
was used in the manufacture of household utensils and in casting
bells and images. The metal was needed by the state in large
quantities for coinage, and mixed with zinc to 1-roduce brass for:
casting cannon. Copper, consequently, was a more prized metal
compared with either iron or lead. No doubt, all these metals
had vital strategic uses, but copper formed the basis of the
coinage system as well. This difference perhaps explains why the
Gorkhali rulers brought the copper trade under a state monopoly,
but limited themselves to the compulsory procurement of iron
and lead.
Chapter: 6 had described the organization of copper production
under the ijarr system. The ijoradar, under that system, con-
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trolled not only the production of copp:r .bat also its trade.
That is to say, he collected from miners the half-share of their
output that they owed to the state in consideration of the right
granted to them to use state-owned mineral resources, and moreover, exercised an exclusive right to buy the balance that the
miners were allowed to retain as their; own share.
The main features of the copper monopoly may be illustrated
with reference to regulalions enforced in the Marsyangdi-Bheri
region. Those regulations, first enforced in 18 12 when copper
mines in that region were taken over for amanat management,
were retained in substantially the same form after they were
placed again under: the ijaro system in 18 14. They prescribed :

A monopoty has been introduced for copper mined in the
Marsyangdi-Bheri region. Procure suppl~es needed for
minting coins at the mints of Beni and Baglunge D o not let
surplus quantities be smuggled to the soath. In case miners,
traders, or other persons make an attempt to smuggle coppep
in contravention of these regulations, confiscate the materials
and punish the guilty persons.
The system of monopoly trade in copper was actually less monolithic than these formal arrangements suggest. There were veak
links in the structure, primarily because the volume of production outstripped the financial resources available to ijaradars.
Attempts were made to solve the problem in an ingenious way by
permitting private trade under licenses issued by the ijaradar.
Traders purchased copper: from miners against such licenses,
and resold it to the ijaradar, if he chose to buy it, or else minted
it into coins on payment of a fee. They were not allowed to
expoit the metal in crude form. As the regulations stated
The ijaradar shail invest his own funds for purchasing copper
mined in the Marsyangdi-Bheri region. In else he is not able
to procure sufficient funds, he may issue licences to traders
to purchase copper from miners. However, such copper must
be supplied to the mint. The ijaradar shall purchase copper
supplied by traders in this manner at reasonable prices, or
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mint it into coins on payment of the prescribei fees if they
so request. In case traders do not supply their copper to the
mint, but sell it elsewhere, the ijaradur shall confiscate the
metal and punish the guilty persons.
The inability of th: ijaradar to procure sufficient funds to operate
the monopoly was not the reason why private trade in copper
was permitted notwithstanding the monopoly. Yet another re3son
was the need to meet the demand for the metal for the manufacture of household utensils. Inasmuch as coppersmiths lacked the
means to procure necessary.quantities directly from miners or from
the ijaradar and hold stocks, traders were permitted to operate in
the capacity of middlemen. The regulations, therefore, added :'
The ijaradar shall supply copper a t current prices to traders
for the manufacture of household utensils for use inside tbe
Kingdom. If copper supplied to traders for this purpose is
smuggled to the south, the ijaradar shall confiscate it and
punish the guilty persons.
But though exports were prohibited, there seems to have been no
restriction on the outflow of the metal to India in the form of
minted coins. One might indeed suspect that the real intention
was not to check the export of copper, but to raise revenue from
minting fees.
It is significant that the price of copper for procurement under
the rnonopoly system never appears to have been officially
fixed. Ijaradars were only instructed to pgrchase the metal
from producers and traders at a reasonable price, rather than
a t any specific price. It goes without saying that as the single
buyer of the commodity, the Garafar was usually able to dictate
the price.
The government realized the possibility of the
monopolist buying the metal a t a "confiscatory" rate, rather
,than at the current rate, and prescribed penalties for: such
offense^.^ Whether such warnings were really effective is, of
course, another matter.
Ijaradars usually stipulated the payment of a

specified sum
of money to the state, rather than the supply of a specified
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quantity of copper. The following table gives statistics of
payments stipulated by ijarndars for the n~onopoly trade in
copper in the Chepe/Marsyangdi-Bheri region in different years
between 1794 and 1852 :

Table 11 : Revenue from Mines in the Chepe/MursyungdiBheri Region 1794-1851
Amount
In Mohar rupees*

Year
1794
1803
1814
1824
1836
1851

...
...
...
...
...
...

-

Rs 8,00Ie
RS 12,001~
Rs 34,001'
Rs 37,001@
Rs 44,0021°
Rs 28,00211

Such arrangements for: fulfilling ijaru obligations through,
payments in money should not be interpreted to mean that the
ijarudar used the entire available quantity of copper to mint
coins. Such was not the case. Rather, the state appears to have
reserved the right to demand the supply of copper whenever it so
needed,12 The ijaradIlr was then ordered to supply the required.
quantity of the metal, and the value of such supplies was adjusted.
against the amount due from him.l3 The monopoly was thus a
flexible arrangement; it enabled the state either to procure copper
in quantities actually required by munitions factories, OF to
collect payments in money according to its needs at any time.
Copper supplied in this manner was then transported to Kathmandu and other destinations through relays of porters.14 If it
was not possible to procure supplies of copper in this manner,
arrangements were often made to make collections in cash on
! he basis at' prices prevailing in the Kathmandu market.16
In contradictinction to the monopoly trade in copper, no
restrictions appear to have been imposed on. private trade in the
share of iron that producers and ijaradars retained a f t e ~meeting
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their obligations to the state. The dernand of munitions factories
for the metal was almost wholly met through supplies made by
producerb in fulfillment of tenurial obligations. In extraordinary
circumstances, arrangements were made to procure the miners'
share under the c ~mpulsoryprocurement system. Such a situation
arose in early 1805, a few months after; fighting had been
resumed on the Kumaun-Ga~hwalfront, when miners in the hill
regions adjoining Kathmandu Valley were instructed :la
Iron is being cdnsumed in large quantities in the munitions
factory. You are, therefore, ordered to work hard and increase production. Supply the stipulated quantity of the
metal to the munitions factory. Do not sell the remaining
quantity elsewhert: so long as the government is willing to
purchase it. Obtain payments from the government and
supply iron to the munitions factory at locally current prices.
Local administrators in the hill districts were similarly ordered
to purchase iron under the compulsoty procurement system,
recruit local ironsmiths on jhora basis, and manufacture cannonb a l l ~ . ~Nevertheless,
'
the use of iron for the manufacture of
cannon-balls was a costly affair. As Cavanag h has noted, "( the
Nepalis ) are unable to cast iron," hence "( cannon-balls ) made
of ( that ) metal are beaten, and a single ball fully requires
the labour of three men throughout the whole of one day, ere it
is fit for use."]8 Cavanagh, therefore, estimated that each ball,
if made of iron, would cost a rupee, including the expense of
charcoal.10 It is possible that iron was used for this purpose
notwithstanding the cost because lead, although cheaper, was
relatively scarce, and exigencies of war; made considerations of
cost irrelevant. One may assume that lead, rather than iron, was
used to the extent of its a~ailability.~'All available supplies of
lead were, therefore, earmarked for state procurement, thereby
leaving no scope for either: internal trade or export. As Hamilton
has recorded : "All the metal is restrved for the Raja's
magazines.21 According to regulations prolnulgated in 1803 in
t h e name of the Kapardar, or Chief of the royal household iaa
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Metal and o t h e ~payments due from lead mines anywhere in
the Kingdo m shall lce supplied to the royal palace through
the Kapardar. N o sale of lead shall be permitted without the
permission of the palace;
Miners who supplied their production of lead to customers other
than the state were threatened with severe p u n i ~ h r n e n t . ~ ~
Wax was used by munitions factories for casting cannon. Some

quantities were also used for the manufacture of candles required
for the royal household. Arrangements were made to meet these
needs by bringing the wax trade under a state monopoly which
actually operated through a n ijaradar. The monopoly trade in
wax dated back to the early 1790s, presumably after the establishment of the Kathmandu Munitions Factory in 1793. The wax
monopolist, whose jurisdiction extended over the entire Kingdom,
was placed under the obligation of supplying a specified quantity
of the commodity to the state rather than moneyAz4 He was
required to make purchases "with cash in one hand and the
commodity on the other" a t locally current prices, and exports
were banned." Preparations for war in 1805 gave a further
impetus to these procurement arrangements. In order to maximize procurement of wax to meet the growing needs of the
munitions factory for the casting of cannon, the monopolist was
placed under the obligation of procuring maximum possible
quantities, rather than a specified quantity stipulated in advance;
In view of this open-ended nature of the monopoly, he was
allowed a con~missionof 2 annas on each dharni of wax he was
able to procure.26 In subsequent years, these monopoly arrangements for the procurement of wax were used mainly to ensure a
regular: supply of candles to the royal household.27
Saltpeter, which was required for the manufacture of gunpowder,
was another: commodity covered by the qompulsory procurement
system. As noted in a previous chapter, it was extracted from a
kind of saline earth in some parts of the eastern Tarai region, as
well as in the inner Tarsi area of Chitaun. The illanufacturers
were under: obligation to supply half of their output to the state
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without any payment. 'Ibis was collected on behalf of the
government by i jaradars, who in addition, procured the balance
on a compulsory basis at a price fixed by the government. The
procurement price was Rs 5 a maund in 1782. It was reduced
to Rs 3 112 in 17 9g28 and remained at that level for several
decades. The ijaradar then supplied the stipulated quanrity of
s a l peter
~
to the go~ernment at specified destinations in return for
specified privileges and concessicns. It should be noted that
saltpeter was not a commercial commodity; the domestic demand
was confined to the government, and compulsory procurement
arrangements made exports out of the question.
The following example illustrates the manner in which the
ijara system was applied for the compulsory procurement of
saltpeter. In 1809, Benudatta Thapa and Narajit Gurung were
granted a three-year ijara for the compulsory procurement of
salt-eter in about t 3 villages of Saptari, Maholtari, Rautahat,
Parsa and Chitaun districts. They were required to supply 1,545
maunds of refined saltpeter at Hitaura and Sindhuli for: onward
transmission to Kathmandu. In consideration of that obligation,
they were permitted to appropriate revenue from agricultural
lands, forests, a n d other sources, and also granted authority to
administer just ice in the villages placed under their jurisdiction.
The ijaradars bere also allowed to collect the state's share of
saltpeter production, as well as to procure the rnanufacturerb'
share a t the official price.ga
There were several important centers of gunpowder production
in the hill regions also, where local supplies of saltpeter were
inadequate. Pyuthan, in the south-western part of the Kingdom,
was one of these centers. Oldfield has noted that "saltpeter
abounds in the neighbourhood" of PyuthanS1but apparently not on
a scale sufficient to meet the requirements of the local gunpowder
factory. The problem created by the shortage of saltpeter in Pyuthan was solved in an ingenious way. The inhabitants of neighboring villages were placed under: the obligation of supplying saltpeter at a fixed price. Instead of paying them in cash, the government adjusted the cost of the supplies against the homestead-
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tax revenue due from them.8a The villagers had to procure surplus

from as far a s Nepalgunj in the far-western Tarai region, and
at times even from the adjoining area,r of India. The difficulty
they faced in transporting supplies over long distances was compounded by the state procurement rate of 7 dharnis of saltpeter
per: rupee, which was first fixed in 1807, and remaind unchanged
until the entire arrangement was abolished more than half a
century later in 1864.3s
2. Food and Clothing for the army

The need to feed and clothe troops stationed in different parts
of the Kingdom gave an additional dimension to the compulsory
procurement system. Such procurement arrangements were
made in the far eastern and western parts of the Kingdom where
large contingents of the army were stationed. Jagir lands in most
.of these districts yielded incomes in cash rather than in
commodities. It was, therefore, necessary to purchase foodgrains
from local producers and traders. The need was met by compelling producers to supply specified cornmojities a t statutory prices
in partial fulfillment of their fiscal obligations. In other words,
ccmrnodities were procured from producers, and their value,
as determined on the basis of procurement prices fixed by the
government, was adjusted againts the tax due from them. In Jumla,
for instance, a part of the revenue assessment was actually paid
in commodities such as foodgrains, salt, ghee, oil, and cotton and
woolen goc ds at perscribed conversion rates."* The keynote of
these arrangements was the differential between the current
market rates and the procurement prices of the commodities
procured froin producers c n a compulsory basis. Such a differential was unavoidable, a s otherwist: the compulsory procurement system would have lost its rationale. In Morang district,
according to Hamilton, the ijaradar " ... incurs a heavy expense
in furnishing the regular troops with provisions, which he must
do at a price fixed by the government, and which is always far
below the market price; but he squeezes a great part of this from
the neighbouring
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Because jagir lands in the central hill region yielded rents in
the form of commodities to military personnel stationed at
Kathmandu, the food-procurement arrangements described above
had no parallel. However, cotton cloths of different varieties used
in military uniforms were procured in the eastern hill rcgion on a
compulsory basis. Such uniforms ere made of European broad~ l o t h , ~but
o indigenous materials were used for lining and other
purp0ses.~7 The procurement prices fixed for different varizties
of cotton cloth in that region in 1811 were as follows
Table 12 : Procurememt Prices of Handloom Cloths in the

Eastern Hill Region, 1811
l3escri~tion
Chyanga, Khandi

do.

.Khandi
Chin:

In 16-anna rupees
Specifications
Price ( F r lenght )
1

20 x 1~ cubits
1

24 X 16-cubits
5 x 3 cubits
1

One rupee
do.
8 amas

16 x 1~ c u b i t s

One rupee

5 x 3 cubits

do.

1

16 x 1*

cubits

do.

I n order to facilitat procurement, weavers were requlred to
manufacture cloths according to prescribed specification^.^^

B. Non-Military Supplies
Paper, foodgrains, and sacrificial animals were the main
comlnodities procured for non-military purposes under monopoly
and compulsory procurement systems.
The expanding size of the civil and military establishment of
the Gorkhali rulers led to a progressive increase in the demand for
paper. For Kathmandu, the main source of supply was the
Khinchet area of Nuwakot district, where paper of exceptionally
g o ~ dquality was manufactured. Since the late eighteenth century,
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paper manufactured in Khinchet was procured. on a compulsory
basis to meet the requirements of government offices. The local
paper manufacturers were, undcr that system, compelled to sell
their entire output to the government at the official price.40 No
private trade was allowed in paper manufactured in that area. As
the number of government offices proliferated, Khinchet alone
could not meet the growing demand in full. Measures were,
therefore, taken to opcn up new sources of supply in the hill
areas east and west of Kathmandu Valley. The simple compulsory procurement arrangements that had been introduced in
Khinchet werc cbviously not suited to the expanded sources.
Accordingly, during the 1820s, trade in paper: nlanufactured in
other parts of the central hill region, between the Marsyangdi
river in the best and the Dudhkosi river in the east, was brought
under a monopoly. The monopoly had a two-fold objective; t a
facilitate he collection of revenue from this source and ensure
cheep supplies of the ccmnicdity for the use of government
offices. Under the terms of the monopoly, producers and traders
in the Marsyangdi-Dudhkosi region were under obligation to sell
paper only I o the monopolist, who paid a stipulated sum of
money every year * o the government, and supplied paper to
government offices at specified prices, or the actual market
prices, whiche~erMere l o ~ t r .The procurement price was fixed
at 16 d h ~ p s( 1 dhep : 20 sheets ) a rupee, which remained unchanged throughout the rest of the nineteenth century.41
Besides meeting the needs of the government at a concessional
price, the parer monc poly fetched a revenue of Rs 1,50 1 in
1828.42 The figure declined to Rs 938 by the middle of the
~
because growing quantities
nineteenth c e n t ~ r y , 4presumably
we re supplied to meet the government's requirements.
Usually, rice needed for feeding state elephants was collected
in the form of rents from agricultural lands assigned for the
purpose both in the Tarai districts4*and in Kathmandu Valley.4s
When supplies obtained from that source proved insufficient, or
when it was not practicable to assign lands, the state resorted to
the compulsory procurement system to procure what it
needed.46
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Male buffaloes required for ritual sacrifice at the royal p l a e e
during the Duhain festival were similarly purchased under the
compulsory procurement system from about 140 villages around
Kathmandu Valley. The official procurement price for o w
"large, pure-bred animal, free from any major physical defect,"
o
each. Approxinlately 200 buffaloes were procured
was t ~ rupees
each year in this ma11ner.~7
Concluding Remarks
The compulsory procurement and monopoly systems were
based on the principle that the state possessed the right to procure
commodities for its use a t prices below those prevailing in the
market. As stressed a t the beginning of this chapter, these
systems would have lost their rationale in the absence of this
price differential. At the same time, one may be justified in
wondering why prices, once fixed, remained unchanged for long
periods of time. We have noted how the official price of paper,
~ retained at
first fixed at 16 dheps a rupte during the 1 8 2 0 ~was
that level for ?he rest of the nineteenth century. The example of
wax, saltpeter, and other commodities covered by state monopolies
and compulsory procuren~ent arrangements is no d~fferent.~'
Surely it would have been possible to make an upward revision
in procurement prizes from time to time, pa~ticularly wheu
military needs were less urgent at the middle of the nineteenth
century than during the early years.
Obviously, the supplier faces greater problems wben he is a
trader rather than a producer, for, in the event that commodities
are procured from a trader a t prices fixed arbitrarily by government employees, he suffers a direct loss of capital. This seems
to have been the problem faced by traders who supplied "ghee,
oil, rice, goats and buffaloes" to military personnel stationed in
Dhankuta during the 1830s. Tbey complained that "because
the local authorities pay for such supplies at prices lower than
what we have to pay to the ryots, we are suffering losses."4g The
government thereupon ordered the local authorities "to pay for
supplies at prices which the suppliers themselves pay to the
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v,ryots, and not hapass them by causing them losses." It is diificult
to believe that the order acted as a brake on the highhended
behavior of the local authorities. In any case, the order war
unrealistic, because it failed to provide for a margin of profit to
,the supplier.

'

The compulsory procurerrlent system, in particular, opened up
the doors for abuse and corruption, and was frequently abubed
by local functionaries and other influential people fc;r personal
, benelit. For instance, complaints were received from Rautahat in
18 12 that local.civi1 and military personnel "pay only helve anna
in the rupee while purchasing rice, pulses, goats, cloth, and other:
goods."60 Similarly, in 1841 the inhabitants of Pdnauti in the
eastern hill region complained that local o:ficials and functionaries
procured buffaloes. goat, sheep, ducks and chicken from them
without any payment, or, at times, a t half the current prices. ti
The highhanded behaviour of the procuremznt officials aggravated
the difficulties of the producers. The peasants of Bara district,
for instance, complained in 1828 that employees who received
rice supplied for state elephants under the compulsory procurement system "forcibly underweigh the supplies and impose fines
even if there is a delay of only two days."62 Moreover, hattisar
functionaries procured supplies at the official price not only for
the elephants but also illegally for t h e r n ~ e l v e sIndeed,
. ~ ~ the burden
of supplying foodgrains for state-owned elephants a t the official
procuremnt price; was considered so onerous that in 1849
inhabitants of newly-settled villages in the e j t e ~ nTarai region
were e~einptedfra.n that obligation as a spzzial conce~sion.~"
Given the scale on which comm~dities were procured for
meeting the requirements of the state, such a b ~ s e swere perhaps
inevitable. The government made attempts to check them wheneve@it rece'ved complaints from the vict1:ns. In the BheriMahakhli region, according to regulations promllted in 1835 :55
Local headmen and ryots shall supply foodgrains to visiting
officials and military personnel at reasonable prices. No one
.shall collect anything forcibly. Those who do so, as well
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as ryots who refuse to supply foodgrains in their possession,
shall be punished.
Similarly, regulations were promulgated for Patan tonn in
1843 directing local functionaries not to appropriate goats, sheep
and bufhloes without any payment for the use of the state, but
to pay reasonable prices for these animals. The forcible
appropriation of animals kept by the local people for their own
~ ~ the absence of effective
sacrifices was alsb p r ~ h i b i t e d .In
enforcement melsures, howzver, one can hardly expect such wellintentioned regulations to hdve had much practical effect.
The compalsory procurement and -monopoly trading systems
were perhaps indispensable in the circumstances prevailing during
the early nineteznth centu ry. The Kingdom was then still engaged
in the campaign of territorial exp~nsion,and it would be too
much to expect the Gorkhali rulers to have depended on the
open market for; thz supply of essential materials. The normal
considerations of social and economic justice can hardly apply
in a situation in which the primary motivation of the state
stemmed from such extra-ecanomic objectives as war and territorial conque,t. If, therefore, these systems prevented producers
and traders from obtaining the same prices for their commodities
that they would have been able to obtain in the open market in
the absence of state intervention, their loss must be regarded as a
part of their contribution to the war effort. However, the burden
of such contributions was not shared proportionately by all classes
in the society. One may also wonder why the restrictions were
retained long after the campaign of war and territ~rialexpansion
had come to an end after the Nepal-Britain war.
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Revenue Monopolies and the State

Trading System

As stressed repeatedly in previous chapters, state intervention
in production and trade was aimed primarily a t raising resources
in the form of commodities and money. Procurement of
commodities under the compulsory procurement and monopoly
trading systems formed the subject matter of Chapter 11. We
shall now discuss the systems that enabled the state to raise
Tesources in money : revenue monopolies and state trading.
Monopoly trade was defined in Chaptzr 11 in the context of
arrangements for the procurement of commodities. Under that
system, the state assumed the exclusive right to buy any specified
commodity, thereby eliminating private competition in trade in
that commodity. Weshall here deal only with revenue monopolies,
that is, monopolies aimed at raising revenue rather than procuring
commodities. Monopoly trade in timber and other: forest
products, which were produced under: a system of state control
and supervision, may also be placed in the same cate;or:y. State
tr;ading,on the other: hand, meant a system under which the
state assumed the right to buy and sell commodities at specified
markets for: raising revenue. That right was usually preemptive :
the state released commodities for private trade in such markets
only after procuring sufficient supplies for its own dealings.
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The history of both revenue monopolies and state trading goes
back to the last quarter: of the eighteenth century. The Gorkhali
rulers, whose territorial ambitions always outstripped the
economic resources a t their disposal, suffered from a chronic
scarcity of cash revenue; hence the exploration of new sources
was an integral aspect of their economic policy. State intervention
in production and trade, apparently suggested by the commercial
operations of European trading companies in India, particularly
the British East India Company, was an outcome of such
efforts. The Gorkhali rulers did attain some measure of succ .ss in
raising Ievenue from monopolies and state trading. They were
nevertheless unable to exploit fully the revenue potential of
those sources partly because of their imperfect administrative
control over their newly-acquired territories. As outlined in
Chapter 3, the Gorkhali administrative system was characterized
by fragmentation of authority a t different levels. As a result,
the state depended on ijaradars for the collection of revenue,
rather than on salaried employees. I j a r a d a ~ sderivcd their author
ity usually under: short-terln, and often ad hoe arrangements;
Their emphasis was on the quick collection of whatever lay within
the sphere of their authority, rather than on the carzful development of revenue sources capable of yielding revenue on. a
sustained basis.

A. Revenue Monopolies
Revenue monopolies are usually viable only if certain minimum conditions are fulfilled. In particular, the volume of
production and trade in the concerned commodity must be
relatively large, but not so large as to make monopoly control
beyond administrative and managerial feasibility. Indeed,
available evidence indicates that monopolies were most
affective and profitable when they covered luxuries rather
t h 1 n the basic necessities of life. Consequently, the list
of revenue monopolies during the first half of the nineteenth
century comprised only a few commodities produced in the
hill and Himalayan regions, chief among which were chares and
cardamom. The chares monopoly was first introduced in the
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hill region from Kaski to Syangja soon alter the mgion was
brought under Gorkhali occupation during the early 17809.l
The cardamom monopoly similarly appears to have been in force
only in the western hill region east of the Bheri river.' No information is avilable about the amount of revenue collected t'rom
these monopolies, for they were included in a number of revenue
sources assigned to a single ijoradar, who stipulated a specified
sum of money for all of them collectively.
The cardamom monopoly did not extend to the eastern hill
regiog, mainly because lands on which the commodity was
produced, as well as the golas where it was traded, were both in
the hands of Limbu kipat owners, thus leaving little scope for a
government monopoly. In those yolas that the government had
succeeded in wresting from Limbu control, cardamom appears to
have been traded without any restriction in the same manner as
other c~mrnodities.~Ijaradars of ,such golas could buy and sell
cardamom for pro fit, like any other commodity, and their transactions may will have preempted those of ordinary traders.
Howev:r, these rights pertained to his operations at the golas
pather than to specific monopoly rights in the cardamom trade.
The monopoly trade in forest products, such as timber, catechu,
singing birds, and elephants in the Tarai and inner Tarai regions
was a more important source of revenue than the charrs or
cardamom monopoly. These products, with the exception of
elephants, were exported to India through individuals under
contractual arrangements of various forms that have been described in Chapter 6, Hamilton's accounts of the production and
export of timber and catechu in Morang district, as noted in
that chapter, show that revenue from the exploitation of forest
i
was relatively meager. It was
resources in the eastern T a ~ aregion
limited to permit fees, and export and transit duties. A duty of
about Rs 7 was collected on each cartload of timber exported, and
Rs 4 on each boatload. These charges were "the only price given
for the timber to the owner of the soil."' He adds : "The duties,
the trifle paid to the wood-cutters, and one-half of the gain on
the carts are all for which credit can be given to Nepal."'
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Hamilton has also given an estimate -of the actual amount
r,weived by the Nepali authorities on each boatload of timber
exported from Morang, According to his estimate, each
boatload involved costs amounting to Rs 609, including
duties amounting to Rs 42 paid to the government, or less
than 7 percent of the total cost. The kathaiya delivered the
timber to merchants in Calcutta a t a total prict: of Rs 1,028,
including Rs 296 as cost of transport to that town. His profit
thus amounted to Rs 123.8 To be sure, a considerable portion
of this profit comprised interest on capital and compensation for
risks, but the amount certainly constituted an economic surplus
that the state could have tapped more fully had its administrative organization been stronger.
Elephants were captured by the state through compulsory and
unpaid labor and kept for sale at state-operated establishments,
known as hattisars, in different parts of the Tarai region. The
procedure usually followed in the sale of these animals does not
aprear to have been conducive to the growth of a healthy export
trade. Elephants were captured while quite young7 and their
height was overstated for calculating their value. The official sale
price was "200 mohars, or 86 rupees, for every cubit of their
height," but "five cubits of the royal measure are only six English
feet," according to H a m i l t ~ n , ~rather than the 7 112 feet
Kirkpatrick believed them to be.@Hamilton adds :lo
As few merchants are willing to give this price for elephants
which have not been seasoned, the Raja generally forces them
on such persons as have claims on the court, who sell their
elephants in the best manner they can.
Most of them were, accordingly disposed of "in presents, or in
commutation of occasional services and pecuniary demands."ll
Top-ranking cfficials were occasionally granted elephants in
Settlement of claims for the payment of salaries.lZ Another way
of disposal was to barter elephants for horses. As Hodgson has
tecorded, b6thecourt makes large and regular purchase; ( of
horses ), and pays usually, not in money, but in elephants, the
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produce of the Tallai territo~ies."~ In any caw, tra de in
elephants was a monopoly of the state. Hatt2rars pasassed
the exclusive right of sale and export, and elephants purchased
by individuals from other sources were *confiscated.14 However,
a ban on imports from India was abandoned after a thyear experiment in early 1829.lS

B.State Trading
State trading was defined at the beginning of this chapter as a
system under which the state assumed the right to buy and sell
commodities at specified markets for raising revenue. In contradistinction to revenue monopolies, therefore, state-trading was
conducted in specific markets, rather than in specific commodities.
For instance, cardamom was under a state monopoly in the
western hill region, hence the state, or a n ijaradar appointed by
it for the purpose, had the exclusive right to buy and sell that
commodity at all places in the region. In eastern Nepal, on the
other hand, cardamom was not under a state monopoly, but was
bought and resold by the state, or by an ijaradar acting on its
behalf a t specified golas under the statetrading system.
State-trading ventures were use4 to earn revenue in two ways :
by monopolizing the local trade in essential commodities, or by
intercepting the export trade in primary produce from the hill
regions to the markets of the southern plains. In the circumtances prevailing during this period, state trading offered a better
revenue potential when applied to the growing export trade in
primary produce to India, compared with the control of local
trade in essential commodities in minuscule internal markets.
Consequently, state-trading in essential commodities was limited
to a few centers. One of those centers was located at Vijaypur in
Morang district, where local administrators were instructed to
procure rice and resell it to the local people at fixed prices, and
the latter were forbidden to procure supplies for personal consumption at other p1aces.l' Such ventures were more effective
when aimed at meeting the requirements df a captive market. In
1807, for instance, construction of forts at Chisapani-Gadhi led to
the concentratiop of a large number of laborers in that area. The
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local administrator, Subba Dasharath Khatri, was, therefore,
ordered to operate a gola at Hetaura, procure supplies of rice,
pulses, salt, oil, tobacco and ~ J Fa t local prices, sell such
supplies to the laborers, and transmit the profits t o the
government.17
State trading ventures for interczpting the north-so uth trade in
primary produce uere started as early as during the la& years of
the eightetnth century. In 1797, for instance, military authorities
in the Pallokirat region of eastern Nepal were inst~uctedto engage
in trading in "timbe~, wax, musk, and other commodities" and
use the profits to Enance the salaries of military troops stationed
in that region.l8 In 1813, .similar arrangements were made to
open a state-operated market in Chainpur to conduct "trade in
all commodities, including salt, rice, yak-tails, musk and wax"
that were supplied from the hill rzgions to the markets of the
southern plains.lg
Perhaps the most ambitious state-trading venture during the
early nixteenth century was started a t Bhangaruwa in Khalisa,
Saptari di trict, In 1809. The regulations promulgated in the
name of the chief of the market, Subba Achal Thapa, illustrate
not only the manner in which it was operated, but also the
state trading policy in general; The substantive provisions were
as follows : 2 0
1. Procure well-established merchants from India and have
them open their establishments a t Bhangaruwa market.

2. Invite merchants from the hill rsgions and the plains and
purchase commodities from them at current rates.
3. Use revenues ( collected from specified sources in Saptari
and Morang) to purchase commodities; At the end of
three )ears, submit statements of profits gained from their
rzsale. Do not succumb to greed OF temptation while
buying and selling commodities, and function on a
commercial basis.
The regulations also enjoined on the Subbn not to oppress the
local people, and not collect unauthorized levies from them. At
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the same time, his revenue-collecting authority was b u t t r e d by
judicial authority, evidently with the intention of placing him in
~
birtaowners and
unfettered control over the local p ~ o p l e .Local
jagirdars were ordered to supply unpaid labor on a compulsory
basis for the construction of warehou;es and other buildings for:
the rnarket.aQ With the objective of attracting trade, producers
Jiving within a radius 01' about 16 kilometers were ordered to
bring their commodities to Bhangaruwa; in more distant areas
the market authorities were instructed to send purchasing agents
and transport supplies in bullock-carts requisitioned from local
6irtaowners .23
In additional to Bhangaruwa, state-trading operations were
conducted at several other golas in eastern Nepal that the government had succe:ded in gradually bringing under its control. At
the middle of the nineteenth century, these golas included Vijayapur, Letang, Ratuwa and Raksa in Morang, Siswa and Sikharmadi in Majhkirat, and Ambarpur, Tarkanna, Kashipur,
and Laxmipur in Saptari district. ID addition, there was a
gola a t Chatra in Morang ownej by a local monastery, which
was actually controlled by the state.=' Though these golas,
commodities produced in the entire hill region east of the
Dudhkosi river found their way to the market of northern
India;
The following order to functionaries in c h a ~ g eof the Siswa
and Sikharmadi golas in Majhkirat in early 1813 8 6 illustcates
the manner in which state-trade operations were expected to be
conducted at golas :
Attract merchants to set up th4r establishments at these
cgolas. Make sure that commodities are supplied ther;: only
through prescribed routes. Collect duties at customary rates
on commodities exported by merchants through the g o l a .
Do not collect anything in excess of those rates. Do not
prevent merchants from proceeding to the Ambarpur; gola, but
let them go there as usual. Any person who does anything
sthat will harm the golas of Amarpur, Siswa and Sikharmadi
will be severely punished.
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The order does not specifically mention that commodities should
be bought and sold on state account. The reason is clear. The
primary objective of the government was to ensure the development of the golas as market-towns by attracting traders and
expanding the volume of trade. The ijaradar possessed the right to
collect duties on commodities that passed through the golas. He
had also the implied right to conduct trade on his own account
if he so desired, but the government was apparently not much
concerned with this aspect of his activities so long as he paid the
stipulated revenue. That the buying and selling of commodities
were legitimate state-trading operations of golas is proved by
regulations promulgated in April 1849, soon after the emergence
of the Rana regime, which required ijaradars to buy and sell
commodities at golas. The regulations also made it obligatory
for producers to supply cardamom, wax, and other produce of
the hill region to the nearest gola "at prices current from time
to time."2B

The Ijara System
State trading operations and monopoly trade in timber and
0 t h forest products, with the exception of elephants, were
conducted under: the ijara system. Inasmuch as the state exercised
little control and supervision over the operations of the ijaradar,
he could, if he chose, engage himself in actual commercial
operations. The uaradar of Morang district, for instance, "keeps
the Catechu at his own disposal, and, bejides the duties, has
probably much profit on this article as a r n e r ~ h a n t . " ~He
~
appears to have been engaged in the timber export trade also,
sending his agents to the adjoining Indian towns to finalize
deals.2e Such activities were hardly surprising, inasmuch as
iJ'aradars at that time were often traders and financiers, rather:
than administrators.20 When ijaradars had na such trading
connections, they left trade in the hands of merchants and
remained content with duties on exports. At times, they appointed
sub-ijaradars for the collection of soch duties, thereby imposing
one more intermediary stratum to partake of ecanomic surplus.
Hamilton has given the following account of the operations of
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Subba Achal Thapa, who had bcen appointed fjaradar o f
Saptari and Mahottari districts for a three-year period from
1807'' before taking over as chief of the Bhangaruwa ma~ket
Pn 1809
The duty on those who make catechu is farmed in Saptari
for 1015 rupees, and in Mahatari for 1212 rupees. The
duties on timber are farmed in Saptari for 2462 r u m , a d
in Mahatari for 2225 rupees. The duties on boats loaded
with timber are farmed in Saptari for 2441 rupees, and in
Mahatari for 345. The duty on birds for both is farmed at
698 112 rupees. The duties levied at the Golas, or custom:,
houses, have been farmed for three years at 100,~OOrupees .
Hamilton has also given a detailed account of how the ljara
system actually operated in the district of Morang, which then
extellded from the Kosi river: in the west to the Mechi river in the
east, and thus included the modern district of Jhapa. The ijuradm
had stipulated a payment of Rs 80,000 a year, but his actual
receipts from different sources totalled Rs 131,425 in 1809-10.
The breakdown was as foilows

Table : 13 Ijara Revenues in Morang District, 1809-10

In Patna rupees.
Land Taxes
Customs duties
Pasturage taxes
Duties on catechu
Timber exports
Duties on bizds
Gola revenue :
Vijayapu~
Raksa
Le tang
Ratuwa

...
...

...

...

Gaand total
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:.In subsequent years, the government detached the monopoly trade
in timber and other forest products, as well as state trading at
.galas, from the. jurisdictim of district-level ijaradars and placed
them under separate ijaras. There was thus one ijaradar for: the
timber export trade, one for golas, and another for other sources
of revenue. This step seems to have had little impact on revenue
from the timber:.export trade in Morang district. In 1809-10, as
mentioned above, the ijaradar had collected Ks 38,000 from that
.source. Figures for subsequent years are given in the following
-table :

Table 14 : Revenue from the Timber Export Trade in
Morang, 1828-51
Year

In Kaldar rupees
Amount

1828
..
Rs 40,00133
1833
...
Rs 38,00134
1851
..
Rs 25,00135
Forests in Morang district thus yielded less revenue in 185 1 thsn
in 1809-10.
The Tarai and inner: Ta.rai areas west of the Kosi river,
- comprising the districts of Saptari and Mahottari, contributed
even less to the state excheque~in the form of revenue from the
timber export trade. At the middle of the nineteenth century,
these areas contributed only Rs 5,00
The exploitation of the timber: resources of the eastern Tarai
region was not left solely to ijaradars, for occasionally the
state negotiated contracts for: extraction and export directly with
Indian and British merchants. In Morang, at least two such
contracts were negotiated in early 1818 permitting the merchants
to export timber to India on payment of Rs 45 for each
~ a r t l o a d .In
~ ~Mahottari district, similar arrangements were
made with one British merchant for: nearly twenty-one years
between 1826 and 1847.- Such arrangements enabled the state
to maximize revenue from the exploitation of forest resources,
but administrative problems necessitating continued dependence
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on ijaradars prevented them from being applied on a more
extensive basis.
In contradistinction, the institution of separate ijaadars for
the management of golas led to a gmdual increase in rtvenue
collections. The following statistics of revenue coilectcd in; thxe
golus in Morang and Saptari distlricts during 1836 and 1851 will
make this clear :

Table 15 : Revenue from Some Golas in,Eastern.Nepal,
1836-185 I'
In Mohar rupees
185 14'
Vijaya pur:
Siswa-Sikharmadi

Rs 3,601
Rs 1,80 1

Total

Rs 9,402

-

Rs 14,201
--The gola of Vijayapur: thus fetched Rs 6,000 in 185 1, whereas in'
1809 Hamilton has given the figure a t no more than Rs 2,000.41
During the fifteen-year period from 1836 to 1851, the amount
of revenue collected at these three. golas increased by about 5 1,
percent.

Concluding Remar ka
Revenue monopolies and state trading, as actually operated
under: the ijara system, created a situation in whicb demand for
commodities was restricted to the ijaradars, whereas supply
remained dispersed in the hands of numerous producers. Producers
and traders, therefore, had little prdection if the i j a r a h offered
them lower: prices for their commodities than they would have
received had trade been free from, such restrictions. T h e s
systems, consequently, inten ,ii~ea the extraction of economic
surplus from production and bade at thr cost of producers a n d
traders without commensurate benefit ton the state. In other
words, although the ijara system may have been a more or less
effective means of extracting the economic surplus generated from
production and trade through, revenue monopolies and state-
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trading operations, as well as of maximizing revenue from the
exploitation of forest resources in the state sector, the lion's share
of the benefits accrued to the ijaradar rather than to the state.
We have seen above how in Morang district during 1809-10
receipts from land and pasturage taxes alone were more than
sufficient to meet the fiscal obligations of the ijaradar. Income
from other commercial sources, including state-trading and the
timber export trade, constituted his profit.
The manner in which the Bhangurawa market was operated
sheds ample light on the impact of such enterprises on the local
economy. In 18 12, for instance, the inhabitants of Majhkirat
complained to Kathmandu that the authorities purchased
cardamom, herbs and drugs, and other co~nmoditiesfrom them
at very low prices. Abuse of autho~ity by the ijaradar for his
personal enrichment made the situation even worse. Subba Achal
Thapa, chief of the market, was charged with having exacted
unauthorized levies from producers and traders in the areas that
had been placed under his jurisdiction. Fines were collected
from people who refuszd to pay these unlawful exactions, so that
"tbe ryots have fled to India and the country is being r~ined."~'
Significantly, Subba Achal Thapa was instructed to confine the
procurement of commodities for the Bhangaruwa market from
lands under birta and jagir tenures. Commodities produced an
jagera lands, which yielded revenue to the government, were
kept beyond his jurisdiction lest their procurement should
similarly ruin the country and affect the tax-paying capacity of
the peasant.4s
Monopolies introduced wholly or partially with the objective
of raising revenue were perhaps even less justified. One cannot
deny the Gorkhali government's need for increased revenues, but
revenue monopolies led to harassments and sufferings for
producers and traders on a scale quite disproportionate to the
amount of revenue they contributed to the state exchequer.
Such criticism should not lead us to ignore the fact that the
monopoly system has traditionally been followed by most governments iri the world as a legitimate means t o raise revenue. It
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would be uafaiv to single out the Gorkhali wvernment as our
target. Criticism will pzrhaps be more appropriata if diracted
not against the monopoly system as such but against the manner
in which it was administered in Nepal during this period. We
have noted that monopolies were usually administered through
ipdividuals uoder the ijara system. The state thus shard with
the ijaradar the amount of economic surplue that it extracted
from producers and traders. In other words, what the producer
and the trader lost through this system was not entirely the
state's gain.
We may conclude that difficulties of administration hampered
the government's objective of maximizing revenue from state
intervention in production and trade. Far-reaching changes were
introduced in the administrative system after the emergence of
Rana rule in 1846. Simultaneously, there was an expansion of
production and trade, particularly in the Tarai region, as a
result of changes in the Indian economic scene. Official policies
aimed a t maximizing revenue through state intervention in
production and trade were thereafter formulated and implemented
within an economic and administrative framework basically
different from that which existed during the first half of the
nineteenth century. The nature of those changes, both in Nepal
and in India, their impact on production and trade, and the
Rana government's response to that impact, will hopefully consti.tute the subject-matter of a separate volume.
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A Retrospect

Our study of policies followed by the Gorkhali rulers during
the first half of the nineteenth century with the objective of
extracting resources in money and co~nmoditiesfrom the nation's
natural resources, agricultural lands, #mines, and forests, is now
complete. It started with a description of the Kingdom's geographical, historical, and political situation at the beginning of
the nineteenth century. A conceptual framework was presented
to facilitate an analysis of resource-mobiliza tion policies under
the two categories of transfer and exchange. This was f o l l o ~ e d
by an examination of the nature of the administrative machinery
available to the state for the implementation of those policies, as
well as of the innovations that were introduced in that field. The
nature of primary production, as well as of handicrafts and
manufactures, and questions relating to the ownership and
control of means of production ( agricultural lands, mines, and
forests ) and the organization of the production function \\!ere
also discussed. The study thereafter examined the general
direction of regional and exrort trade in primary commodities
and handicrafts. It described the main means through which the
economic surplus generated by producers and traders was
extracted by the state through the process of transfer: ( taxes on
production, commercial taxes, and the supply of commodities in
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fulfillment of personal labor obligations ), as well as through
the process ofexchange ( compulso~y procurement, monopolies,
and state trading ). In this final chapter, some broad conclusion^
will he presented on the nature of production, trade and
resource-mobilization in Nepal during the early nineteenth
century.
The significance of the study stems from the growing need for
economic resources in both money and commodities after the
political unification of the Kingdom. As noted in Chapter 3,
Gorkhali rule marked the emergence of a command-econcmy
superimposed on the customary economy-of their predecessors. The
Gorkhali rulers, "by virtue of their positions within the structures
of their societies and their general political orientationsm1 evolved
new general goals, among *which territorial unification and
expansidn occupied pride of place. The campaign of territorial unification and expansion was, however, a prolonged affair. It began
with Gorkha's conquest of Nuwakot .in 1744 and ended in 18 6
in a war with the British. For almost three quarters of a century,
therefore, military objectives dominated the policies and programs
of the Gorkhali rulers. They had to maintain an army, assign
lands to military personnel as emoluments, install factories for
the produc~ionof munitions, and make arrangements for metals
and other supplies; The civilian needs of the new state were no
less important. A growing number of officials and employees
had to be appointed and paid remunerations through land assignments as in the case of military personnel. It was also necess:lry
to sustain the power base of the new regime by making liberal
grants of lmds to the nobility and other groups of the political
elite. All this had a far-reaching effect on resource-mobilization
policies.
These policies have been dercribed 'under the two broad
categori s of transfer and exchange. Policies belonging to the
category of transfers were aimed at extracting the economic surplus
generated by producers and traders without a quid pro quo. They
were based on the state's sovereign authority, interlinked with its
role as ultimate landlord, and included taxes on production and
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-trade, and supply of commodities in fulfillment of personal
.obligations. The process of exchange was utilized to meet the
commodity needs of the state only to a limited extent, for those
needs were met for the most part through transfers, such as the
su >ply of copper, iron and other metals in fulfillment of tenurial
obligations, and of charcoal, hides and skins, and other commodities required for the manufacture of munitions in fulfillmant of
personal obligations. Similarly, the bulk of the state's cash
revenue was derived from the land tax, which provides yet another
example of the transfe~of resources from the producer to the state
without a quid pro quo.

Two other aspects of the resource-mobilization policies of the
state merit equal emphasis. In the first place, the state's need
for strategic materials such as copper and iron outweighed its
need for cash revenue. The state would have been able to
increase its revenue to a considerable extent had not its :trategic
needs made it essent.ial for it to accept commodities rather: than
cash in fulfillment of tenurial and labor obligations. Revenue
similarly occupied a lower order of priority in respect to the
,state's use of agricultu~alland resources. Indeed, it was seldom
.the chief objective of the land-tenure policies of the Gorkhali
~ruiers. Because large areas of agricultural lands were granted on
a tax-free basis to the elite strata of the socizty in the form of
;birta grants and jagir assignments, the state was unable to
mobilize resource from such lands through taxation and other
means. The Gerkhali rulers sustained their monopoly over
political power by sharing the economic benefits of that power
with the aristocracy and the bureaucracy in this manner. Those
groups, consequently, appropriated a part of the economic
resources that otherwise would have accrued to the state.
The relative proportion of money or coamodities extracted by
the state through its resource-mobilization policies is a question
.of only peripheral interest in the present study. If the state
attached greater importance to the procurement of commodities
than to the collection of revenue in cash, or preferred to grant
agricultural lands under birta and jagir tenure to members of the
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aristocracy and the bureaucracy rather than collect revenue
directlv on such lands, such a course of action was certainly no.
more and no less than what the exigencies of the current military,
administrative, and political situation dictated. The question that
is of greater relevance is not what considerations shaped the
pattern of the state's resource-mobilization p-llicies, but the extent
to which these policies were effective in ensuring the fulfillment of
its general goals. That is to say, was the state able to procuresufficient supplies of strategic commodities through the resourcemobilization policies discussed in the present study ?
One cannot deny that this is a ticklish question. It is difficult
to imagine that the Gorkhali rulers were ever able to sit back in
a state of smug satisfaction believing that their munitions factories
were overflowing with copper and iron, saltpeter, hides and skins,
or wax. The evidence, in fact, points in the opposite direction.
The Gorkhali rulers faced a chronic shortage of all such strategic
materials, as their repeated exhort ations to their procurement
officials and functionaries to increase the scale of procurement
or: the frequency of despatch graphically underscore. It is
important, nevertheless, to determine the chain of causation on
realistic lines. If the Gorkhali rulers faced a chronic shortage of
strategic materials, the blame more appropriately lies in the
imbalance between the volume of production and the scale of
consumption, rather than in the effectiveness of their resourcemobilization policies as such. At the same time, it is a fact
substantiated by several western observers that throughout the
early nineteenth century, during which the Gorkhali rulers fought
the most serious war in their 40-year campaign of territorial
expansion, the Kingdom was more or less self-sufficient in
munitions. Indeed, at the middle of the century, a British observer
has testified that "in case of emergency, the (Gorkhali) government
could supply muskets and accoutrements sufficient to equip upwards of 100,000 men."2 There is no evidence that munitionsproduction, even on such a scale, was sustained with supplies
of copper and iron imported from abroad. It would, therefore,
appear; correct to conclude that the resource-mobilization policies
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followed by the state were sufficiently effective to ensure an
adequate supply of munitions lnanufactured through indigenous
materials.
The effectiveness of the resource-mobilization policies of the
Gorkhali rulers in sustaining their munitions industry, however,
concerns only one aspzct of the problem. It was, of course,
important for the Gorkhali rulers in the course of their campaign
of territorial unification and expansion. From a twentieth-century
perspective, however, the impact of those policies on the process
of economic growth and on the economic condition of the producer
and the trader: would appear to be of far greater significance.
A realistic evaluation of this impact depends on a clear understanding of a t least two other issues. One concerns the basic
objective of resource-mobilization policies, and the other the
nature of the administrative machinery used for the implenienv
tation of those policies.
Whar was th3 bxic 0bjec:ivc of the reso~rce-mobilization
policies followed by thz Gorkhali rulers during the early years
of the nineteenth c:ntury ? The Gorkhali rulers mobilized resources primarily to ensure the succeis of their general goal of territorial expansion. That is to say, the resources that thej ~nobilized were used to sustain a standing army of growing size, manufacture cannon, muskets, gunpowder and other munitions, and,
in addition, meet numerous civilian needs. The phase of
territorial expsnsion ended with Nepal's defeat in a war with
the British in 18 16, but the pattern of resource-mobilization
and utilization remained more or less unchanged. The desirability of territorial expansion thzough military means as the
primary goal of the state is an issue that an economic historian
is not competent to discuss. But the fact that war, or preparatims for war, lead to an unproductive use of economic resouras
is self-evident. An economic historian's task is t o establish
causative links, rather than to pass judgments on matters of
extra-economic significance. We can, therefore, only point out
that such a use of the economic surplus drains off resoarms
from economic activities connected with production and trade
and so is inimical to the process of economic growth.
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The second issue concerns the nature of the administrdtive
machinery that the Gorkhali rulers devised for; implementing
their rebource-mobilization policies. As stressed in Chapter 3,
thcse policies were mcstly a manifestation of the commandeconomy character of Gorkhali rule, and the Gorkhali rulers
never succeeded in devising a permanent and institutional
administrative machinery to implement them. It is indeed a fact
of profound significance that there was no institutional link between the state on the one hand, and producers and traders on
the other. In practical tecms, this meant that the state lacked an
administrative machinery to mobilize rtsources from the
economic surplus generated by those groups. ,Consequently, the
Gorkhali rulers depended primarily on the ijara system for the
discharge of the command-economy functions they undertook
with the objective of mobilizing resources in the Tarai region
and the central hill region, which were then the most important
region of the Kingdom from the standpoint of economic activity
and generation of economic surplus. Such dependence was an
inevitable corollary of their inability, as in any pre-indubtrial
society, to extract enough resources from the population to
appoint salaried e~nployeesfor impiementing resource-mobilization ~ o l i c i e s . ~
This lacuna provided the raison d'etre of the ijara system.
Under: that system, state-controlled economic functions such as
the collection of taxes or the management of monorolies were
.performed not by salaried employees of the state, but by an
individual appointed by the state for a specified period for that
purpose. That individual, or ijaradar, was not selected in consideration of his administrative capscity or probity; The criterion
was, in fact, more mundane. It was his ability to stipulate a
bigher payment for; the ijara rights than other prospective
aspirants, and to make payments even in advance of collection
if the government was in need of funds. Inasmuch as scarcity
of cash was a chronic problem, individuals who succeeded in
acquiring ijaras were primarily wealthy financiers and speculators who more often than not possessed little knowledge or
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experience about the specific economic function for which they
offered bids.
Guru, however, was a wasteful system. It superimposed a la! er
of intert-sts between the state on the one hand, and the producer
and the trader on the other to partake of a share in the quantum
of economic resources squeezed from the latter through the
coercive apparatus of the state. The system, consequently, siphoned off a part of these resources that otherwise would have
accrued to the state. To be sure, a rzgular administrative machinery, had the state created one at the local level in lieu of the
ijara system, would also have absorbed a part of the economic
surplus garnered by the state from the producer and the trader.
Nevertheless, there seems reason to believe that it would have
cost much less than the ijura system and insured more efficient
mobilization of resources.
Mainly because of the ijara system, the pattern of agricultural
produc~ion in th.: Tarai region remain-d insulated from the
commercial trends that emerged in the adjoining areas of British
India. During the first half of the nineteenth century, British
colonial rule transformed India into a primary producing
c o ~ n t r y .As
~ part and parcel of this trend, comnlercial crops
such as indigo began to t e cultivated extensively in Bihar and
Bengal. The East India Company provided direct encouragement
for the coltivation of those crops, initially to enable its employees to remit their earnings to Europe in a "legal, advantageous
and adequatew5mann;r through the export of these commodities,
and subsequently as a form of "investment" for transmitting its
own surplus revenues to England.' Thanks to such ecouragement,
indigo was produced cn a scale sufficient to sustain at least 77
factories in the district of Purnea a1one.I Similarly, Bihar was
then "the provinct in which opium of the best quality and
greatest quantity was produced," and Patna, with which the
eabtern Tarai region of Nepal had long had extensive commercial
contacts, had become "the most celebrated place in the world for
the cultivation of piu urn."^ However, these developments had
little impact cm the agricultural economy of the Tarai region of
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Nepal. There is indezd no evidence that either indigo or opium
was cultivated in that region during the early part of the nineteenth century. Land taxes in the eastern Tarai region were
assessed separately for each crop during that period, b:~t the
tax-assessment schedules make no reference to either of these
crops. Moreover, neither Kirkpatrick nor Hamilton hns included
indigo and opium in his lists of exports from the eastern Tarai
region to India.@ There is evidence that the government c;f
Nepal was aware of the commercial prospects of at least the
indigo crop. In 1798, for instance, it instituted an ijllra for the
cultivation of indigo in some districts of the eastern Tarai
region,l0 but the experiment appears to have been short-lived.
Foodgrains, timber, and other commodities continued to be
exported in large quantities during this period, It is, therefore,
inconceivable that indigo and opium too could not have found
a market in India.

A brizf survey of the conditions under which indigo and opium
were produced in Bihar and Bengal appears necessary to explain
the reasons for Nepal's inability to grow these commercial
crops. There the development of indigo and opium cultivation
as part and parcel of the East India Company's investment
policy was due primarily to European enterprise sustained through
coercive measures.ll The factories obtained their supply of
indigo plants mostly from peasants who cultivated the crop in
their own holdings on contract under the raiyati system. To
meet the expenses of cultivation, advances were made available
to the peasants at the rate of about threz rupees a bigha.12
Although it has been claimed that under this system, "the raiyat,
under no compulsion, puts a portion of his land in indigo and
sells to the factory the plant ...either on a valuation of the
standing crop OF measurement of the amount cut,"13 European
planters often resorted to force in an attempt to compel peasants
to grow indigo, and "oppr:ssion and lawlessness remained
associated with indigo plantations."14 In any case, the crop was
certainly not cultivated under free market conditions where the
peasant could decide whether or not to cultivate it solely with!
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consideration to the returns. On the contrary, the price at which
indigo factories prwured indigo from the cultivator was too low
to yield him a return commensurate with the profit he could earn
from the production of other alternative crops.I6 The story
of opium cultivatiorl in India is similar. As early as 1773, the
East India Company assumed the right to the exclusice manufacture of opium, but the right was farmed to individuals Such
an arrangement may have lightened the administrative rejponsibilities of the Company and ensured it a steady income, but it
~
considerably increased the hardships of the c ~ l t i v a t o r n . ~We
may conclude that the production of both indigo and opium in
Bihar was sustained through a system of forced cultivation and
arrangements for the supply of credit to the cultivator.
The system of revenue administration followed in the eastern
Tarai region made such credit supply arrangements virtually
out of the question. As shown in Chapter 3, it was mainly based
on ijara arrangements. jjaradars, however, were appointed on
brief tenures, hence they had little incentive to engage in investments and innovations for the development of agriculture.
Moreover, th:ir authority undermined the position of the traditional zamindar class and deterred it from financing agricultural
development schemes lest increased affluence should invite
additional exactions. The cultivated area increased significantly,
but mainly through increased immigration froin India attracted
birta
by the facilities and concessions offered by
owners outside the ambit of the ijara system. Increased
agricultural production due to such extension of the
cultivated area was limited to traditional crops such as rice,
lentils, and oil-seeds, and little progress was achieved in the
production of commercial crops. The development of commercial
agriculture in the adjoining areas of India, and resource.mobilization policies and programs based on :uch development,
consequently, bypassed Nepal.
We may conclude our study as follows : The mobilization of
economic resources in the form of money and com~llodities
assumed a new importance in Nepal after the emergencz of
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Gorkhali rule during the latter part of the eighteenth century,
That development was followed by the emergence of a commandeconomy with territorial expansion as the main objeztive of state
policy. Traditionallv, Pesourczs were mobilized mainly through
the process of transfer in the form of taxes on prodi~ction and
trade. The Gorkhali rulers extended this Frocess to ensure the
supply of commodities in fulfillment of traditional labor and
caste obligations. Simultaneously, they introduced a number
of measures for: the niobilization of resources through the process
of exchange ( compulsory procurement, monopolies, and state
trading ). However, the Gorkhali rulers were unable to devise a
viable institutional machinery to implement those measures.
Instead, they depended mainly on the ijara or revenue.farming
system; The ijara system, however, proved to be inefficient and
wasteful. It reduced the quantum of resources mobilized by the
state, subjected producers and traders to arbitrary and extor.tionate control, arid thereby had a depressing effect on econo~nic
activity in general.lT Moreover, the resources mobilized by
.the state from production and trade were used primarily for
military purposes, thereby making such resources unavailable
for use as capital for augmenting production and improving
techniques, Extraction of econamic surplus through ijaradars,
and use of that sgrplus for non-economic pJrposes, may, therefore,
he'regarded as key links in thz complicated chain of historical
causation that explains in part Nepal's economic backwardness
during the early nineteenth century.
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Appendix
'Currency Systems in NineteenthCentury N e p d

During the early nineteenth century, different monetary
-units uere in circulation in different Parts of the Kingdom of
Nepal. These were the Mohar rupee, the paisa rupee, the
Gorakhpuri rupee, and Indian rupees of different cadegories.
( a ) The Mohar rupee

Before the political unification of the Kingdom, the Malla
rulers of Kathmandu Valley used to mint silver coins called
mohar. The Gorkhali rulers continued the practice. They adopted
the rupee, worth 2 silver mohars each, as the standard unit of
account, hence it was officially called the mohar rupee. A nlohar
rupee consisted of 16 annas or gandas, each worth 4 copprr
coins called paisa. A mohar rupee was thus officially kvorth 64
paisa. However, its actual value was different in different parts
of the Kingdorn, depending mainly on the relative values of silver
and copper. According to Hamilton1 : "The coin called a Mohur
varies in its rate of exchange, but is com~nonlykvorth 34 Paisah,"
so that each mohar rupee was actually worth 68 paisa OF 17
,gandus in Kathmandu. It was worth 52 paisa or 13 gartdas in
JumlaGnd 80 paisa or 20 gandas in the eastern hill region.# An
attempt was made in early 1826 to standardize the conversion
-rate of thz mohar rupee a t 20 annas or 80 paisa in two-paisa
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(dhyak) coins, and 18 annas or: 72 paisa in paisa coins.4 Hoivever,
the rising price of copper made such measures difficult to enforce.
~ 18 16, copper coin sold at 22
As A. Campbell has n ~ t e d ;"In
gundahs per rupee, now ( 1836 ) a rupee will not fetch more than
20 guudahs, a rise in copper or fall in silver of 10 percent during
the interval alluded to." He adds: "Copper coin has occasionally
been as high as 18 gundahs per rupee."
( b ) The Paiea Rupee

Because mohar coins wzre scarce, paisa coins appear to have
keen the sole currency in most areas of the Kingdom. In ordinary
com~nercialtransactions and tax payments, :therefore, an arnowt
of 64paisas or 16 gandas was treated a s one rupee It was
designated as paisa rupee, an imaginary unit of account, to distinguish it from the mohar rupee. There were also paisa rupees of
20 or 2 2 gandas in certain parts of the Kingdom.
( c ) The Gorakhpuri Rupee

At several places in western Nepal, paisa coins were min ed on
the model cf those minted at Gorakhpur in India. These \{ere
known as Gorakhpuri. Customarily, 48 Gorakhpuri paisa coins,
and, at times, even 72 such coins, were treated as 1 Gorakhpuri
rupee, another imaginary unit of account.
( d ) Indian Rupees

The circulation of the mohar and paisa rupees was mainly confined to Kathmandu Valley and a few other aress in the hill region
and, indeed "is far from being common even there."8 Indian
rupee coins were in wide circulation in all parts of the Kingdom
and were actually accepted in the co1le;tion of government revenues
throughout the Tarai region and in many parts of the hill region.
Houever, the Indian rupee itself was not a standard unit daring
the nineteenth century. Nepali official documents inention several
different units in which taxes were collected in the Tarai rzgion.
Chief among these units was the Patna rupee, the kaldrr
rupee, the Fiirrukhabadi rupee, the sicco rupee, Lathshahi rupee,
the Kampani rupee, and the Rikabi rupe:. Among them, the Patna
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rupee appears to have been in widest circulation, obviously
because the bulk of Nepal-India trade through Kathmandu
Valley and the eastern Tarai region was channelled through t h a t
Indian town at that time.
w
The actual market value of each of these Indian rupee units,
was different in terms of the mohar rupee. The exchange rate
between Patna rupees and mohar rupees was officially fixed at
100 : 123.during the early years of the Rana regimee and has been
used in this study for purposes of conversion during the earlier
period as well for want of more precise information. During the
early 1850s, the revenues of the Government of Nepal were
collected in nine different currency units, namely, Patma, Farrukhabadi and Lathshahi rupees of India, mohar: rupees, paisa
rupees of 16-ganda, 20-ganda, and 22-ganda value, and Gorakllpuri rupees of 12-ganda and 18-ganda value. Needless to say,
such a multiple currency system gave rise to considerable inconvenience.
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Glossary of Nepali Terms
( In the sense used in the text )
Agri
Amanat

A system under: which =venue was colle-

cted, or sources of revenue exploited on
behalf of the state by salaried employees.
Bhainsi

Buffalo; transit duty on buffaloes.

Bhangela

A coarse cloth made from hemp ( cannabis
sativa ) fiber.

A land measurement unit in the Tarai
region, comprising an area of approximately 90,000 squaE feet. The actual area
was different in different parts of the
T a ~ a region.
i
Birta

Land grants made by the state to individuals, usually on a tax-free and inheritable
basis.

Chares

The resinous substance extracted from the
hemp plant, used as a narcotic.

Dharni

A unit of weight used in the hill region,
equivalent to 3 sers or 5 Ibs.
Mining land allotments to individuals.
A customs post; a market.
Land endowed by the state or by individuals to finance religious or charitable
functions.

Gharbari

Cola
Guthi

Hale

A Pakho holding in the hill region which
can be plowed by an ox-team in one day.
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Ijara

Revenue-farming; a system under which
revenue was collected, OF sources of
revenue exploited, by an individual on
contract on behalf of the state.

Ijaradar
A revenue-farmer; holder of an ijara;
Jadhiya-Kheddah An elephant hunt in which the animals
were chased for capture.
Jagir

Lands assigned to government employees
in lieu of emoluments.
A government employee; the holder of s
jagir.

Customs or transit duty in the hill region.
Lands other: than jagir, which were
retained by the state for direct appropriation of taxes.

Karni
Kapas
Kapardar
Khairaha
Khari

Compulsory, unpaid la bor exacted for
state purposes.
A blacksmith.
Cotton; transit duty on cotton.
The chief of the royal household.
Catechu manufacturer.
A kind of coarse salt obtained as a byproduct during the manufacture of saltpeter.

Khukuri

A curved steel knife used in the hill

Jhara

regions;
An elephant hunt in which the animals
were driven into an enclosure for capture.
Kipat

A form of communal land tenure prevalent
among some groups of Mongoloid origm,
such as the Limbu of Pallokirat in the
eastern hill region.

Kirana

Miscellaneous commercial commodities
other than foodgrains; transit duties on
such commodities,

Glossary

Kodale

A Pakho holding in the hill region which

Looneab
Mandi
Maund

was smaller than a pat, holding.
A saltpeter manufacturer; also nuniya.
A market-town in far-western Nepal.
A unit of weight used in the Tarai region.
comprising 40 seers.
( 1)A

volumetric measure for grains,
equivalent to 2.40 bushels. A muri is
equal to 20 pathb, with 8 manas to a
pathi.
( 2 ) A measure of rice-land ranging in
area between 1190.25 and 1785.37 square
feet according to the grade in the hill
region.

Nirkhi
Nuniya
Pakho

A tax on the sale of commodities.
See Looneah.
Unirrigated land in the hill region on
which only maize, millet, and other dry
crops can be grown;

Panchashala-thek A system of land-tax collection introduced
in the eastern Tarai region in 1828 under
which local functionaries were granted
five- y ear contracts;
Pate
A Pakho holding which is half of a h d r
holding.
Raja
Chief of a feudatory state;
Rajya
A feudatory state in the western hill
regioni
Rakam
An obligation imposed on peasants to
supply specified commodities or provide
specified labor services.
Rekh
Customary trading privileges of individuals or communities in the far-western
hill region.
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transit duties in the Tarai

Sair

Customs
Region.

Saranga

A kind of boat.
A leather-worker.
A tax on roofs in the hill region.
A tax on homesteads in the hill region.

Sarki
Saunefagu
Serma
Sino
sugi
Thekbandt

OF

Carcasses of cattle.
A kind of boat.
A system of mining-land allotments ones
cont~actualbasis.

A revenue contractor under the PanchshclaThek system.
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